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A successful design of a space-based or ground-based optical system requires an iterative
procedure which includes the kinematics and dynamics of the system in operating
environment, control synthesis and verification. Most optical systems are comprised of an
arbitrary topology of multi-bodies that could yield undesirable vibration due to
disturbances that could deteriorate the performance of the optical system. Therefore, the
control system must interact favorably to suppress these disturbances using active
controllers and/or damping devices. The favorable interaction of an optical system is
determined by the accurate mathematical dynamics model of the mechanical system, and
the subsequent control synthesis and performance analysis. However, the conventional
modeling and dynamic simulation, obtained by deriving equations of motion of the multi-
body optical system is very time-consuming and can be a difficult job for each optical
system design project. Once the dynamic characteristics of the optical system are known,
the control system must be designed to satisfy the performance requirement of the optical
system. Iterative modification of the dynamics and control system, numerical simulation,
and performance verification are needed. Therefore, under this NASA contract, a multi-
discipline dynamics and control tool has been developed for work-stations of the Control
Division to facilitate the task of designing optical wave front control systems for
NASA/MSFC.
This multi-discipline dynamics and control tool utilizes TREETOPS, NASTRAN, and
MATLAB. TREETOPS is a simulation program for analysis of the dynamics and control-
related issues of multi-body structural system developed by Dynacs, Inc. with NASA
sponsor. Modal data for flexible bodies may be determined from NASTRAN using a
DMAP sequence to interface with a TREETOPS model. Single-precision of TREETOPS
codes were converted into double-precision codes and implemented on Unix work-
stations and PC Windows machines. Post-processing MATLAB files were written to
interface the numerical results obtained from TREETOPS to commercial version of
MATLAB. This tool has been used for mathematical modeling and dynamics and control
simulation to support such projects as Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF),
Solar X-Ray Imager (SXI), Gravity Probe-B (GPB), Shooting Star Experiment (SSE),
Suppression of Transient Acceleration By Levitation Evaluation (STABLE), and Active
Rack Isolation System (ARIS).
To support the SXI project, a pointing accuracy and stability analysis of the SXI telescope
with the interaction of the solar array of the GOES (Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite) spacecratt was performed with three stepping (single, double, and
quadruple stepping) methods for the Solar Array Drive Assembly (SADA). For the
AXAF-I project, a preliminary TREETOPS dynamic model of AXAF-I that includes
flexible solar arrays, Reaction Wheels (RW'), and Reaction Wheel Isolator Assembly
(RWlA) was developed to investigate the effect of the disturbance on RW with the
RWlA's fundamentalrocking fi'equencyon the AXAF-I pointing accuracy. For the
STABLE and ARIS projects, detailed mathematical models were developed for
TREETOPS simulation, and dynamics and control analysis were completed with
cooperation of Dr. Jerry Nurre and Mr. Mark Whorton of NASA/MSFC. The description
of TREETOPS dynamics and control models of STABLE and ARIS, and their simulation
results are described in Section 2 and 3, respectively.
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2. Control/Dynamics Simulation of STABLE System
2.1 Introduction
For several years, an extensive effort has been underway to develop isolation systems for
/.t-gravity science experiments. A joint effort by McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA)
and the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) culminated in the design and flight test of
the STABLE (Suppression of Transient Accelerations By Levitation Evaluation) system.
STABLE was the first successful flight test of an active isolation device for #-gravity
science payloads and was flown on STS-73/USML-2 in October 1995 [1].
In order to verify the control system design and estimate on-orbit performance of the
STABLE, a high fidelity, nonlinear, multi-body simulation was developed using
TREETOPS [2]. This section describes the details of TREETOPS model of the STABLE
dynamics and control system, and presents the results of the performance analysis of the
STABLE system using TREETOPS simulation. For detailed information on the analytical
formulation and modeling aspects of TREETOPS, the reader is referred to the user's
guide [2].
2.2 Description of STABLE TREETOPS Simulation
STABLE is comprised of a mid-deck locker, an isolated platform on which a thermal fluid
convection experiment is mounted on, three actuator assemblies, nine acceleration sensors,
three position sensors, and associated electronics and control boards. The configuration of
STABLE hardware, successfully flown on STS-73, is shown in Figure 2.2-1 [1]. The
platform is suspended fi'om the base of locker box by three electromagnetic actuators
developed by MDA. The flexible umbilical cables that provide power and signal lines to
the components on the platform are the only mechanical connection between the floater
and the base.
The actuator is composed of a passive permanent magnet that is attached to the platform
and a coil assembly that is rigidly bolted to the base. The coil assembly contains two
independent coils such that when a current is passed through them two independent
orthogonal forces are produced in the plane normal to the field lines of the permanent
magnet. Six accelerometers are used to sense the isolated platform motion. The
accelerometers are mounted in pairs on each of the three actuator mounting brackets and
oriented to measure acceleration along the actuator force directions. Three additional
accelerometers are mounted on the base and provide a measure of the base environment.
The accelerometers used on both the platform and the base are the model QA-2000 made
by Sunstrand. The STABLE system has three position sensors that measure the relative
motion of the platform with respect to the base. Each of the three sensors measures
position at its particular location in two orthogonal axes. It is composed of a laser
illuminator, mounted on the platform, that projects a laser image across the rattle space
onto a photo-resistive detector fixed to the base. The position of the platform with respect
to the base is determined by processing the signals from the detector which indicate the
location of the laser image on the face of the detector.
Figure 2.2-1: Configuration of STABLE Hardware
In order to verify the control system and estimate the performance of the STABLE in the
orbital environment, a detailed structural and control model of the STABLE was
developed for the TREETOPS. Since the platform of the STABLE is floating freely within
the STABLE locker box that is rigidly attached to the space shuttle, the STABLE system
was modeled as two rigid bodies (first body for the space shuttle and rigidly attached
locker box and second body for the platform). The only physical connections between the
platform and bases are the umbilical cables (that transfers data and power between the
platform and base) which are modeled six degree of freedom (DOF) hinge connection with
spring stiffness specified to match the dynamic properties of the umbilical cables.
The TREETOPS model of the STABLE system must accurately model of all of the actual
flight hardware components (six actuators, six accelerometer sensors and six position
sensors, and umbilicals) to precisely represent the flight STABLE system. The STABLE
actuator that yields two orthogonal forces can be modeled using two TREETOPS JET
actuators and each STABLE accelerometer sensor can be modeled using the TREETOPS
ACCELEROMETER sensor. Actuator and sensor models are idealized and do not include
high frequency dynamics. Since there is no built-in TREETOPS position sensor model that
exactly corresponds to the STABLE position sensor, a mathematical position sensor
model was developed using the built-in TREETOPS POSITION VECTOR sensor and
STAR sensor. This position sensor model was implemented in a user defined discrete
controller subroutine and incorporated with main TREETOPS dynamics simulation. The
convention of the local coordinates and locations of the actuators and sensors are shown
in Figure 2.2-2. In this figure Fii, Aii, and e_j denotejth force component ofith actuator, jth
acceleration component of ith accelerometer, and jth position error component of ith















Figure 2.2-2: STABLE Coordinate Systems
With supplied mass properties (mass and moments of inertia) of two bodies and the
locations of center of mass, actuators, accelerometers, position sensors, and umbilical
cords connection, TREETOPS determines the kinematics and dynamics of the STABLE
system. The fast continuous acceleration control loop was implemented in the STABLE
TREETOPS model using the built-in TREETOPS continuous block diagram controller
and the slow digital position control loop was implemented in the STABLE TREETOPS
model using a user defined discrete controller subroutine.
2.2.1 STABLE Structural Model
The STABLE system including the space shuttle was modeled as two rigid bodies
dynamics system connected by linear and nonlinear quadratic springs. Since the objective
of the STABLE controller is to achieve the good attenuation of acceleration disturbance
from the locker box to the platform of the STABLE, the space shuttle and attached locker
box was modeled as one arbitrary rigid body that gives a disturbance to the STABLE
platform through umbilical cables.
According to the TREETOPS tree topology, the space shuttle and attached locker box is
defined by Body #1 and linked by Hinge #1 with six degrees of freedom (three rotational
and three translational) with respect to the origin of the inertial coordinate system. The
platform floating inside the locker box is defined by Body #2 and connected to Body #1
through Hinge #2 with six D.O.F. The umbilical connection between the platform and
locker box are modeled as the combination of six linear spring devices and two quadratic
spring devices with a 10 meter undeformed length.
For Body #1, twelve nodal points are chosen to represent the center of mass, origin of
local coordinate system of Body #1, three position sensor detector attaching points, one
corresponding point to the center of mass of the Body #2, and six umbilical cords
attaching points. For Body #2, sixteen nodal points are chosen to represent the center of
mass, origin of local coordinate system of Body #2, three actuator attaching points, six
accelerometer attaching points, three position sensor laser attaching points, and two
umbilical attaching points. Table 2.2.1-1 summarized the nodes of Body #1 (for example,
B1N2 denotes node #2 of Body #1). And the nodes of Body #2 are summarized in Table
2.2.1-2 (for example, B2N2 denotes node #2 of Body #2).
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The definitions of all hinges of STABLE TREETOPS model are summarized in Table
2.2.1-3.
Table 2.2.1-3: Hinges Definition of STABLE TREETOPS Model
Hinge Connecting nodes No. of Ll_in - Ll_out L3_in - L3out
DOF








(1,0,0) - (1,0,0) (o,o,1)- (o,o,1)
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2.2.2 STABLE Sensors Model
STABLE has six QA-2000 accelerometers on the floating platform to measure
acceleration at the attached nodes. This accelerometer was modeled as TREETOPS
ACCELEROMETER (AC) sensor that measures the acceleration of body at the specified
node to the specified direction. Therefore, six AC sensors are attached on the nodes
#4,8,10,14,15,16 of Body #2. STABLE has three position sensor assemblies to measure
the relative position errors between the floating platform and locker base at three position
sensor locations. The measured position errors are sent to the digital computer to compute
the position error at the actuator gap, which is the input top the position control law. Each
STABLE position sensor assembly consists of a laser attached on the platform and an
image detector attached on the locker base. The image detector measures two orthogonal
displacements projected on the detector by the laser.
Since there is no built-in TREETOPS sensor corresponding to the STABLE position
sensor assembly, a mathematical model of corresponding position sensor assembly was
developed using the TREETOPS POSITION VECTOR (P3) sensor and STAR (ST)
sensor. For example, to model the STABLE position sensor assembly at #1 position, a P3
sensor is added on the laser location of the platform to measure three displacement
components between the laser attached on the platform and the image detector attached
on the locker base, i.e. (xpl,ypl,zpl) . Two ST sensors are also added at the laser location
of the platform and the detector location of the locker base to measure two relative
rotational angles of the laser with respect to the detector about z and y axis, i.e. (O_.,Oly) .
Then, the output of the TREETOPS position sensor #1 corresponding to the STABLE
position sensor assembly #1 can be given by
Yl =-Y,,I + _c, ll*tan0u (2.2.2-1)
z I =. z_,1 - _x,l[* tan 01, (2.2.2-2)
Similarly, the outputs of the TREETOPS STABLE position sensor #2 and #3 can be given
Y: "Yp2 - [xp2_tan 02z
z2 = z _2 -1x _2l* tan O2y
Y3 = -xp3 + _v_,,[*tan 03,






Although not part of the STABLE flight hardware, for the purpose of performance
evaluation, one P3 sensor is attached on the C.M. of Body #1 (B1N1) to measure the
relative movement of the C.M. of the platform with respect to the locker base. Also, two
IMU SENSOR (IM) sensors are used to measure the Euler angles of local frames of
Bodies #1 and #2. These sensors are summarized in Table 2.2.2-1.
Table 2.2.2-1: Definition of TREETOPS STABLE Sensors Model



























02&03 of laser #1
02&03 of detector #1
02&O 3 of laser #2
02&O 3 of detector #2
O_&O 3 of laser #3




Relative movement of Body
#2 C.M.w.r.t Body #1
Movement of Body #1 C.M.
Euler angles of Body #2
flame









B2N3 (0,1,0) & (0,0,1)
B1N3 (0,1,0) & (0,0,1)
B2N6 (0,1,0) & (0,0,1)
BIN4 (0,1,0) & (0,0,1)
BEN6 (1,0,0) & (0,0,1)








2.2.3 STABLE Actuator Model
The STABLE has three MDA dual-axis actuators which generate two orthogonal and is
modeled as two TREETOPS JET (J) actuators. The actuator applies a force at the node of
the platform where the actuator is attached. Each JET actuator gives constant force that is
defined using a FUNCTION GENERATOR (FU) at the specified node to the specified
direction. Therefore, six JET actuators are attached on the nodes #5,7,11 of Body #2. For
the purpose of performance analysis, disturbance can be given by applying force on the
C.M. of Body # 1 using a separate JET actuator. These actuators are summarized in Table
2.2.3-1.
Table2.2.3-1:Definition of TREETOPSSTABLE ActuatorsModel





















2.2.4 STABLE Controller Implementation
The high performance characteristics of the isolator are the result of active feedback loops
involving actuators, sensors, and electronics. The STABLE controls the platform by
means of six independent control channels, one for each actuator force direction. Each
STABLE control channel consists of one fast inner acceleration control loop and one slow
outer position control loop.
The inner loop is the acceleration controller with a nominal control bandwidth of 50 Hz.
This fast inner acceleration control loop attempts to cancel the measured acceleration
measured by generating a force command to the corresponding actuator force axis based
on the designed analog control law. The performance of this loop is limited by its
bandwidth, accelerometer noise and resolution, and the nature of the disturbance coming
from the base through the umbilicals. The outer loop is the very low bandwidth position
controller, which is designed to keep the platform centered, countering the effects of
constant and very low frequency disturbances for which for which the rattle space is not
adequate. Since the position sensors are not located with coincident with the
accelerometers, they do not provide a direct measure of displacement at the point of
application of the control force, and additional computations are performed in the digital
processor to determine the displacement at the actuator gap. Once computed they are
passed onto the position controller, also in the digital processor, which calculates
acceleration commands for the platform. These are summed with the accelerometer signals
and form the input to the acceleration loop control law.
In order to implement this STABLE controller in the TREETOPS dynamics model, three
TREETOPS control modules (CBDC, USDC, USCC) were used. The inner acceleration
controller loop was modeled using CBDC (Continuos Block Diagram Controller) and the
outer position controller loop was modeled using USDC (User Defined Discrete
Controller) subroutine. USCC (User Defined Continuous Controller) subroutine was used
to connect the inner acceleration controller loop and the outer position controller loop.
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USCC and USDC subroutines are attached in Appendix A. The hierarchy of STABLE













Figure 2.2.4-1: STABLE TREETOPS Dynamics and Control Model Layout
2.2.4.1 Position Control Loop
The position loop is a digital PID controller which uses position measurements to compute
the position of the actuator with respect to a nominal centered position. Since the position
sensors are coincident with the actuators, they do not provide a direct measure of
displacement in the input axis of the accelerometer, and additional computations are
performed in the digital processor to determine the position errors at the actuator gap.
Once computed they are passed to the position controller, also in the digital processor,
which calculates acceleration commands to each actuator. These are summed with the
accelerometer signals and form the input to the acceleration loop control law.
I1
The position controller operates in two modes. While the gap position error is small, a set
of low PID gains are used so as to provide a very small restoring force which will not
violate the acceleration requirements. If the gap error becomes large, a set of high gains
will be used which effectively increases the spring constant of the control law to keep the
platform from contacting the mechanical stops.
Figure 2.2.4.1-1 illustrates the logic employed for mode selection. Given the set of
position error measurements, the high or low gain mode is determined by checking the
magnitude of each error 6_ (i - 1,..-,6), for all 6 channels as follows:
• If during the previous sample period the high gain mode was in effect and the
magnitude of any 6_ is less than RL, switch to low gain mode.
• If during the previous sample period the low gain mode was in effect and the
magnitude of any 6_ is greater than RH, switch to high gain mode.
'_--- Edge of Gap














Figure 2.2.4.1-2: Block Diagram of The STABLE Digital Position Control Law
Figure 2.2.4.1-2 is a block diagram of the STABLE digital position control law. The gap
error signal is input, which is passed through proportional, derivative, and integral
channels. Two D/A converters with different resolutions are used for the output. Fine
resolution output signals are sent through a 12 bit D/A convert with a resolution of 0.1
micro-g (200 micro-g full-scale) and coarse output signals use a larger range 12 bit D/A
converter with a 10 micro-g resolution (20,000 miero-g full-scale). The derivative channel
is low pass filtered to reduce high frequency noise generated by differentiation. Logic is
employed in the integral channel to reduce the excess that may be present due to build up
of large errors. While in low gain mode the integral eharmel signal may become larger than
can be adequately dealt with by the fine resolution output D/A converter, and thus the
channel may be incrementally unloaded through the coarse channel D/A converter. The
integral channel signal is compared with a maximum allowable value and if the signal is
too large, an integer multiple of the coarse D/A converter least significant bit (10 micro-g)
is subtracted from the fine channel and added to the coarse channel output. The integral
channel for both fine and coarse outputs are checked for saturation prior to summing with
other signals.
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The STABLE position PID controller was implemented in the TREETOPS STABLE
model using a USDC (User Defined Discrete Controller) attached on Appendix A. This
USDC routine generates the acceleration command based on position error and prints out
the intermediate results for the purpose of performance analysis. This routine also
provides a procedure that determine the output of the TREETOPS position sensor model
corresponding to the STABLE position sensor assembly using equations 2.2.2-1 through
2.2.2-6. The displacements of the platform C.M. (x,,,y,t,zct,O,,`,,Oy`,,O,_ ' ) may be
determined using the following relationship between the outputs of STABLE position
sensors and the displacements of the platform C.M. derived in Reference [3].
0,,, -- -(y, + Y2)/(2*(s + d))
o ,`, - -(z, - z2) / (2,(s +d))
F1 = -z3 + (zl +z2) / 2 + y3*Oy`, - r3*Oy`, 2
+ (s 3 + d + r2)*0y`, * 0%
F2 = (Y2 - Yl) / 2 + rt *O z`,
+ O,`, *(-Y3 + r3*O,_, - (s3 + d + r2)*Oz_, )
A 1 .- 1 + 0z,, 2
A 2 = (s 3 + d)*A 1 + r3*Oy`, *0,`, - F 2
A 3 = rs*F l - F2*(s 3 + d)
Y,, =(-A2 +4A_ -4*AI*A3)/(2*Aa)
x ,t = -Y3 + r3* Oy`, - (s 3 + d + r2)* Oz"` - Y,s* Oz_,
0,,,, = (F I + 0y_ *0 ,`, * y,,) / (s 3 + d + y,_)





















the actuator gap may be determined using the following relationship
displacements of the platform C.M. and the displacements at the
in [3].
o o (R_ -r_) -(R_: -r 0
I -(RI_ -,'2) -(R_ -,'1) 0
0 - a(Rz_ - r3) - a(Rz_ - r3) a(R2t - r_ + R22 - r2)
1 (Rz2-r2) -(R2_-r,) 0
a(R_ - r_) - a(R_ - r_) a(R_=- r_ - R_ + rl)







The discrete position control loop computes an acceleration command which will force the
position error at the actuator gap to tend to zero.
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2.2.4.2 Acceleration Control Loop
Prior to implementing the acceleration control law in CBDC, the USCC sets the control
gain and performs part of the acceleration control law computation. Inputs to the USCC
are the high or low gain flag (determined by the mode switching logic in the position
*o
control law), acceleration command from the position loop (xc ), and the measured
*o
acceleration ( x ). USCC is used to select and output the proper (high or low) acceleration
control gain (K,) and products (K** x ) and (K** xc). These quantities are output for
use by CBDC. (In the flight system, the acceleration command and measurement are
summed to form the error signal which is multiplied by the acceleration gain and process
by analog acceleration control law. To realize this operation in TREETOPS controller
block structure, the gain is multiplied by acceleration command and measurement prior to
summation.)
The STABLE inner acceleration controller has six independent channels for six actuator
forces and is modeled using TREETOPS CBDC (Continuos Block Diagram Controller).
The STABLE employs an analog Single-Input/Single-output acceleration control
architecture. Based on the collocated acceleration measurement, a control force is
computed to reduce the inertial motion of the platform. Each channel has the same control
law and continuously determines control force to compensate acceleration error at the
actuator attaching point. CBDC generates a control force for each actuator force direction
*l
by summing the outputs of USCC (K°* x and K°* xc) and processing the error signal
by the transfer function representing the analog control circuitry.
For TREETOPS model total thirty inputs, six for each channel, are read into CBDC. The
inputs of each channel are two FUNCrlON GENERATORs (FU) that provide a de bias
and white noise acceleration component, an acceleration measured by AC sensor, and two
oe .o
outputs of USCC, K°* x and K°* x,. CBDC generates a control force for each
actuator output direction by computing (-K** x -K** x,) and processing the error signal
by the transfer function representing the analog control circuitry. This CBDC generates
twelve outputs, two for each channel; the actuator control force and the total acceleration
from acceleration control loop.
2.3 STABLE Simulation Results
This subsection describes numerical results of STABLE stability and attenuation
performance analysis obtained from TREETOPS simulation. The input file of STABLE
TREETOPS simulation is attached in Appendix B. For the stability analysis two cases are
considered: one is to check stability of the STABLE system by measuring the transient
response of the platform with given initial movement of platform and the other is to check
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stabilityof the STABLE systemby measuringthe transient response of the platform with a
given pulse-type disturbance on base. The attenuation performance analysis was done to
determine the acceleration attenuation curve by measuring the acceleration at the platform
C.M. due to the various frequencies of sinusoidal disturbances given to the base. Mass
properties of the STABLE platform were described in Table 2.3-1.





As explained in Section 2.2.1, the umbilieals are modeled as combinations of linear and
quadratic spring devices. Based on the measured spring stiffness, the linear spring stiffness
coefficients used for TREETOPS STABLE model are 18 N/m in the positive X-axis
direction, 13.5 N/m in the positive Y-axis direction and 20 N/m in the positive Z-axis
direction. The quadratic spring stiffness coefficient used for TREETOPS STABLE model
is -672 N / m 2 to the positive Z-axis direction.
Final control parameters used for the acceleration controller and PID position controller of
the flight STABLE system were determined through iterative design and performance
simulation and summarized in the following Table 2.3-2.
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2.3.1 Stability Analysis Results
2.3.1.1 Transient Response Analysis with Initial Displacement
In order to investigate the stability of STABLE system with acceleration and position
control, the STABLE platform was initially displaced fi'om the nominal resting position by
10 mm in each axis direction. Biased acceleration and white noise are added to the
accelerometer outputs to represent the hardware characteristics of the STABLE
accelerometers. High gain mode was set initially and the transient response was then
calculated from the TREETOPS simulation. The acceleration biases for the six
accelerometers were chosen arbitrarily for this simulation as shown in Table 2.3.1.1-1.
Acc. Bias
_g
Table 2.3.1.1-1: Acceleration Biases of Six Accelerometers
A11 A13 A21 A23 A31
105 -155 85 -125 25
A33
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The white noise acceleration were generated multiplying random number by the following
transfer function and implemented into CBDC.
Kogn2(s+a)
Twh = a(s2 +2_mnS+mn 2)
where K = 2 × 10-5 m / sec 2 a = 2_r(20) rad / sec, m
, tl
= 2:r(100) rad /see and tj = 0.85.
Numerical simulation results of the STABLE transient response analysis are shown in
Figures 2.31.1-1 through 2.3.1.1-7. The gains of PID controller were selected based on
the switching logic and shown in Table 2.3-2.
Figure 2.3.1.1-1 shows the output of the six PID position controller's channels. A11, A21,
A31 are accelerations parallel to the direction of accelerometers #1, #3, #5, respectively
and A13, A23, A33 are Z-axis directional acceleration parallel to the direction of
accelerometers #2, #4, #6, respectively. As shown in this figure, high gain loop was active
first for about 40 seconds and when all six channels satisfied low gain criteria explained
Section 2.2.4.1 for more than Ns sampling time period simultaneously, the position
controller changed into low gain mode to get precise control of position. It should be
noted that all six channels show outputs with opposite signs of the acceleration biases of
accelerometers given in Table 2.3.1.1-1.
Each channel of the position controller has two output signals; coarse acceleration (PC)
quantized with 10 #g least significant bits (LSB) and fine acceleration (PF) quantized
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with 1 _g LSB. Defining A t and ,42 be acceleration output without and with
quantization, respectively, the equation of quantization may be given as follows.
A2 = int [(_tl] + LSB)/LSB].LSB.sign(A1)
The sum of PF and PC is the output of the PID position controller and is to fed back to
the acceleration controller implemented in CBDC at every sampling time. These results are
shown in Figure 2.3.1.1-2.
Detailed output of the sixth channel of position controller are presented in Figure 2.3.1.1-
3. In this figure, the first row of plots show position error, position error rate, and
integrated position error in the Z-axis direction at the gap of actuator #3. Multiplying
these error signals by the PID gains given in Table 2.3-2 yields cp, cr, ci_low, and ci_high.
The coarse acceleration output (PC) is the sum of cp, cr, and ci_high. The fine
acceleration output (PF) is the sum of cp, or, and ci_low. The last row of plots show
indication of PID position high or low gain mode.
Figure 2.3.1.1-4 shows the outputs of six accelerometers. All, A13, A21, A23, A31, A33
are the measured accelerations of the accelerometers #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, and #6,
respectively. It is noted that the acceleration controller immediately senses abrupt changes
of several hundreds of/_ g accelerations of STABLE motion, which is yielded by position
controller command to move the STABLE platform from the initially displaced position to
the nominal rest position, and reduces the acceleration levels to the given output noise
level of accelerometer. Therefore, the acceleration controller is operating as designed.
Figure 2.3.1.1-5 shows the position errors measured by the STABLE position sensors
described in Section 2.2.2. In Figure 2.3.1.1-5, Y1 and Z1, Y2 and Z2, and Y3 and Z3
are Y-axis and Z-axis directional position errors of the STABLE position sensors #1, #2,
and #3, respectively. It is shown that PID position controller brings down position error of
the STABLE platform from initial 10 nun to zero mm in a timely manner.
The controller position errors at the C.M. of the STABLE platform, shown in Figure
2.3.1.1-6, are calculated using Equation 2.2.4.1-1 through 2.2.4.1-6 together with the
position errors measured by position sensors. To check the validity of Equations 2.2.4.1-
1 through 2.2.4.1-6, the position errors at the C.M. of the STABLE platform were
obtained from TREETOPS' built-in position sensor at the C.M. of STABLE platform and
Hinge #1's output, and plotted using dotted line in Figure 2.3.1.1-6. These results confirm
the validity of Equation 2.2.4.1-1 through 2.2.4.1-6 and the effectiveness of the STABLE
PID position controller.
Figure 2.3.1.1-7 shows the position errors at the actuators' gap determined using
Equation 2.2.4.1-7. In this figure, outer dotted lines denote RH (-+9 mm) and inner dotted
18
lines denote RL (--2 nun) ,and these results verify the switching logic for the high/low
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Figure 2.3.1.1-1: PID Position Controller Output with Initial Displacement
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Figure 2.3.1.1-5: Output of Position Sensors with Initial Displacement
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Figure 2.3.1.1-7: Position Error at the Center of Actuators Gap with Initial Displacement
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2.3.1.2 Transient Response Analysis with Initial Excitation
In order to demonstrate how well the STABLE system can overcome sudden disturbance,
a 1000 /z g disturbance was given to the base to the Z-axis direction for 1 second, and
then a transient response analysis was performed using input data Table 2.3-1 and 2.3-2
with initial low gain mode. The biased acceleration and white noise of the accelerometers
used for this simulation are same as described in Section 2.3.1.1.
The numerical results of this transient response analysis are shown in Figures 2.3.1.2-1
through 2.3.1.2-7. Figures 2.3.1.2-1 and 2.3.1.2-2 show the output of the six PID position
controller's channels with detailed output of sixth channel of position controller presented
in Figure 2.3.1.2-3. Figure 2.3.1.2-4 shows the measurements of the reference six
accelerometers. As shown in these figures, abrupt disturbance are sensed and the
controller shifts from low gain mode into high gain mode immediately. The STABLE
controller effectively responds to abrupt input accelerations and reduce the output jitter to
the noise level acceleration of the accelerometers. It is also noted that the low gain mode
may be recovered in about 40 seconds.
Figure 2.3.1.2-5 shows the position errors measured by the STABLE position sensors and
the position errors at the C.M. of the STABLE platform are shown in Figure 2.3.1.2-6.
Figure 2.3.1.2-7 shows the position errors at the actuators' gap.
2.3.2 Attenuation Performance Analysis
The main objective of the STABLE system is to provide a low acceleration environment
across a broad spectrum of frequencies using an active isolation controller, the attenuation
performance analysis of STABLE system was performed and its numerical results are
presented in this section. The acceleration attenuation of STABLE system was estimated
by measuring the accelerations at the platform C.M. for given sinusoidal disturbances of
various magnitudes and frequencies. For this analysis the biased acceleration and white
noise of accelerometers, and initial displacement are not included. The acceleration
attenuation curve was determined by taking 20 times the base 10 logarithms of the ratio of
accelerations at the platform C.M. to the given disturbance accelerations across the
frequency range of 0.001 I-Iz through 100 Hz. Figure 2.3.2.-1 shows the calculated
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Figure 2.3.1.2-5: Output of Position Sensors with Initial Excitation
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2.4 Conclusion
Section 2 documents the details of the mathematical simulation of the control/dynamics
equations that was used to design the control laws and define the expected performance of
the STABLE isolation system. The multi-body simulation tool, TREETOPS, was used to
implement the six DOF dynamics of the floated platform as well as the dynamical models
of all sensors, actuators, and the control algorithms in the software. Where possible,
models were based on measured data and transfer functions; and, therefore, the simulation
should be a good representation of the actual hardware performance. It was noted that
the performance prediction in terms of an attenuation transfer function does not meet the
requirement that was established for STABLE. This was due to a situation in which,
because of schedule pressure, it was necessary to use hardware that was designed for
another program, hardware whose electronics characteristics forced a compromise in the
design of the bandwidth of the position control loop. An effort is being made at the
present time to find another flight opportunity off a STABLE modified to preclude such
limitations and to include other aspects of a practical microgravity isolator. The results in
this section will be compared to flight data once that becomes available in a suitable
format.
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3. ARIS Performance Prediction
3.1 Introduction
An Active Rack Isolation System (ARIS) was designed by the Boeing Co. to achieve the
International Space Station Alpha (ISSA) t.t -gravity requirements. The ARIS Independent
Review Team (AIRT) was formed at MSFC/NASA in late June, 1995 to provide an
unbiased assessment of the capability of the ARIS to meet the ISSA /.t-gravity
requirements. The AIRT had reviewed the design and analysis of the Boeing ARIS, and
reported a final assessment of the Boeing ARIS in December, 1995 [1].
To support AIRT for predicting the performance of ARIS, a high fidelity mathematical
model of the ARIS dynamics and control system with properly modeled eight actuator
assemblies was developed for TREETOPS simulation based on configuration data and
controller of ARIS system provided by the Boeing Co. [2].
A standard ARIS TREETOPS model was developed first for nominal ARIS configuration
that has eight actuator assemblies and then modified for the Space Station Furnace Facility
(SSFF) Integrated Configuration One (IC1) that may delete one actuator assembly. This
section describes the details of TREETOPS model of the ARIS dynamics and control
system, and presents the results of the performance analysis of the ARIS system for SSFF
IC1 obtained from TREETOPS simulation. For detailed information on the analytical
formulation and modeling aspects of TREETOPS, the reader is referred to the user's
guide [3].
3.2 Description of ARIS TREETOPS Simulation
In order to verify the control system and estimate the performance of the ARIS in the
orbital environment, a detailed structural and control model of ARIS was developed for
TREETOPS. A standard ARIS system consists of an open rack about 100 cm wide, 60 cm
deep, 190 cm tall, eight accelerometer sensors, eight actuator assemblies and umbilical
cords. A nominal configuration of ARIS rack was shown in Figure 3.2-1 [2].
Each actuator assembly consists of a rotating motor about a pivot fixed on rack and a
push rod which connects rotating motor and the base body through a short, thin wire.
Also, each actuator assembly has one position sensor which measures displacement along
its pushrod. An actuator system was modeled as two rigid body dynamic system including
one rotational degree of freedom (DOF) for the pivot joint and three rotational DOFs for
the short, thin wire joint connection with corresponding torsional stiffness. Therefore,
total ARIS system shown in Figure 3.2-1 was modeled as an eighteen rigid body dynamic
system (first body for the space vehicle, second body for the ARIS rack and two bodies
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Figure 3.2-1: Configuration of ARIS System
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Umbilical cords which connect the ARIS rack and the Spacelab were modeled as six
degree of freedom hinge connections with spring stiffiaess specified to match the dynamic
properties of the umbilicals. Because of the design nature, the ARIS rack is physically
connected to the Spacelab through each push rod of the eight actuator assemblies. These
position constraint conditions were implemented by matching the end location of each
push rod with the location of the Spacelab connection points. The action and reaction
torque was calculated based on relative rotational angle of each push rod end to the
Spacelab connection point with corresponding torsional stiffness in a user defined forcing
function subroutine.
In order to precisely analyze the performance of the ARIS system, first of all, accurate
geometric modeling of total ARIS system and functional modeling of the actual flight
hardware components (eight actuators, eight accelerometer sensors and eight position
sensors) are required. It is very important to define accurately the locations of all nodes of
each body at initial condition because of position constrains. These nodal locations were
calculated from the given configuration of the ARIS rack and hardware components off-
line and were verified by comparing the position vectors fi-om the origin of inertial
coordinate system through the rack and actuators to the end of push rods and directly to
the connection node of the Spacelab calculated fi'om TREETOPS. An ARIS electro-
magnetic actuator was modeled as a set of one TREETOPS JET actuator mounted at the
center of mass of the of the rotating motor giving an action force and two TREETOPS
JET actuators on the corresponding node of the ARIS rack giving a reaction force.
Eight ARIS position sensors measure the displacements along each push rod, and the
transformation matrix between these measurements and displacement at the center of mass
of rack determines the position error of the rack C.M. that is input to the position control
loop. However, since there is no built-in TREETOPS position sensor model that exactly
corresponds to the ARIS position sensor, the measured pivot angle was used to calculate
the position error of the rack C.M. using the transformation matrix between this angle
measurement and displacement at the center of mass of rack.
Supplied with the mass properties (mass and moments of inertia) of eighteen bodies and
the locations of center of mass and attached nodes of rack and space shuttle, actuators,
accelerometers, and umbilical connections, TREETOPS determines the kinematics and
dynamics of the ARIS system. The fast continuous acceleration control loop was
implemented in the ARIS TREETOPS model using the built-in TREETOPS continuous
block diagram controller and the slow continuous position control loop was implemented
in the ARIS TREETOPS model using a user defined continuos controller subroutine. A
feedforward compensator was added to each TREETOPS continuous block diagram
controller to remove adverse effect of the coupling rack dynamics on the stability of ARIS
system.
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3.2.1 ARIS Structural Model
The ARIS system including the Spacelab was modeled as an eighteen rigid bodies dynamic
system connected by linear springs. Since the objective of the ARIS controller is to
achieve good attenuation of acceleration disturbances from the base to the ARIS rack for
either the Spacelab or the Space Station, in this report the Spacelab was modeled as one
arbitrary rigid base body that gives a disturbance to the ARIS rack through umbilical cords
and actuators" push rods.
According to the TREETOPS tree topology, the Spacelab is defined by Body #1 and
linked by Hinge #1 with six degrees of freedom (three rotational and three translational )
with respect to the origin of the inertial coordinate system. ARIS rack of the SSFF
Integrated Configuration One (IC1) is defined by Body #2 and connected to Body #1
through Hinge #2 with six DOFs. The umbilical connection between the ARIS rack and
the Spacelab are modeled as the combination of three linear spring devices with 10 meter
undeformed length. The moving motor and pushrod of actuator assembly #1 are defined
by Body #3 and Body #4, respectively. Similarly, the moving motors and pushrods of
actuator assemblies #2 through #8 are defined by Body #5 through Body #18. The moving
motors of actuator assemblies (Bodies #3, #5, #7, #9, #11, #13, #15 and #17) are linked
to Body #2 through Hinges #3, #5, #7, #9, #11, #13, #15 and #17 with one rotational
degree of freedom about pivot point using torsional springs, respectively. The one ends of
the pushrods of the actuator assemblies (Body #4, #6, #8, #10, #12, #14, #16, #18) are
linked to the moving motors of actuator assemblies (Bodies #3, #5, #7, #9, #11, #13, #15
and #17) through Hinges #4, #6, #8, #10, #12, #14, #16, #18 with three rotational DOFs
using torsional springs, respectively. The other ends of push rods of actuator assemblies
(Body #4, #6, #8, #10, #12, #14, #16, #18) are linked to the Spacelab connection points
with TREETOPS Closed-Loop Constrain Devices (CL) by applying the calculated action
and reaction torques, that are calculated based on relative rotational angles of the push
rods to the Spacelab with corresponding torsional stif'fiaess, to the connecting points of
the push rods and the Spacelab.
3.2.1.1 ARIS Body models
In order to develop the accurate dynamic modeling of the ARIS, first of all, it is required
to establish a kinematic model that will represent the kinematic relationship of all bodies of
total system. Since the geometric configuration of ARIS system shown in Figure 3.2-1 is
very complex, it is cumbersome to define each body with respect to inertial coordinate
system. However, since TREETOPS automatically connect individual bodies, that are
defined with respect to each body coordinate system, and generates the global kinematic
system respect to inertial coordinate system according to tree topology based on the hinge
information, nodal points of each body are defined with respect to each body coordinate
system. A TREETOPS Hinge defines two connecting nodes of inner and outer bodies, the
relation between inner body coordinate system and outer body coordinate system, and
DOFs of relative motion between two bodies.
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For Body #1, fourteen nodal points are chosen to represent the center of mass, origin of
local coordinate system of Body #1, eight Spacelab's connecting points to the push rods
of actuator assemblies, one corresponding point to the center of mass of the Body #2, and
three umbilical cords attaching points. Because of geometric complexity and geometric
constraint, it is time-consuming task to determine eight Spacelab's connecting points by
off-line calculations. However, the locations of these points can be easily calculated with
TREETOPS built-in position sensors by measuring the position vector from the origin of
the Spacelab coordinate system through rack and moving motor of actuator assemblies to
the far end of push rod of actuator assemblies. The comparison between the provided
position and calculated one can confirm the geometric constraint at the connecting points
of push rods and the Spacelab attaching points. Table 3.2.1.1-1 summarized the nodes of
the space shuttle (Body #1) (for example, B1N2 denotes node #2 of Body #1).

















C.M. of Body #1
Origin of Body #1 coordinate
Attaching point of #1 push rod
Attaching point of #2
Attaching point of #3
Attaching point of #4
Attaching point of #5
Attaching point of #6
Attaching point of #7
Attaching point of #8


























For Body #2, twenty three nodal points are chosen to represent the center of mass, origin
of local coordinate system of Body #2, eight actuator pivot attaching points, four
attaching points of eight accelerometer sensors, eight one corresponding points to the
center of mass of the moving motors of eight actuator assemblies, and one umbilical
attaching point. The nodes of ARIS Rack (Body #2) are summarized in Table 3.2.1.1-2.
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C.M. of Body #2
Origin of Body #2 coordinate
Pivot point of Actuator #1
Pivot point of Actuator #2
Pivot point of Actuator #3
Pivot point of Actuator #4
Pivot point of Actuator #5
Pivot point of Actuator #6
Pivot point of Actuator #7










Pivot point of Actuator #8
Accelerometer #1 & #2
Accelerometer #3 & #5
Accelerometer #4






C.M. of Body #3
C.M. of Body #5
C.M. of Body #7
C.M. of Body #9
C.M. of Body #11
C.M. of Body #13
C.M. of Body #15











Each moving motor of eight actuator assemblies (Bodies #3, #5, #7, #9, #11, #13, #15
and #17) has same configuration and three nodal points are defined with respect to local
body coordinate system to represent the center of mass, pivot point that is the origin of
local coordinate system, and a connecting point to the one end of push rod of actuator
assembly. Table 3.2.1.1-3 summarized the nodes of each moving motor of actuator
assemblies (Body #3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17) (for example, B3 denotes Body #3 and N2
denotes node #2).
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For each push rod of eight actuator assemblies (Body #.4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18), three
nodal points are defined with respect to each body's local body coordinate system to
represent the center of mass, the origin of local coordinate system, and a connecting point
to the space shuttle's connection point. Table 3.2.1.1-4 summarized the nodes of each
moving motor of actuator assemblies (Body #4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18) (for example, B4
denotes Body #4 and N2 denotes node #2).














































3.2.1.2 ARIS Hinge models
According to tree topology of TREETOPS modeling, the number of hinges that connects
neighboring bodies must be equal to total number of bodies. Therefore, ARIS TREETOPS
model has eighteen hinges and each hinge defines nodal points of two connecting bodies,
the relationship of each body's coordinate system and DOFs of relative motion between
two bodies. The definitions of all hinges of ARIS TREETOPS model are summarized in
Table 3.2.1.2-1.
Table 3.2.1.2-1: Hinges Definition of ARIS TREETOPS Model
Hinge Connecting nodes No. of Ll_in - Ll_out L3_in - L3_out
DOF




































































































The Hinge #1 and #2 have zero rotational and translational stiffness, but other hinges have
rotational stiffness corresponding to pivot or string stiffness.
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3.2.1.3 ARIS Pushrod Constraint Models
Eight pushrods are connected between the ARIS rack and the space shuttle. The
connection between the ARIS rack and one side of push rod is modeled as TREETOPS'
Hinge as described in section 3.2.1.2. The other connection of push rod and the Spacelab
can be modeled using the TREETOPS' Closed-Loop Constrain Device (CL) that causes
two nodes on two adjacent bodies to be co-located. The constraints of the ARIS system
are summarized in Table 3.2.1.3-1.




























The torque due to the stiffness of the connecting string may be calculated by measuring
the relative rotational angles between each push rod and the Spacelab from TREETOPS
and multiplying them by the stiffiaess of the connecting string. This computation is done in
user-supplied subroutine DIST. The equal and opposite torque are applied to each push
rod and the space shuttle.
3.2.2 ARIS Actuator Models
The ARIS actuator assembly consists of a moving motor that is pivoted on a mounting
point of the ARIS rack and a push rod that connects the moving motor and the Spacelab.
When the motor is moving through the electronic coils attached on ARIS rack, acting
force and reacting force are generated on the moving motor and the ARIS rack,
respectively. The force diagram of actuator system is shown in Figure 3.2-2. The control
forces f_ (i=l through 8) acting through the push rods are calculated from the Control
Law in Section 3.2.4.4 and then the actuator forces are determined from the control forces










Figure 3.2.2-1: Force Diagram of Actuator System
The acting actuator force is applied to the center of mass of the each moving motor to the
moving direction in body coordinates using TREETOPS JET (J) actuator. The
counteracting actuator force is applied to the Rack's nodal point corresponding to the
center of mass of the each moving motor. This force is decomposed to the two orthogonal
components parallel to motor's moving plane in Body #2 coordinate system and modeled
as two TREETOPS JET (J) actuators.
The acting actuator forces of the
determined by following equations.
each actuator, F,, (m=3,5,7,9,i1,13,15,17) are
d, d,, d, d,F_= :'T.; r_--i_T. ,. e_=-/_. F0=I,d ,t d,t
d. F,5 -f7 d. /717 = L a.a_.__,. V_ = L _; ....
Ft_=-fS d ' d,, d ,' d
where d._ is distance from pivot to center of mass of each actuator and d°




In order to determine the counteracting actuator forces, the transformation matrix
between rack body coordinate system and each actuator body coordinate system may be
obtained by following equations.
[r.j. ,,-.]=[i:,_]_.
Therefore,
[r j. _].[_ j__](_:_._
The transformation matrix between inertial coordinate and rack coordinate, C 2 and
transformation matrices between inertial coordinate and eight moving motors of actuator
assemblies, C,, (m = 3,5,7,9,1L13,15,1"/) are calculated by TREETOPS. Therefore, the
counteracting actuator force being applied to the Rack's nodal point corresponding to the
center of mass of the each moving motor are determined from the following equations and




The TREETOPS actuators for the ARIS actuator assemblies are summarized in Table
3.2.2-1.
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3.2.3 ARIS Sensor Models
The ARIS system has eight accelerometers on the ARIS Rack to measure acceleration at
the attached nodes to the aligned direction. Each accelerometer was modeled as a
TREETOPS' ACCELEROMETER (AC) sensor that measures the acceleration of the
body at the specified node to the specified direction. Therefore, eight AC sensors are
attached on the nodes #11, 12, 13, 14 of Body #2 defined in Table 3.2.1.1-2 with specified
measuring directions. In order to determine attenuation performance of ARIS system, the
accelerations at the center of mass of the Body #1, 2 are needed to be measured. Three
AC sensors are attached at the center of mass of Body #1 and #2 and aligned to the three
orthogonal directions. These AC sensors are summarized in Table 3.2.3-1.













































































The ARIS system has eight position sensors. A position sensor consists of one detector
fixed on the actuator assembly case and one laser mounted on the moving shaft about
pivot point of the actuator assembly. In the ARIS flight hardware each position sensor
measures the projection of a laser on a detector, that is the position movement at each
actuator attaching node to the direction of pushrod. Therefore, eight position movements
at eight actuator attaching nodes are used to determine the transitional and rotational
displacements of the center of mass of the ARIS rack that is input for the position control
loop. There is no built-in TREETOPS sensor corresponding to the ARIS position sensor
assembly. However, since the rotational angles of eight actuators about pivot points
available from TREETOPS simulation are proportional to the ARIS position sensor's
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outputs,eight rotationalanglesof eightactuatorsaboutpivot pointsareusedto determine
the transitional and rotational displacements of the center of mass of ARIS rack.
3.2.4 ARIS Control Law Models
The ARIS control system consists of one fast inner acceleration control loop, one slow
outer position control loop, and one feedforward compensator to remove adverse effect of
the coupling rack dynamics. The ARIS control law and control gains were provided by the
Boeing's ARIS Team. In order to implement this ARIS controller in the TREETOPS
dynamic model, two TREETOPS control modules (CBDC, USCC) were used. Since the
units used for Boeing's control law are English units and Metric units are used for the
ARIS TREETOPS dynamic model, the proper conversion factors are required to
implement Boeing's control law into the ARIS TREETOPS dynamic model.
The inner acceleration control loop has six independent channels for three translational
and three rotational motion. Each inner acceleration control loop was modeled as the same
continuous transfer function with the control gain corresponding to each directional mass
property using CBDC (Continuos Block Diagram Controller). The outer PID position
control loop was also modeled as a continuous transfer function and added to CBDC
Control module.
Each control loop was designed and normalized for six uncoupled motion, in order to
implement this control law into the coupled nonlinear ARIS dynamic system successfully,
a feedforward control loop was added to the inner acceleration control loop to remove the
coupled dynamic motion of the ARIS system. This feedforward control force is calculated
by multiplying the position error by the pre-determined off-diagonal stiffness matrix of the
ARIS dynamic system.
The computation of actuator forces and feedforward control forces are being done in
USCC (User Defined Continuous Controller). The USCC was also used to define the
transformation matrix from the measured acceleration to the acceleration at the rack C.M.,
the transformation matrix from the control forces at the rack C.M. to the actuator forces
at the actuator's pivot point to the direction of the push rod, the transformation matrix
from the rotational angles of actuator to the movement of rack C.M. The USCC
subroutine is attached in Appendix D. The overall ARIS TREETOPS dynamics and












Figure 3.2.4-1: ARIS TREETOPS Dynamics and Control Model Layout
3.2.4.1 Position Control Loop
The ARIS position controller has six independent channels for three translational and three
rotational motion. The ARIS position PID controller with a low-pass filter of each channel
was modeled as a continuous transfer function and implemented in the TREETOPS ARIS
model using CBDC. Inputs to this position PID controller are six displacements of the
center of mass of the ARIS rack and the position controller generates acceleration
commands based on the position error. The position error of the center of mass of the
ARIS rack may be determined using the rotational angles of eight actuators about pivot
points obtained from the ARIS dynamic simulation and the transformation matrix between
these angles and the position error of the center of mass of the ARIS rack. This
computation is done in USCC.
The above transformation matrix, whose elements are the rotational angles of eight
actuators about pivot points due to each unit displacement of the center of mass of the
ARIS rack to the direction of three translational and three rotational motion, is determined
from off-line computation by measuring the rotational angles of eight actuators and the
displacement of the center of mass of the ARIS rack from TREETOPS simulation when
an arbitrary force is applied at the center of mass of the ARIS rack in each direction of
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three translational and three rotational motion without controllers. This transformation
matrix, T_ was defined in USCC.
3.2.4.2 Acceleration Control Loop
The inner acceleration control loop was modeled as two serially connected transfer
functions for each channel of six rigid body motion of ARIS rack and implemented in
CBDC. Inputs to this acceleration control loop are three linear accelerations and three
angular accelerations at the center of mass of the ARIS rack. These accelerations at center
of mass of the ARIS rack may be determined as follows using the measured acceleration
and the transformation matrix from the measured acceleration to the acceleration at the
rack C.M..
Let position vectors fi'om the origin of ARIS body coordinate to the accelerometers #1, #2
and #3, #4, #5 and #6, #7, #8 be _ or [r_(1) r_(2) r_(3)] r, (i = L.-.,3), respectively, and
the skew matrices of F/, _ (i = 1,2,3) be defined as
0 - r_(3) r_(2)]
r,(3) 0 -;,0) 1,L-r,(2) r (1)
then, [ax][axJ[ax]ray = a, +,_×_= a r -_ cry
az l az c.M. a= c.u LazJc...
where _ is rotational angular acceleration of ARIS rock.
(3.2.4.2-1)
Defining
Iax][axl[ox]A i -. a r , _= ay ,and_ = cry ,
az i a z c.u. a z c._r.




Simultaneously, the acceleration components at three locations of accelerometer may be
determined from the eight measured accelerations, a_,(i=l,...,8)with measuring
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Equating Equation (3.2.4.2-2) to (3.2.4.2-3) and taking pseudo-inverse yield the
acceleration at center of mass of the ARIS rack as the follows.
•al .al.
a 2 a 2
a 3 a 3
['_. ] .,r w a4 a4
=(r.; ---r.
as as




This computation and the above transformation matrix, T,_ are described in USCC. The
above computed accelerations at the center of mass of the ARIS rack are read into CBDC
module and processed by acceleration control law to generate compensated accelerations.
These compensated accelerations and the acceleration commands generated by the
position control loop are summed to form the error signals. CBDC generates control
forces and moments by multiplying these error signals by gains that are corresponding
mass property to each DOF motion.
3.2.4.3 Feedforward Control Loop
A feedforward compensating force is added to the control force calculated from the
acceleration and position control loops to cancel out the adverse effect of the coupling
motion on stability of the ARIS system. This force is determined by multiplying the
compensating stiffness matrix of the ARIS system by the position error at the center of
mass of the ARIS rack that is calculated in USCC. The compensating stiffiaess matrix of
the ARIS system may be calculated off-line by canceling out off-diagonal elements of the
total stiffiaess matrix and adjusting the diagonal elements corresponding to the specified
frequency of each DOF motion (for example, 1.4 rad/sec frequency was chosen for
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simulation in this report). Since the total stiffiaess of the ARIS system is a combination of
the stiffness of umbilicals and the stiffness of the pivots and pushrods connection of eight
actuators, it has to be determined from test. For the operation in the orbit, the stiffiaess of
the total ARIS system is calculated from the measured forces due to unit displacement at
the center of mass of rack to each direction of six DOF motions by commanding position
controller without the acceleration controller.
In order to determine the stiffness of the total ARIS TREETOPS model, with only
position controller loops, a position command was given to the position controller in each
direction of three translational and rotational motion one at a time, and the required forces
and moments are calculated from CBDC. These forces and moments per unit
displacement fill each row of stiffness matrix of the total ARIS system. There were two
sets of gains for the position control loops provided by the Boeing's ARIS Team: one for
normal operational mode and another one for the standby mode that is larger. The gain set
for the standby mode is used for the position control gain to determine the above
mentioned stiffness matrix of the total ARIS system.
3.2.4.4 Control Force Distribution
The control forces at the center of mass of the ARIS rack that were determined through
position control loop, acceleration control loop, and feedforward control loop may be
distributed to each actuator assembly using a transformation matrix between forces at the
C.M. of ARIS rack and the actuator forces at the actuator's pivot point to the longitudinal
direction of pushrod.
Let position vectors from the origin of ARIS body coordinate to the pivot points of eight
actuators be /_ ,(i = 1,-..,8), the control forces at the center of mass of ARIS rack be
and the actuator forces at the actuator's pivot point to the longitudinal direction
C.M. '
of pushrod be .f/-. f/_, (i - 1,..,8), then
[;] ] (3.2.4.4-1)
Defining 0_, (i = 1,...,8) be column matrix for unit directional vector along ith pushrod, ff_
and the skew matrix of R_, R; be as




the above vector form of equation can be rewritten in matrix form in the ARIS rack






components of control force and moment at the C.M. of the ARIS rack. Once these
control force and moment are calculated from the ARIS control law, the magnitude of the
actuator forces at the actuator's pivot point to the longitudinal direction of pushrod may















where T _ is a transformation matrix from the forces and moments at the C.M. of ARIS
rack to the actuator forces at the actuator's pivot point to the longitudinal direction of
pushrod, and is calculated by taking the pseudo-inverse of T_" given in Equation (3.2.4.4-
2).
3.3 ARIS Simulation Results
In the Section 3.2, the details of the TREETOPS modeling of the standard nominal ARIS
system was described. However, geometric configuration and mass properties of the ARIS
system may vary slightly depending on payloads that will be accommodated in ARIS
system. This section describes numerical results about the attenuation performance
analysis of the ARIS system for the Space Station Furnace Facility (SSFF) Integrated
Configuration One (IC1) obtained from TREETOPS simulation. The Input file of ARIS
TREETOPS simulation is attached in Appendix E.
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Although the standard ARIS system has eight actuator assemblies, the ARIS for SSFF IC1
may have seven actuator assemblies due to restricted accessibility of the actuator #1
assembly. In order to minimize efforts to modify standard ARIS TREETOPS model
described in Section 4 for the ARIS system of SSFF IC1, the masses of Body #3 and #4
(actuator assembly #1) are set to be negligibly small with zero DOF of Hinge #3 and #4
and deleting the geometric constraint between push rod of actuator assembly #1 and base
Body #1.
For numerical simulation, the mass properties and location of C.M. of ARIS rack for
SSFF IC1 are given in Table 3.3-1. And the stiffness of umbilical cords used for this
simulation is described in Table 3.3-2.
Table 3.3-1: Mass Properties and Location of C.M. of ARIS Rack for SSFF IC1
Mass (K_) 840
1,_,,I_,1=,I,_,I,_,Ir, (Kg- m 2) 208.7974, 227.7789, 96.2637,
2.7117, 8.1350, 10.8466
B1N1, B1Nll, B2N1 (meter) 0.5989,-0.2901, 1.0272
Table 3.3-2: Stiffness of Umbilical Cords Used for ARIS TREETOPS Simulation
K x (N/m) 1225.88
Ky (N/m) 2189.07
K x (N/m) 1926.39
The pivot of the actuator assembly has one rotational DOF with stiffness of 0.0565
N-m/rad. The pushrod string of actuator assembly could have three rotational DOFs,
however, since Renbrandt flexures restricts twisting motion, a torsional DOF about
neutral axis of the string was deleted. The stiffness of two rotational DOFs of the pushrod
connecting string of an actuator assembly is given as 0.0565 N-m / rad.
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3_3.1 Determination of Transformation Matrices T_", T_, T_, T_
The transformation matrix from the actuator forces at the actuator's pivot point to the
longitudinal direction of the pushrod to the forces and moments at the C.M. of the ARIS
rack, T,_ may be calculated from Equation (3.2-6) with the position vectors of pivot
points from the C.M. of the ARIS rack and directional vector of pushrods of ARIS
actuator assemblies of SSFF IC1.
The position vectors of pivot points from the C.M. of the ARIS rack are obtained from
subtracting the location vector of the C.M. of the ARIS rack from the location vectors of
the pivot points of actuators and given in Table 3.3.1-1.
Table 3.3.1-1: Position Vectors of Pivot Points from the C.M. of the ARIS Rack
Description
Pivot point of Actuator #1
[R1(1), R1(2), R1(3)]
Pivot point of Actuator #2
[R2(1), P_(2), R2(3)]
Pivot point of Actuator #3
[R3(1),R3(2),R3(3)]
Pivot point of Actuator #4
[R 4(1), R4(2), R4 (3)]
Pivot point of Actuator #5
[R5(1),Rs(2),Rs(3)]
Pivot point of Actuator #6
[R6(1),R_(2),R_(3)]
Pivot point of Actuator #7
[RT(1),RT(2),RT(3)]
Pivot point of Actuator #8
[Rs(1), Rs(2), Rs(3)]
Location vectors from the C.M. of ARIS













Pushrod #1, O r
Pushrod #2, O r
Pushrod #3, O r
Pushrod #4, O r
Pushrod #5, U_"
Pushrod #6, 0 r
Pushrod #7, _r
Pushrod #8, U_"










The row matrices for unit directional vector along the pushrod of ARIS /th actuator
assembly of SSFF IC1, t.)ir, (i -- 1,...,8) are given Table 3.3.1-2.
Therefore, a transformation matrix from the forces and moments at the C.M. of ARIS rack
to the actuator forces at the actuator's pivot point to the longitudinal direction of pushrod,
Txu was calculated by taking pseudo-inverse of T,x and coded as tdelxtou in subroutine
USCC attached in Appendix D.
The transformation matrix from the measured acceleration to the acceleration at the rack
C.M., T_ may be calculated using the procedures described in Section 3.2.4.2 with three
position vectors of accelerometers location from the C.M. of the ARIS rack for SSFF IC1
and measuring the directional unit vectors of eight accelerometers.
The three position vectors of accelerometers location from the C.M. of the ARIS rack are
obtained from subtracting location vector of the C.M. of ARIS rack from the location
vectors of accelerometers and given in Table 3.3.1-3.
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Table3.3.1-3:PositionVectorsof AccelerometersLocation




Accelerometers #3, #4, #5
[r2(1),r2(2),r2(3)]
Accelerometers #6, #7, #8
[r3(1), r3(2), r3(3) ]
Location vectors from the C.M. of ARIS




The row matrices for unit measuring directional vector the ith accelerometer of SSFF IC1,
_r, (i = 1,.-.,8) are given Table 3.3.1-4.
Table 3.3.1-4: Unit Measuring Directional Vectors the ARIS accelerometers
Description
Accelerometer #1, t2r




Accelerometer #6, a r
Accelerometer #7, t_7r
Accelerometer #8, t_r










Therefore, a transformation matrix from the measured acceleration to the acceleration at
the rack C.M., T2was calculated as described as the above and coded as tmtox in
subroutine USCC attached in Appendix D.
The transformation matrix fi-om rotational angles of actuators' moving motor about pivot
to the position error of the C.M. of ARIS rack, T;was determined as described in Section
4.4.1 by applying 1600 N on C.M. of ARIS rack to the X, Y and Z direction, and 400 N-
m about X and Y axis, 200 N-m about Z axis on C.M. of ARIS rack, respectively.
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ThecalculatedT_ was coded as tptoxl in subroutine USCC attached in Appendix D.
3.3.2 Determination of Feedforward Compensating Stiffness Matrix
Total stiffness of ARIS system for SSFF IC1 was calculated using the procedures
described in Section 4.4.3 with the standby mode gains of the ARIS PID position
controller (K e -- 5, K o -- 4, K t z 5 ) and second order low pass filter of 0.6 damping ratio
and 2 I-Iz band width. The compensating stiffness matrix was determined by canceling out
off-diagonal elements of the calculated total stiffness of ARIS system and adjusting the
diagonal elements corresponding to 1.4 rad/sec frequency. This compensating stiffiaess
matrix was coded as pk in subroutine USCC attached in Appendix D.
3.3.3 Transient Response Analysis with Initial Excitation
In order to demonstrate how well the ARIS system can overcome sudden disturbance, a
100 /z g disturbance was given on the C.M. of base Body #1 to the X-, Y-, Z-directions
for 1 second, and the transient response was calculated. For this transient response
analysis condition the ARIS PID position controller had nominal gains
( K e = 0.036, K o = 6, K I ,- 0.018) and second order low pass filter of damping ratio 1 and
0.01 Hz band width.
The numerical results of this transient response analysis are shown in Figures 3.3.3-1
through 3.3.3-5. Figure 3.3.3-1 shows the measured accelerations at C.M. of the base
Body #1 and the ARIS rack. It is clearly noticed that ARIS controller quickly sense the
initial acceleration disturbance and remove it.
In Figure 3.3.3-2 and 3.3.3-3 the position errors at the C.M. of the ARIS rack calculated
from the rotational angles of seven actuators about pivot points using T], that are input
for PID position controller in actual flight condition, are compared with the measured
position errors using the TREETOPS built-in sensors for the checking purpose. Initial
translational position errors at the C.M. of the ARIS rack due to 100 N of 1 second pulse
type disturbance are less than 4 mm and reduced to zero mm in 500 seconds. It is noticed
that there are discrepancies between the rotational angle errors at the C.M. of the ARIS
rack calculated from the rotational angles of seven actuators about pivot points using T_
and the rotational angle errors measured from the TREETOPS built-in sensors attached at
the C.M. of ARIS rack, however the magnitudes are negligibly small under the small
deflection assumption for linearization when these rotational angles are due to coupling
effects due to translational motion.
The control forces along pushrods of the ARIS actuators that the ARIS controller requires
to remove the acceleration disturbance given to the ARIS rack through umbilicals due to
the 100 N 1 second pulse type disturbance given on the C.M. of the base Body #1 are
shown in Figure 3.3.3-4. It is noticed that since actuator #1 was deleted, actuator #2 on
the same side as actuator #1 takes most control force. Figure 3.3.3-5 shows actuator
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forces acting on the C.M. of moving motors of each actuators that are d,,/d,, (=2.2871)
times control forces shown in Figure 3.3.3-4.
3-3.4 Attenuation Performance Analysis
In order to estimate the attenuation performance of the ARIS system for SSFF IC1, the
acceleration attenuation curve was determined by measuring the acceleration at the
platform C.M. due to the frequency range of 0.001 Hz through 100 Hz of sinusoidal
disturbances given to the base with position and acceleration controller active. For normal
operating condition the ARIS PID position controller has gains
(K e - 0.036, K o = 6, K I - 0.018) and second order filter with damping ratio 1 and 0.01
Hz band width. Figure 3.3.4-1 shows the acceleration attenuation curve of the ARIS
system obtained from TREETOPS simulation. It is noticed that below 0.03 Hz, the ARIS
system slightly amplified the disturbance given to the ARIS rack as expected, however the
ARIS system gives about 13 dB of attenuation at 0.1 Hz and about 33 dB of attenuation
at 1 I-.Iz for this disturbance.
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Figure 3.3.3-1: Measured Accelerations at C.M. of Body #1 and the ARIS Rack
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Figure 3.3.3-2: Translational Position Errors at the C.M. of the ARIS Rack
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Figure 3.3.3-3: Rotational Position Errors at the C.M. of the ARIS Rack
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Figure 3.3.3-4: Control Forces along Pushrods of the ARIS Actuators
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Figure 3.3.3-5: Actuator Forces on the C.M. of Moving Motors of Actuators
6?
Figure 3.3.4-1: Acceleration Attenuation Curve of ARIS System for SSFF IC1
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3.4 Conclusion
In Section 3 the details of high fidelity mathematical model of the ARIS dynamics/control
system and its numerical simulation results for SSFF IC1 were documented. The multi-
body simulation tool, TREETOPS was used to implemented the six DOF dynamics of the
ARIS rack as well as the dynamic models of all sensors, actuators, and the control
algorithm in the soltware. The standard TREETOPS simulation model developed for
nominal ARIS configuration in this report could be easily modified and used to estimate
the performance of the ARIS in the orbital environment for various ISSA /_-gravity
experiments.
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STABLE User Defined Controller Subroutine
7O
c For STABLE.int
c updated on 6/08/95
c
c User Defined Continuous Controller for STABLE micro-qravity






c Controller #3 inputs
c u(1)- output #2 of controller #1
c u(2)- output #16 of controller #2
c u(3)- output #28 of controller #2
c u(4)- output #4 of controller #1
c u(5)- output #17 of controller #2
c u(6)- output #29 of controller #2
c u(7)- output #6 of controller #I
c u(8)- output #lS of controller #2
c u(9)- output #30 of controller #2
c u(10)- output #8 of controller #I
c u(11)- output #19 of controller #2
c u(12)- output #31 of controller #2
c u(13)- output #I0 of controller #I
c u(14)- output #20 of controller #2
c u(15)- output #32 of controller #2
c u(16)- output #12 of controller #1
c u(17)- output #21 of controller #2
c u(18)- output #33 of controller #2
c
c Controller #3 outputs
c r(1) - input #4 of controller #I
c r(2) - input #5 of controller #I
c r(3) - input #9 of controller #I
c r(4) - input #I0 of controller #1
c r(5) - input #14 of controller #I
c r(6} - input #15 of controller #1
c r(7) -- input #19 of controller #I
C r(8) - input #20 of controller #I
c r(9) - input #24 of controller #I
c r(10)- input #25 of controller #I
c r(11)- input #29 of controller #I













DOUBLE PRECISION KDLOW,KDHIGH,KPLOW, KPHIGH,KILOW,KIHIGH







C User Defined Discrete Controller
C
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c controller #2 Inputz
c u(1)s SE401 (Star Sensor #I at B2N3), beta_l (y component)
c u(2)s SE401 (Star Sensor #1 at B2N3), beta 2 (z component)
c u(3)s SE501 (Star Sensor #2 at B2NS), beta-1 (y colponent)
c u(4), SE501 (Star Sensor #2 at B2NS), beta-2 (z component)
























































St601 (Star Sensor #3 at B2N7), beta 2 (z component)
SE701 (Position vector sensor #1 at B2N3), dx (x component)
SE701 (Position vector sensor #1 at B2N3), dy (y component)
SE701 (Position vector sensor #1 at B2N3), dz (z component)
SES01 (Position vector sensor #2 at B2NS), dx (x component)
SES01 (Position vector sensor #2 at B2NS), dy (y component)
SES01 (Position vector sensor #2 at B2NS), dz (z component)
SE901 (Position vector sensor #3 at B2NT), dx (x component)
SE901 (Position vector sensor #3 at B2N7), dy (y component)
SE901 (Position vector sensor #3 at B2N?), dz (z component)
SE402 (Star Sensor #4 at BIN3), beta_l (y component)
SE402 (Star Sensor #4 at BIN3), beta_2 (z component)
SE502 (Star Sensor #5 at BINS), beta_l (y component)
SE502 (Star Sensor #5 at BINS), beta_2 (z component)
SE602 (Star Sensor #6 at BIN7), beta_l (y component)
SE602 (Star Sensor #6 at BINT), beta_2 (z component)
SE911 (Position vector sensor #4 at B2NI), dx (x component)
SE911 (Position vector sensor #4 at B2N1), dy (y component)
SEgll (Position vector sensor #4 at B2NI), dz (z component)
SE922 (IMU sensor #2 at BIN1), Theta_x
SE922 (IMU sensor #2 at BIN1), Theta_y
SE922 (IMU sensor #2 at BINI), Theta_z
#2 Outputs
followings are calculated from analytic equation.
#1 position sensor error y component
#I position sensor error z component
#2 position sensor error y component
#2 position sensor error z component
#3 position sensor error y component
#3 position sensor error z component
payload (body 2) C.M x displacelent w.r.t body I frame
payload (body 2) C.M y disp2acelent w.r.t body 1 frame
payload (body 2) C.M z displacement w.r.t body I frame
payload (body 2) C.M Theta_x w.r.t body I frame
payload (body 2) C.M Theta__ w.r.t body I frame
r(12)s payload (body 2) C.M Theta z w.r.t body I frame
follwoings are obtained from TREETOPS.
r(13)s payload (body 2) C.H x displacement w.r.t body I frame
r(14)s payload (body 2) C.M y displacement Wor.t body I frame
r(15)z payload (body 2) C.M z displacement w.r.t body I frame
r(16)-r(21)z PID controller ouput
r(22)-r(27)s Displacement of a_uator gap
r(28)-r(33)s High/Low continuous integral controller gain
r(34), High/Low gain loop flag (l.=high, 0.-low)
r(35)-r(40)¢ PID fine control loop output
r(41)-r(46)z PID coarse control loop output
r(47)-r(52)z PID proportional channel signal (before quantization )
r(53)-r(58)s PID rate channel signal (before quantization)
r(59)-r(64)s PID low integral channel signal (before quantization)
r(65)-r(70)i PID high integral channel signal (before quantization)
r(71)-r(76)s PID rate signal
r(77)-r(82)s PID integral signal




































- cntdta(10)-(1 micro g)-[2.DI]*(9.SD0)*(I.D-6)
CILIMI- cntdta(ll)'(1 micro g)-[1.D2]*(9.SD0}-(I.D-6)
CILIM2- cntdta(12)*(l micro g)-[I.D4]*(9.SD0)*(|.D-6)
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C Displacements boundary for Iow/hlgh gain loop
c DLOW- cntdta(13)-[l.d-3]
c DHIGH- cntdta(14}-[9.d-3]
C PID compensation adJumtment
c CILDEL- UXIDEL*KIBIGH
C - cntdta(15)*RLSB2-[I.d0]*(I.D1)*(9.SD0)*(1.D-6)
C Least Significant Beats of low/high gain loop
c RLSBI- cntdta(16)*(l micro g)-[1.d-1]*(9.SD0)*(1.D-6)
c RLSB2- cntdta(17)*(1 n/cro g)-[1.dl]*(9.SD0)*(1.D-6)
c PID controller total loop gains
c KLLOW- cntdta(18)-[5.d0]
c KLHIGH- cntdta(19)-[l.d0]
c PID controller sampling tire.
c TS-cntdta(20)-[0.1d0]
c Number of H/L gain pass temts
c NSTEP--cntdta(21)-[100]
c Initial hlgh/Iow gain Bode setting(1-1ow, 2-high gain mode)
c INITMODE-cntdta(22)-[2]




if (t .eq. 0.D0) then Ibeglnning of initialization
c



















































































! low gain loop setting


























endif !and of initialization
c
c Determ/ne a transpose of transformation matrix Ctrl from inertial
c frame to body 1 frame using three ruler angles (theta_x, theta _, theta_z)




























c Determ/ne projection angle from laser position sensor.
c
th13 - u(1) - u(16)
th12 - u(2) - u(17)
th23 - u(3) - u(18)
th22 - u(4) - U(19)
th33 - u(5) - u(20)
th31 - u(6) - u(21)
c
c Determ/ne position sensor errors.
c
r(1)--rvec(2) + dabs(rvec(1)) * dtan(thl3)
r(2)- rvec(3) - dabs(rvec(l}) • dtan(th12)
r(3)- rvec(5) - dabs(rvec(4)) • dtan(th23)
r(4)- rvec(6) - dabs(rvec(4)} • dtan(th22)
r(S)--_ec(7) + dabs(rvec(8)) • dtan(th33)
r(6)- rvec(9) - dabs(rwec(8)) * dtan(th31)
Determine C.M. movement of payload (body 2) w.r.t.














Determine C.M. nov_ent of payload (body 2) w.r.t.
body I frame from TREETOPS sensor output.
CALL MDM(Ctrl,u(22),r(13),3,3,3,1)





DETERMINE LOW OR NIGH GAIN LOOP BASED ON ACTUATOR GAP POSITION
IF (IGAIN(K} .EQ. 1 .AND. DABS(D(K)} .LE. DHIGH) THEN
IGAIN(K)-I
ELSEIF (IGAIM(K) .EQ. 1 .AND. DANS(D(K)) .GT. DHIGH) THEN
IGAIN(K)-2
ELSEIF (IGAIN(K) .EQ. 2 .AND. DABS(D(K)) .GE. DLOW) THEN
NSET-0
IGAIN(K)-2





























































IF(ILOOe .E0. I) TNEN




XILEXCES- DABS(XI(K)-XIDELTAL(K)} - XILCNECK(K)



























































































TREETOPS REV 10 06/05/95
SIM CONTROL
0 Title IC ONLY
0 Simulation stop time 100.
0 Plot data interval 0.2
0 Integration type (R,S or U) R
0 Step size (sec) 5E-4
0 Sandia integration absolute and relative error
0 Linearization option (L,Z or N) L
0 Restart option (Y/N) N
0 Contact force computation option (Y/N) N
0 Constraint force computation option (Y/N) N
0 Small angle speedup option (All,Bypass,First,Nth) A
0 Mass matrix speedup option (All,Bypass,First,Nth) A
0 Non-Linear speedup option (All,Bypass,First,Nth) A
0 Constraint speedup option (All,Bypass,First,Nth) A


















































1 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node In, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node In, Node ooord. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node ID, Node coord. (Reters) x,y,z
1 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node In, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
1 Node ID, Node structual joint ID
1 Body ID number
I Type (Rigid,F1exible,NASTRAN)
1 Number of modes
1 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
1 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
1 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
1 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
1 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
1 Damping matrix option (NS,CD,NL,SD)
1 Constant damping ratio
1 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
1 Mode ID number, damping ratio
1 Conversion factorss Length,Mass,Force
1 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-mass cen)
1 Moments of inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,Iyy, Izz
1 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy, Ixz,Iyz
1 Mass (kg)
1 Number of Nodes




















2 Body ID number 2
2 Type (Rigid,Flexible,NASTRAN) R
2 Number of modes
2 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
2 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
2 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
2 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
2 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
2 Damping matrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
2 Constant damping ratio
2 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
2 Mode ID number, damping ratio
2 Conversion factors: Length,Mass,Force
2 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; l-mass cen) 1






















2 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
2 Nass (kq)
2 Number of Nodes
2 Node ID Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID Node
2 Node ID, Node
2 Node ID, Node
2 Node ID, Node
2 Node ID, Node





















































































1 Hinge ID number
I Inboard body In, Outboard body ID
1 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
I NUmber of rotation DOFs, Rotation option (F or G)
1 L1 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
1 L1 unit vector in outboard body CooEd. x,y,z
1 L2 unit vector in inboard body COOEd. x,y,z
1 L2 unit vector in outboard body CooEd. x,y,z
I L3 unit vector in inboard body CooEd. x,y,z
I L3 unit vector in outboard body CooEd. x,y,z
I Initial rotation angles (deg)
I Initial rotation rates (deglsec)
I Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/End)
I Rotation damping (newton-meters/rad/sec)
I Null torque angles (deg)
I Number of translation DOFs
I First translation unit vector gl
1 Second translation unit vector g2
I Third translation unit vector g3
I Initial translation (meters)
I Initial translation velocity (meters/sec)
I Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
1 Translation damping (newtons/meter/sec)























2 Hinge ID number 2
2 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID 1,2
2 "p" node ID, "q" node ID 6,1
2 Number of rotation DOFs, Rotation option (F or G) 3
2 L1 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z 1,0,0
2 L1 unit vector in outboard body CooEd. x,y,z 1,0,0
2 L2 unit vector in inboard body COoEd. x,y,z
2 L2 unit vector in outboard body COOEd. x,y,z
2 L3 unit vector in inboard body CooEd. x,y,z 0,0,1
2 L3 unit vector in outboard body CooEd. x,y,z 0,0,1
2 Initial rotation angles (deg) 0 0 0
2 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec) 0 0 0
2 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/End) 0 0 0
2 Rotation damping (newton-meters/rad/sec) 0 0 0
2 NUll torque angles (deg) 0 0 0
2 Number of translation DOFs 3
2 First translation unit vector gl 1 0 0
2 Second translation unit vector g2 0 1 0
2 Third translation unit vector g3 0 0 1
2 Initial translation (meters) 0.01,0.01,0.01
2 Initial translation velocity (meters/sec) 0 0 0
2 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters) 0 0 0
2 Translation damping (newlons/meter/sec) 0 0 0






































































I01 Sensor ID number
I01 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
101 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
101 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
101 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
101 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
101 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
101 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2} x,y,z
101 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
101 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
101 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
102 Sensor ID number
102 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
102 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
102 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
102 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
102 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
102 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
102 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2} x,y,z
102 Sun/Star unit vector (Um) x,y,z
102 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
102 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
201 Sensor ID number
201 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3wV3eCReCT )
201 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
201 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
201 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
201 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
201 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
201 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
201 Sun/Star unit vector (Us} x,y,z
201 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
201 CMG ID nuRber and Gimbal number
202 Sensor ID number
202 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU, ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
202 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
202 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
202 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
202 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
202 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
202 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
202 Sun/Star _rnit vector (Us) x,y,z
202 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
202 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
301 Sensor ID number
301 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
301 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
301 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
301 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
301 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
301 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
301 Second focal plane unit vector (1_p2} x,y,z
301 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
301 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
301CMG ID number and Gimbal number
302 Sensor ID number
302 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU, ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
302 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
302 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
302 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
302 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
302 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
302 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
302 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
302 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
302 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
































































































401 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
401 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
401 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
401 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
401 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
401 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
401 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
401 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
401Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
401CMG ID number and Gimbal number
402 Sensor ID number
402 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
402 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
402 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
402 Ioput axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
402 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
402 First focal plane unit vector (l_pl) x,y,z
402 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
402 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
402 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
402 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
501 Sensor ID number
501 Type (G,R,AH,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
501 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
501 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
501 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
501 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
501 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
501 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
501 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
501 Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
501 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
502 Sensor ID number
502 Type (G,R,AH,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
502 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
502 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
502 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
502 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
502 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
502 Second focal plane unit vector (I_2) x,y,z
502 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
502 Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
502 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
601 Sensor ID number
601 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM, P3,V3,CR, CT)
601 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
601 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
601 Input axis unit vector (IA) X,y,Z
601 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
601 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
601 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
601 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
601 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
601CMG ID number and Gimbal number
602 Sensor ID number
602 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
602 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
602 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
602 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
602 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
602 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
602 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
602 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
602 Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
602 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
701 Sensor ID number
701 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
701 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID














































































































701 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
701 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
701 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
701 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
701 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
701Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
701 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
801 Sensor ID number
801 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
801 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
801 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
801 input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
801 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
801 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
801 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
801 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
801 Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
801 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
901 Sensor ID number
901 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
901 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
901 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
901 Input uls unit vector (IA) x,y,z
901 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
901 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
901 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
901 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
901 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
901 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
911 Sensor ID number
911 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
911 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
911 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
911 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
911 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
911 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
911 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
911 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
911 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
911 CMG IDnumber and Gimbal number
912 Sensor ID number
912 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
912 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
912 Second mountlng point body ID, Second node ID
912 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
912 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
912 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
912 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
912 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
912 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
912 CMG ID number and Gimbal nUmber
921 Sensor ID number
921 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
921 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
921 Second mounting point body In, Second node ID
921 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
921 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
921 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
921 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
921 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
921Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
921 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
922 Sensor ID number
922 Type (G,R, AN, V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR, CT)
922 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
922 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
922 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
922 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
























336 SE 922 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
337 SE 922 Sun Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
338 SE 922 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)






































I Actuator ID number
I Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
I Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
1 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
I Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
1 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
I Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
1 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
1 Initial rotor momentum, H
1 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
1 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
1 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
I Inner qiMbal- angle(deq),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
1 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
1 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi#M,D,Kf}/(I,M,B,k)
1 Initial length and rate, y(to) and Irdot(to)
i Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
1 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
2 Actuator ID number
2 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT)
2 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
2 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
2 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
2 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
2 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
2 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
2 Initial rotor momentum, H
2 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
2 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
2 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(l,M,D,k)
2 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,frictlon(D,S,B,N)
2 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
2 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
2 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
2 Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm



































Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor mOmentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm





Actuator ID number 102
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7) J
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID nmnber, node ID number 2,5
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z 0,0,1
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor moment-m, H









































































102 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
102 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
102 Inner qimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
102 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
102 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
102 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
102 Constants; KI or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
102 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
201 Actuator ID number
201 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
201 Actuator location; Rode or Hinge (N or H)
201 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
201 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
201 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
201 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
201 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
201 Initial rotor momentum, H
201 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
201 Outer ginbal axis unit vector x,y,z
201 Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,H,k)
201 Inner gimbal- angle(deq),Inertia,friction(D,S,H,M)
201 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
201 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
201 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
201 Constants; KI or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
201 Non-linearities; TLiN, Too, Dz
202 Actuator ID number
202 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
202 AcEuator _ocation; Node or Hinge (N or H)
202 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
202 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
202 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
202 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
202 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
202 Initial rotor momentum, H
202 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,frictlon(D,S,B,H)
202 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
202 out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
202 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
202 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
202 In qim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
202 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
202 Constants; KI or _, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
202 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
301 Actuator ID number
301 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
301 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
301 Mounting point body ID nunbnr, node ID number
301 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
301 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
301 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
301 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
301 Initial rotor momentum, H
301 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
301 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
301 Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
301 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
301 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
301 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
301 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
301 Constants; KI or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
301 Non-linearities; TLiN, Too, DZ
302 Actuator ID number
302 Type(J,H,MO,T,H,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT)
302 Actuator location; Rode or Hinge (N or H)
302 Mountinq point body ID number, node ID n_uaber
302 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
302 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
302 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
302 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z


















475 AC 302 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,S,N)
476 AC 302 Outer qimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
477 AC 302 Out gim Eric (TEi,TgEo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
478 AC 302 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
479 AC 302 Inner qimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
480 AC 302 In qim Eric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
481AC 302 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
482 AC 302 Constants; KI or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm





487 CO I Number
488 CO 1 Number
489 CO I Output
490 CO 1 Output
491 CO I Output
492 CO 1 Output
493 CO I Output
494 CO I Output
495 CO 1 Output
496 CO I Output
497 CO I output
498 CO 1 Output
499 CO I Output













I Controller ID number
I Controller type (CB,CM,DB,DM,UC,UD)
1 Smaple time (set)
of inputs, NUmber of outputs
of states
No., Input type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain











type (I,S,T), Input ID, Ga/n
type (I,S,T}, Input ID, Gain
type (I,S,T), Input ID, Ga/n
type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
2 controller ID number
2 Controller type (CB,CM,DB,DN,UC,UD)
2 Sample time (sec)
2 Number of inputs, _ber of outputs
2 Number of states
2 output No., Input type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
3 Controller ID number
3 Controller type (CB,CM,DB,DH,UC,UD)
3 Sample tile (nec)
3 NUmber of inputs, Number of outputs
3 Number of states
















































Summing junction ID number
Controller ID number
gusher of inputs to munn/ng junction
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input nulber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Summing junction ID n_u_ber
Controller ID number
Number of inputs to sul_ing junction
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Suuming junction ID number
Controller ID number
Number of inputs to mu_ng junction
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Summing _unction ID number
Controller ID number
Number of inputs to sUamL_ng junction
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain




































































132 Controller ID number 1
132 Number of inputs to summing junction 3
132 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 1,T,131,1
132 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 2,I,12,1
132 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 3,T,133,2.E-5
133 Summing junction ID number 133
133 Controller ID number 1
133 Number of inputs to summing junction 2
133 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 1,I,14,-I
133 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 2,I,15,-1
142 Summing junction ID number 142
142 Controller ID number 1
142 Number of inputs to s_mn/ng junction 3
142 Input nulber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 1,T, 141,1
142 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 2,I,17,1
142 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 3,T,143,2.E-5
143 Summing Junction ID number 143
143 Controller ID number I
143 Number of inputs to sumD/ng junction 2
143 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Galn 1,I,19,-I
143 Input nulber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 2,I,20,-1
152 Sumu/ng junction ID number 152
152 Controller ID number 1
152 Number of inputs to summing junction 3
152 Input nunber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain I,T, 151,1
152 Input nulber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 2,I,22,1
152 Input ntu_ber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Galn 3,T,153,2.E-5
153 Summing junction ID number 153
153 Controller ID number 1
153 Number of inputs to eu]m_ng junction 2
153 Input ntunber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain I,I,24,-I
153 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 2,I,25,-1
162 Sunning junction ID number 162
162 Controller ID number 1
162 Number of inputs to smmBing junction 3
162 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 1,T,161,1
162 Input nmaber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 2,I,27,1
162 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain 3,T,163,2.E-5
163 Sulming junction ID number 163
163 Controller ID number 1
163 Number of inputs to summing junction 2
163 Input nmnber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain I,I,29,-I





















III Transfer function ID number III
111 Controller ID number I
111 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID nUmber 1,3
111 Order of numerator 0
III Numerator coefficients (4 per line max) I
111 Order of denominator 0
111 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max) I
111 Transfer function Main I
112 Transfer function ID number
112 Controller ID number
112 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
112 Order of numerator
112 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
112 Order of denominator
112 0enominator coefficients (4 per line max)
112 Transfer function gain
113 Transfer function ID number
113 Controller ID number
















































































113 Order of numerator
113 Numerator coefficients (4 per llne max)
113 Order of denom/nator
113 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
113 Transfer function gain
121 Transfer function ID number
121 Controller ID number
121 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID n_Iber
121 Order of numerator
121 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
121 Order of denominator
121 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
121 Transfer function gain
122 Transfer function ID number
122 Controller ID number
122 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
122 Order of numerator
122 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
122 Order of denominator
122 DenoM/nator coefficients (4 per line max)
122 Transfer function gain
123 Transfer function ID number
123 Controller ID number
123 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
123 Order of numerator
123 Numerator coefficients (4 per Iine max)
123 Order of denominator
123 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
123 Transfer function gain
131 Truefer function ID n_mber
131 Controller ID number
131 Input type (I,S or T), input ID number
131 Order of numerator
131 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
131 Order of denominator
131 Denom/nator coefficients (4 per line max)
131 Transfer function gain
132 Transfer function ID number
132 controller ID number
132 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
132 Order of numerator
132 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
132 Order of denominator
132 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
132 Transfer function ga/n
133 Transfer function ID number
133 Controller ID number
133 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID n_aber
133 Order of numerator
133 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
133 Order of denominator
133 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
133 Transfer function gain
141 Transfer function ID number
141 Controller ID number
141 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
141 Order of numerator
141 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
141 Order of denominator
141 Denominator coefficients (4 per llne max)
141 Transfer function gain
142 Transfer function ID number
142 Controller ID number
142 Input type (I,S or T}, Input ID ntmber
142 Order of numerator
142 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)































































































































Denominator coefficients (4 per Line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID nu_er
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denom/nator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
NUmerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per lane max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID nuJ,_er
Order of numerator
NUmerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefflclentn (4 per llne max)
Transfer function galn
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function ga/n
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Nmaerator coefficlentn (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefflcientn (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line m_.x)
Order of denominator







































































1 Start time (sec)
































I Pulse width (8ec)
I Second pulse start time (sec)
2 Function generator ID number
2 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO}
2 Amplitude
2 Slope
2 Start time (see)
2 Stop time (sec)
2 Frequency (rad/sec)




2 Pulse width (sec)
2 Second pulse start time (see)
749 FU III Function generator ID number
750 FU III Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
751 FU 111 Amplitude
752 FU 111 Slope
753 PrO 111 Start tJJae (8ec)
754 FU 111 Stop time (8ec)
755 FU 111 Frequency (rad/sec)
756 FU 111 Phase shift (des)
757 FU 111 Array location
750 FU 111 Mean,Seed
759 FU 111 Variance
760 FU 111 Pulse width (sec)
761 FU 111 Second pulse start time (see)
762 Fu 112 Function generator ID n_d)er
763 FU 112 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
764 FU 112 Amplitude
765 FU 112 Slope
766 FU 112 Start time (sec)
767 FU 112 Stop time (see)
768 FU 112 Frequency (tad/see)
769 FU 112 Phase shift (dog)
770 FU 112 Array location
771 1_I 112 Mean,Seed
772 FU 112 Variance
773 FU 112 Pulse width (see)
774 FU 112 Second pulse start time (sec)
775 FU 121 Function generator ID number
776 FU 121 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
777 FU 121 Amplitude
778 FU 121 Slope
779 FU 121 Start tame (sec)
780 FU 121 Stop time (see)
781FU 121 Frequency (rad/sec)
782 FU 121 Phase shift (des)
783 FU 121 Array location
784 FU 121 Mean,Seed
785 FU 121 Variance
786 FU 121 Pulse width (see)
787 FU 121 Second pulse start time (sec)
780 FU 122 Function generator ID number
789 FU 122 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
790 FU 122 Amplitude
791 FU 122 Slope
792 FU 122 Start time (sec)
793 FU 122 Stop time (sec)
794 FU 122 Frequency (rad/sec)
795 FU 122 Phase shift (des)
796 FU 122 Array _ocation
797 FU 122 Mean,Seed

























799 FU 122 Pulse width (sec)
800 FU 122 Second pulse start time (sec)
801FU 131 Function generator ID number
802 FU 131 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
803 FU 131 Amplitude
804 FU 131 Slope
805 FU 131 Start time (sec)
806 FU 131 Stop time (sec)
807 FU 131 Frequency (rad/sec)
808 FU 131 Phase shift (deg)
809 FU 131 Array location
810 FU 131 Mean,Seed
811 FU 131 Variance
812 FU 131 Pulse width (see)
813 FU 131 Second pulse start time (sec)
814 FU 132 Function generator ID number
815 FU 132 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
816 FU 132 ARplitude
817 FU 132 Slope
818 FU 132 Start time (see)
819 FU 132 Stop tima (sac)
820 FU 132 Frequency (rad/sec)
821 FU 132 Phase shift (dag)
822 FU 132 Array location
823 FU 132 Hea_,Saed
824 FU 132 Variance
825 FU 132 Pulse width (see)
826 FU 132 Second pulse start time (sac)
827 FU 141 Function generator ID number
828 FU 141 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,OS,MO,DO)
829 FU 141 Amplitude
830 FU 141 Slope
831 FU 141 Start time (sec)
832 FU 141 Stop time (sec)
833 FU 141 Frequency (rad/sec)
834 FU 141 Phase shift (deg)
835 FU 141 Array location
836 FU 141 Mean,Seed
837 FU 141 Variance
838 FU 141 Pulse vldth (8ec)
839 FU 141 Second pulse start time (sec)
840 FU 142 Function generator ID number
841 FU 142 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,N0,DO)
842 FU 142 Amplitude
843 FU 142 Slope
844 FU 142 Start time (see)
845 FU 142 Stop time (8ec)
846 FU 142 Frequency (rad/sec)
847 FU 142 Phase shift (deg)
848 FU 142 Array location
849 FU 142 Mean,Seed
850 FU 142 Variance
851 FU 142 Pulse width (sec)
852 FU 142 Second pulse start time (sec)
853 FU 151 Function generator ID nuuber
854 FU 151 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
855 FU 151 Amplitude
856 FU 151 Slope
857 FU 151 Start time (sec)
858 FU 151 Stop time (see)
859 FU 151 Frequency (rad/sec)
860 FU 151 Phase shift (deg)
861FU 151 Array location
862 FU 151 Mean,Seed
863 FU 151 Variance
864 FU 151 Pulse width (sec)
865 FU 151 Second pulse start time (sec)
866 FU 152 Function generator ID number































































152 Start time (sec)
152 Stop time (see)
152 Frequency (rad/sec)




152 Pu2se width (sec)
152 Second pulse start time (sec)
161 Function generator ID number
161 Type (ST,RA,PU, SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
161 Amplitude
161 Slope
161 Start time (sec)
161 Stop time (sec)
161 Frequency (rad/sec)




161 Pulse vidth (sec)
161 Second pulse start time (see)
162 Function generator ID number
162 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
162 Amplitude
162 Slope
162 Start tJ_e (see)
162 stop time (see)
162 Frequency (rad/sec)




162 Pulse vidth (see)





































1 Interconnect ID number
1 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
1 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
I Gain
2 Interconnect ID number
2 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
2 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
2 Gain
III Interconnect ID number
III Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
111 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
111 Gain
112 Interconnect ID number
112 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
112 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
112 Gain
113 Interconnect ID number
113 Source t_e(S,C, or F),source ID,source row #
113 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
113 Gain
114 Interconnect ID number
114 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
114 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
114 Gain
115 Interconnect ID number
























































































Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest In,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Deet row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest In,nest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Deet ID,Deet row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or P),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest In,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F},Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Demtination type(A or C),Dest ID,Deet row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source In,Source row #
Destination type(& or C),Dest ID,Deet row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source In,Source row #
Destination t_pe(A or C),Dest In,Deer row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source In,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
























































































































































Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,DesE row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
Destination tyIDe(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID nmLber
Source t_pe(S,C, or F)eSource ID,Source row #
Destination t1_pe(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row#
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source tlq)e(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination tyl)e(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source t1_pe(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
Gain
147 Interconnect ID number
147 Source tyl)e(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
147 Destination tlrpe(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
147 Gain
151 Interconnect ID number
151 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
151 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
151 Gain
152 Interconnect ID number
152 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
152 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
152 Gain
153 Interconnect ID number
153 Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
153 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
153 Gain
154 Interconnect ID number
154 Source t_pe(S,C, or F),source ID, Source row #
154 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
154 Gain
155 Interconnect ID number
155 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
155 Destination type(A or C),Delt ID,Dest row #
155 Gain
156 Interconnect ID number
156 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
156 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
156 Gain
157 Interconnect ID number






























































1051 IN 157 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #






















Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row #
Gain
1073 IN 166 Interconnect ID number
1074 IN 166 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
1075 IN 166 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
1076 IN 166 Gain
1077 IN 167 Interconnect ID number
1078 IN 167 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
1079 IN 167 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
I080 IN 167 Gain
1081 IN 211 Interconnect ID number
1082 IN 211 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
1083 IN 211 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
1084 IN 211 Gain
1085 IN 212 Interconnect ID number
1086 IN 212 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
1087 IN 212 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
1088 IN 212 Gain
1089 IN 213 Interconnect ID number
1090 IN 213 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row •
1091 IN 213 Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row •
1092 IN 213 Gain
1093 IN 214 Interconnect ID number
1094 IN 214 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row •
1095 IN 214 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row •
1096 IN 214 Gain
1097 IN 215 Interconnect ID number
1098 IN 215 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row •
1099 IN 215 Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row •
1100 IN 215 Gain
II01 IN 216 Interconnect ID number
1102 IN 216 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row •
1103 IN 216 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •










Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number






























































1111 IN 218 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Oeat row #




























































Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source in,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
221 Interconnect ID number
221 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
221 Destination type(A or C),Dest In, neat row #
221 Gain
222 Interconnect ID nmaber
222 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
222 Destination type(A or C),De0t In,neat row #
222 Gain
223 Interconnect ID nulber
223 Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
223 Destination tlrpe(A or C),Dest In,neat row #
223 Ga/n
224 Interconnect ID n_er
224 Source type(S,C, or F),Sonrce ID,source row #
224 Destination type(A or C},Dest In,nest row #
224 Gain
225 Interconnect ID nulber
225 Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,source row #
225 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
225 Gain
226 Interconnect ID number
226 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
226 Destination type(A or C),Dest In,nest row #
226 Gain
227 Interconnect ID number
227 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
227 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
227 Ga/n
228 Interconnect ID number
228 Source type(S,C, or P),Source ID,Source row #
228 Destination type(A or C),Deet ID,Dest row #
220 Gain
229 Interconnect ID number
229 Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
229 Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
229 Gain
230 Interconnect ID number
230 Source tlqDe(S,C, or F),source ID,source row #
230 Destination type(A or C),Dest In,nest row #
230 Gain
231 Interconnect ID number
231 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
231 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
231 Gain
232 Interconnect ID number
232 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
232 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
232 Gain
233 Interconnect ID number


























































































































Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type{A or C),Dest In,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type[S,C, or F),Source ID,Souroe row #
Destination type(A or C),Dnst ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Souroe row #
Destination t_e(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source In,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source typn(S,C, or F},source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest In,Dent row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),DesE ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest In,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number






























































1231 IN 361Destinat£on type(& or C),Deet ID,Deet row #
1212 IN 361 Gain
1233 IN 362 Interconnect ID number
1234 IN 362 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
1235 IN 362 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #



































































I Device ID number
1 Device Type (LI,QU,SD,CO,UH,LH)
1 Device location (Node or Hinge)
1 Hinge ID no., Hinge axis no.(l-6)
1 Node 1 Body ID no., Node 1 Node ID no.
1 Rode 2 Body ID no., Rode 2 Node ID no.
1Rardstop Location, Initial force
1 Stiffness Coefficient (Kqe)
1 Damping Coefficient (_e)
1 Unstreched spring/cable length
2 Device ID number
2 Device Type (LI#QU, SD,CO,OH,LH)
2 Device location (Node or Hinge)
2 Hinge ID no., Hinge axis no.(1-6}
2 Node 1 Body ID no., Node 1 Hode ID no.
2 Node 2 Body ID no., Node 2 Node ID no.
2 Hardntop Location, Initial force
2 Stiffness Coefficient (Kqe)
2 Damping Coefficient (Bqe)
2 Unstreched spring/cable length
3 Device ID number
3 Device Type (LI,QU,SD,CO,_,LH)
3 Device location (Node or Hinge)
3 Hinge ID Do., Hinge axis no.(1-6)
3 Node 1 Body ID no., Node 1 Node ID no.
3 Node 2 Body ID no., Node 2 Node ID no.
3 Hardstop Location, Initial force
3 Stiffness Coefficient (Kqe)
3 Damping Coefficient (Bqe)
3 Unstreched spring/cable length
4 Device ID number
4 Device Type (LI,QU,SD,CO,_,LH)
4 Device location (Rode or Binge)
4 Hinge ID no., Hinge axis no.(l-6)
4 Node 1 Body ID no., Rode 1 Node ID Do.
4 Node 2 Body ID no., Node 2 Node ID no.
4 Hardstop Location, Initial force
4 Stiffness Coefficient (Kqe)
4 Damping Coefficient (Bqe)
4 Unstreched spring/cable length
5 Device ID number
5 Device Type (LI,QU, SD,CO,UH,LH)
5 Device location (Node or Hinge)
5 Hinge ID no., Hinge axis no.(l-6)
5 Node 1 Body ID no., Node 1 Node ID no.
5 Node 2 Body ID no., Rode 2 Node ZD no.
5 Hardstop Location, Initial force
5 Stiffness Coefficient (Kqe)
5 DaRping Coefficient (Bqe)
5 Unstreched sprlng/cable length
6 Device ID number
6 Device Type (LI,QU,SD,CO,UH,LH)
Device location (Node or Hinge)
Hinge ID no., Hinge axis no.(l-6)
Node 1 Body ID no., Node 1 Node ID no.
Node 2 Body ID no., Node 2 Node ID no.





























































1296 DE 6 Unstreched spring/cable length
1297 DE 7 Device ID number
1298 DE 7 Device Type (LI,QU,SD,CO,UH,LH)
1299 DE 7 Device location (Node or Hinge)
1300 DE 7 Hinge ID no., Hinge axis no.(1-6)
1301 DE 7 Node I Body ID no., Node 1Ho_e ID no.
1302 DE 7 Node 2 Body ID no., Node 2 Node ID no.
1303 DE 7 Hardntop Location, Initial force
1304 DE 7 Stiffness Coefficient (Kqe)
1305 DE 7 Damping Coefficient (Bqe)
1306 DE 7 Unstreched spring/cable length
DE 8 Device ID number
DE 8 Device Type (LI,QU,SD,CO,UH,LH)
DE 8 Device location (Node or Hinge)
DE 8 Hinge ID no., Hinge axis no.(1-6)
DE 8 Node 1 Body ID no., Node 1 Node ID no.
DE 8 Node 2 Body ID no., Node 2 Node ID no.
DE 8 Hardstop Location, Initial force
DE 8 Stiffness Coefficient (Kqe)
DE 8 Damping Coefficient (Bqe)












































1 CHTDTA t ID HUmber
1 CRTDTA : Number of data values (max - 150)
1 CHTDTA : Array value
1 CNTDTA t Array value
1 CHTDTA t Array value
1 CHTDTA : Array value
1 CRTDTA : Array value
I CHTDTA t Array value
I CNTDTA : Array value
i CHTDTA : Array value
1 CRTDTA : Array value
1 CRTDTA : Array value
1 CRTDTA _ Array value
1 CRTDTA 8 Array value
1 CNTDTA : Array value
1 CNTDTA : Array value
I CHTDTA : Array value
1 CrEI)TA : Array value
1 CHTDTA 8 Array value
1 C_rTDTA : Array value
1 CNTDTA : Array value
1 CNTDTA : Array value
1 CNTDTA t Array value
1 CRTDTA : Array value




























ARIS User Defined Signal Generator Subroutine
100
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTINE DIST( TIM E,FDIST, FDDIST)
*
* THIS IS A SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR SSFF UF31 DEFINED BY YK








1 c6 t(3,3),c8(3,3) ,c.8t(3,3),cl 0(3,3),c10t(3,3),cl 2(3,3),
2 c 12t(3,3),c14(3,3),c14t(3,3),c16(3,3),c16t(3,3),
3 cZS(3,3),cZSt(3,3)
dimension th4(3),th6(3),thS(3),th 10(3),th 12(3),th 14(3),th 16(3),
1 th 18(3),delth l(3),temp(3,3)




c Initial rotational angles at the connection node of push rod to SS (radian)





































c*'*'*'**'*'** ......... **"* Push rod #I (Body #4) !!!! DELETED !!!!
th4(l)-th4i( [)+rp(nrpxx+ [) !rotation about x4
th4(2)=th4i(2)+rp(nrpxx+2) !rotation about y4
th4(3)=th4i(3)+rp(nrpxx+3) !rotation about z4
call m3x3(c4t,cl,ternp)
call mxv(temp, theta(1, l),delth I)
do 4 i=I,3
th4(i)=th4(i)-delth l(i)






41 fdis t(j +3)m- fdist(j+3)
41 fdist(j+3)-O.dO
C
**************************** Push rod #2 (Body #6)
th6(1)=th6i(1)+rp(nrpxx+4) .*rotation about x6
th6(2)=th6i(2)+rp(nrpxx+5) .*rotation about y6











61 fdis_(6* l+j +3)=-fdist(6* 1+j+3)
C
c** ...................... *** Push rod #3 (Body #8)
th8(1)=thSi(1)+rp(m-pxx+7) !rotation about x8
thS(2)=th8i(2)+rp(nurpxx+8) .*rotation about y8













• *************************** Push rod #4 (Body #I0)
thl0(l)=thl0i(1)+rp(nrpxx+10) !rotation about xl0
thl0(2)-thl0i(2)+rp(nrpxx+l 1) !rotation about yl0
th 10(3)-th10i(3)+rp(nrpxx+12) !rotation about zl0
call m3x3(cl0t,cl,temp)
call mxv(temp,theta( l,l),delth 1)
do 10 i=l,3






call mx_tem p,fdist(l +6*3),fdist(4+6*3))
do I01 j=l,3
101 fdist(6* 3+j +3)--fdist(6*3+j+3)
c
**************************** Push rod #5 (Body #12)
thl 2(l),,thl 2i(l)+rp(nrpxx+13) !rotation about x12
th 12(2)=th12i(2)+rp(nrpxx+14) !rotation about y12








call m3x3(¢l t,cl 2,temp)
call mxv(temp,fdist(l +6 *4),fdist(4+6*4))
do 121 j=1,3
121 fdist(6 *4+j +3)--fdist(6 "4+j+3)
C
**************************** Push rod#6 (Body #14)
th 14(1)-th 14i(1)+rp(nrpxx÷16) !rotation about x14
th14(2)-th14i(2)+rp(nrpxx+17) !rotation about y14





call mxv(temp, theta(1,1),deith 1)
do 14 i=1,3
th 14(i)=th 14(i)-delth 10)
fdist(i+6*5)m-tork*thl4(i)
call m3x3(cl t,cl4,temp)
call mx_temp,fdist( 1 +6 *5),fdist(4+6 "5))
do 141 j,=l,3
141 fdist(6 *5+j +3)--fdist(6*5+j+3)
C
• *************************** Push rod #7 (Body #16)
thl6(1)-thl6i(1)+qo(nrpxx+19) !rotation about x16 .
th 16(2)-thl6i(2)+rp(nrpxx+20) !rotation about y16




call mxv(temp,theta(1, l),delth I)
do 16 b=I,3
th 16(i).,,_ 16(i)-delth l(i)




161 fdist(6* 6+j +3)--fdist(6*6+j+3)
C
c .......................... * Push rod #8 (Body #18)
thlS(l)-th 18i(1)+rp(nrpxx+22) !rotation about x18
thlS(2)-,th 18i(2)+rp(nrpxx+23) !rotation about y18






call mxv(temp,theta( 1,1),deRh 1)
do 18 i-I,.3
th 18(i)-th 18(i)-delth l(i)
fdist(i +6" 7')--tork* th 18(i)
call m3x3(clt,¢18,temp)
call mxv(temp,fdist( 1+6" 7),fdist(4+6* 7))
do 181 j-1,3
181 fdisl(6 *7+j +3)-,- fdist(6 *7+j+3)
CeSele_s88eaosseolss_sssoelm_oes_esmstsasaoo_osoosa_smmasssms
cc write(6,*) 'For time - ',time
cc do 99 i-1,48
cc write(6,*) 'fdist ',i,' .- ',fdist(i)
cc 99 continue




















C SUBROUTINE USCCCT, U,X,R,XDOT)
C DIMENSION U(I),X(1),R(1),XDOT(1)
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c Ace. & Position control loop for uf3.int
c (Based on Boeing working notes)
c Actuator #1 was deleted for SSFF UF3.
c Written by Young Kim on 5/14/96.
c










dimension tmtox(6,8),tdelxtou(8,6),tptox 1 (6,8),thpivot(8)
dimension fa(8), fac(8),tempc(3,3),tempf(3),tempr(3 )
dimension c20,3),c2tO,3),c30,3),c3t0,3),c50,3),c5tO,3),
1 c70,3),c7tO,3),c90,3),c9tO,3),c 110,3),
2 cl ltO,3),c130,3),c 13t(3,3),c150,3),c15t(3,3),
3 c 17(3,3),c 17tO,3),pk(6,6 )
_C ............. CV.CCgX3COC_
c Controller #2 input:
c u(1)-- Ace. measurement of Sensor #211 (m/see^2)






of Sensor #221 (m/sec^2)
of Sensor #222 (m/see^2)
of Sensor #223 (m/see^2)
of Sensor #231 (m/see^2)
ofSensor#232 (m/sec^2)
Acc. measurement of Sensor #233 (m/see^2)
Control Force F..x at the Rack C.G. (Output #1 of Controller #1) (IN)
Control Force F_y at the Rack C.G. (Output #2 of Controller #1) (N)
Control Force F..z at the Rack C.G. (Output #3 of Controller #1) (N)
Control Moment T_x at the Rack C.G. (Output #4 of Controller #1) (N-m)
Control Moment T_y at the Rack C.G. (output #5 of Controller #1) (N-m)
Control Moment T_z at the Rack C.G. (Output #6 of Controller #1) (N-m)
c














X_.acc at Rack C.G. (Input #1 of Controller #1) (m/sec^2)
Y__acc at Rack C.G. (Input #2 of Controller #1) (m/see^2)
Z..acc at Rack C.G. (Input #3 of Controller #1) (m/scc^2)
ThX_acc at Rack C.G. (Input #4 of Controller #1) (rad/sec^2)
ThY..acc at Rack C.G. (Input #5 of Controller #1) (rad/sec^2)






Control force at Rotor #1 C.G. (Input of Act. #101) (Newton)
Control force at Rotor #2 C.G. (Input of Act. #201) (Newton)
Control force at Rotor #3 C.G. (input of Act. #301) (Newton)
Control force at Rotor #4 C.G. (Input of Act. #401) (Newton)
Control force at Rotor #5 C.G. (Input of Act. #501) (Newton)













































Control force at Rotor #7 C.G. (Input of Act. #701) (Newton)
Control force at Rotor #8 C.G. (Input of Act. #80 I) (Newton)
F_y3 at B2N15 counteracted to Act. #101 on B3Nl(Input of Act. #102) (N')
F._z3 at B2NI5 counteracted to Act. #101 on B3Nl(Input of Act. #103) (N)
F..y5 at B2N16 counteracted to Act. #201 on B5Nl(Input of Act. #202) (N)
F_z5 at B2N16 counteracted to Act. #201 on B5Nl(lnput of Act. #203) (N)
F_y7 at B2N17 counteracted to Act. #301 on B7Nlflnput of Act. #302) (N)
F...z7 at B2N17 counteracted to Act. #301 on B7Nl(Input of Act. #303) (N)
F._y9 at B2N18 counteracted to Act. #40I on B9Nl(Input of Act. #402) (N)
F_z9 at B2N18 counteracted to Act. #401 on B9Nl(Input of Act. #403) (N)
F_xl I at B2N19 counteracted to Act. #501 on B 11Nl('lnput of Act. #502)
F..yl 1 at B2N19 counteracted
F x13 at B2N20 counteracted
g
F_.yl3 at B2N20 counteracted
F x15 at B2N21 counteracted
I
F.yl5 at B2N21 counteracted
F x17 at B2N22 counteracted
F_.yl7 at B2N22 counteracted
to Act. #501 on B11Nl(Input of Act. #503) (N)
to Act. #601 on B13Nl(Input of Act. #602) (N)
to Act. #601 on B13Nl(Input of ACt. #603) (N)
to Act. #701 on B15N10nput of Act. #702) (N)
to Act. #701 on B15Nl(Input of Act. #703) (N)
to Act. #801 on B17Nl(Input of Act. #802) (N)
to Act. #801 on B17N10nput of ACt. #803) (N)
calculated del x of Rack C.G. (Input #7 of controller #1)
calculated del y of Rack C.G. (Input #8 of controller #1)
calculated del z of Rack C.G. (Input #9 of controller #1)
calculated del th_x of Rack C.G. (Input #10 of controller #1)
calculated del flay of Rack C.G. (Input #11 of controller #1)
calculated del th_.z of Rack C.G. (Input #12 of controller #1)
Feedforward Control Force F x at the Rack C.G. (N)
Feedforward Control Force F y at the Rack C.G. (N)
Feedforward Control Force F_z at the Rack C.G. (N)
Feedforward Control Moment T_x at the Rack C.G. (N-m)
Feedforward Control Moment T_y at the Rack C.G. (N-m)
Feedforward Control Moment T_z at the Rack C.G. (N-m)
__ _zy20__ r _ _ _
c Length unit=meter




















































c**** tdeixtou (8x6 Transformation matrix from Rack C.G. control forces

























































c**** Transformation matrix from pivot angles to Rack C.G. movement
c
tptoxl(1,1)= 0.d0
tptox 1 (1,2)= -3.1385e-02




tptox 1( 1,7)= 7.702 le-02




tptox 1 (2,3)= - 1.6361 e-02
tptox 1(2,4)= - 1. I006e-02
















































































do 2 i= 1,3

















do 9 i= 1,8
thpivot(i) = theta(1,i *2+ 1)
continue
write(6,*)'theta(1,3)= ',theta(1,3) !TEST ONLY




c**** Calculate control forces along Push Rod direction at actuators








cyk fac(i)ffidsqrt(0.088dO** 2+0.025d0 *'2)/0.04d0




r(8)= - fa c(2) * fa(2) *signchg




r(13)= - fac(7) * fa(7) "signchg
r(14)= fac(8)* fa(8)*signchg
ccc write(6,*) 'force of act #1 = ', r(7) !TEST ONLY
c
c**** Calculate counteracted control forces at Rack due to the electromagnetic









F_y3 at B2N15 counteracted to Act. #101 on B3Nl(Input of Act. #102)





call mxv(tempc,temp f, tempr)
r(15)= -tempt(2)
r(16)= -tempt(3)
F_y5 at B2N16 counteracted to Act. #201 on B5Nl(Input of Act. #202)
F_z5 at B2N16 counteracted to Act. #201 on B5Nl(Input of Act. #203)
tempf(1)=r(8)
callm3x3(c2t,cS,tempc)



























F_.v7 at B2N17 counteracted to Act. #301 on B7Nl(Input of Act. #302)
F_z7 at B2N17 counteracted to Act. #301 on B7Nl(Input of Act. #303)
tempf(1)=r(9)
call m3x3(c2t, c7,tempc)
call mxv(tempc, tempf, tempr)
r(19)= -tempt(2)
r(20)= -tempt(3)
F_y9 at B2N18 counteracted to Act. #401 on B9Nl(Input of Act. #402)
F_z9 at B2N18 counteracted to Act. #401 on B9Nl(Input of Act. #403)
tempf(1)fr(lO)
call m3x3(c2t, c9,tempc)
call mxv(tempc, tempf, tempr)
r(21)= -tempt(2)
r(22)= -tempt(3)
F_xll at B2N19 counteracted to Act. #'501 on BllN10nput of Act. #502)
F_y11 at B2N19 counteracted to Act. #501 on BllNl(Input of Act. #503)
tempf(1)=r(ll)
call m3x3(c2t, c11,tempc)
call mxv(tempc, tempf, tempr)
r(23)- -tempt(I)
r(24)= -temptS2)
F..xl3 at B2N20 counteracted to Act. #601 on B13Nl(Input of Act. #602)






F_x15 at B2N21 counteracted to Act. #701 on B15Nl(Input of Act. #702)
F_y15 at B2N21 counteracted to Act. #701 on B15Nl(Input of Act. #703)
tempf(1)=r(13)
call m3x3(c2t, cl5,tempc)
call mxv(te mpc, tempf, tempr)
r(27)= -tempt(I)
r(28)= -tempt(2)
F_xl7 at B2N22 counteracted to Act. #801 on B17Nl(lnput of Act. #802)








c r(31)= calculated del x of Rack C.G. (Input #7 of controller #1)
c r(32)= calculated del y of Rack C.G. (Input #8 of controller #1)
c r(33)= calculated del z of Rack C.G. (Input #9 of controller #1)
c r(34)= calculated del th_x of Rack C.G. (input #10 of controller #1)
c r(35)= calculated del thj of Rack C.G. (Input #I1 of controller #1)


















Feed forward control force to compensate coupling due umbilical
and act. spring stiffness.
r(37)= Fcedforward Control Force F_x at the Rack C.G. (N)
r(38)= Feedforwa_l Control Force Fj at the Rack C.G. (N)
r(39)= Feedforward Control Force F..z at the Rack C.G. (IS/)
r(40)= Feedforvcard Control Moment T.x at the Rack C.G. (N-m)
r(41)= Feedforward Control Moment T_y at the Rack C.G. (N-m)






























TREETOPS REV 10 06/05/95
SIN CONTROL
0 Title SSFF_UF3
0 Simulation stop time 0.i
0 Plot data interval 0.001
0 Integration type (R,S or U) R
0 Step size (sec) 0.001
0 Sandia integration absolute and relative error
0 Linearization option (L,Z or N) N
0 Restart option (Y/N) N
0 Contact force computation option (Y/N) N
0 Constraint force computation option (Y/N) N
0 Small angle speedup option (All,Bypass,First,Nth) A
0 Mass matrix speedup option (All,Bypass,First,Nth) A
0 Non-Linear speedup option (All,Bypaen,First,Nth) A
0 Constraint speedup option (All,Bypann,First,Nth) A

















































1 Body ID number
1 Type (Riqid,Flexible,NASTRAN)
1 Number of modes
I Modal calculation option (0, I or 2)
I Foreshortening option (Y/N)
1 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,OM,CV)
I NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)


























Damping mmtrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
Constant damping ratio
Low frequency, High frequency ratios
Mode ID number, d-,,,,ping ratio
Conversion factorsx Length,Mass,Force
Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; l_mass cen)
Moments of inertia (kq-m2) Ixx,Iyy, Izz
Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
Mass (kg)
Ntuaber of Modes















Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
Node coord. (meters] x,y,z
Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node cOOrd. (meters) x,y,z
Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node ooord. (meters) x,y,z
Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
Node ooord. (meters) x,y,z
Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
Node structual joint ID
2 Body ID number
2 Type (Rigid,Flexible,NASTRAN)
2 Number of modes
2 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
2 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
2 Model reduction lethod (N0,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
2 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
2 Number of augmented .odes (0 if none)
2 Damping matrix option (NS,CD, HL,SD)
2 Constant damping ratio
2 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
2 Mode ID number, dazpinq ratio
































































































2 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; l_ass cen
2 Moments of inertia (kg-m2) Xxx,Iyy,Izz
2 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
2 Mass (kg)
2 Number of Nodes
























Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node COOEd. (meters} x,y,z
Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node COoEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node COoEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node ntructual joint ID
3 Body ID number
3 Type (Rigid,Flexible,NASTRAN)
3 Number of modes
3 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
3 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
3 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,(}M,CV)
3 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
3 Nulber of augmented nodes (0 if none)
3 Damping matrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
3 Constant damping ratio
3 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
3 Mode ID number, damping ratio
3 Conversion factors z Length,Mass,Force
3 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-mass oen)
3 Moments of inertia (kg-12) Ixx,Iyy, Izz
3 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
3 Mall (kg)
3 NuRber of Nodes
3 Node ID, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
3 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
3 Node ID, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
3 Node ID, Node structual joint ID
4 Body ID number 4
4 Type (R/gid,Flexible,NASTRAN) R
4 Number of modes
4 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
4 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
4 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
4 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
4 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
4 Daunping matrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
4 Constant damping ratio
4 Low frequency, Nigh frequency ratios
4 Mode ID number, damping ratio
4 Conversion factorsl Length,Mass,Force
4 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-_ans ten) 1
4 Moments of inertia (kq-m2) Ixx,Iyy,Izz
4 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy, Ixz,Iyz
4 Mass (kg)
4 Number of Nodes
4 Node ID, Node CoOEd. (meters) x,y,z
4 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
4 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z






















































































































5 Body ID number
5 Type (Rigid,Flexible,NASTRAN)
5 Number of modes
5 Nodal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
5 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
5 Model reduction method (NO,MS,NC,CC,QM,CV)
5 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
5 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
5 Daunping matrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
5 Constant damping ratio
5 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
5 Mode ID number, damping ratio
5 Conversion factors, Length,Mass,Force
5 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-mass cen)
5 Moments of inertia (kq-m2) Ixx,Iyy, Izz
5 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
5 NaBs (kg)
5 Number of Nodes
5 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
5 Node In, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
5 Node ID, Node coord. (maters) x,y,z
5 Node In, Node 8tructual joint ID
6 Body ID norther
6 Type (Rigid,F2exible,RASTRAH)
6 Humber of modes
6 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
6 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
6 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
6 HASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
6 Humber of augmented nodes (0 if none)
6 Damping matrix option (NS,CD,m'.,SD)
6 Constant damping ratio
6 Low frequency, _Lgh frequency ratios
6 Mode ID number, damping ratio
6 Conversion factorsm Length,Mass,Force
6 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-mass cen)
6 Momants of inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,Iyy, Izz
6 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy, Ixz,Iyz
6 Mass (kg)
6 Number of Nodes
6 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
6 Node In, Node CoOEd. (meter|} x,y,z
6 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
6 Rode In, Node structual joint ID
7 Body ID number
7 Type (Rigid,Flexlble,HASTRAN)
7 Number of modes
7 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
7 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
7 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
7 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
7 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
7 Damping matrix option (NS,CD,_L,SD)
7 Constant damping ratio
7 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
7 Mode ID number, damping ratio
7 Conversion factors _ Length,Mass,Force
7 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-qnass cen)
7 Moments of inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,Iyy,Izz
7 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
7 Mass (kg)
7 Number of Nodes
7 Node In, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
7 Node In, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
7 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
7 Node ID, Node structual joint ID
8 Body ID number
8 Type (RigAd,FIexible,NASTRAN)
8 Number of modes
8 Nodal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)






































































































8 Model reduction method (NO,HS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
8 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
8 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
8 Damping matrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
8 Constant damping ratio
8 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
8 Mode ID number, damping ratio
8 Conversion raciness Length,Mass,Force
8 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; lmmass cen) I
8 Moments of inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,Iyy,Izz
8 Products of inertia (kg-m2) ixy,Ixz,Iyz
8 Mass (kg)
8 Number of Nodes
8 Node ID, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
8 Node ID, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
8 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
8 Node ID, Node structual joint ID
9 Body ID number 9
9 Type (Rigid,P1exible,NASTRAN) R
9 Number of modes
9 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
9 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
9 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
9 NASTRAH data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
9 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
9 Damping matrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
9 Constant damping ratio
9 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
9 Mode ID number, damping ratio
9 Conversion raciness Length,Mass,Force
9 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-mass ten) 1
9 Moments of inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,Iyy, Izz
9 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy, Ixz,Iyz
9 Mass (kg)
9 Number of Nodes
9 Node ID, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
9 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
9 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z






































Type (Rigid, Flexible, HASTRAN )
Number of modes
Nodal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
Foreshortening option (Y/N)
Model reduction method (NO,MS,MCeCC,QM,CV)
NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
Damping matrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
Constant damping ratio
Low frequency, High frequency ratios
Mode ID number, damping ratio
Conversion factors s Length,Mass,Force
Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-mass oen) I
Moments of inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,Iyy, Izz
Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy, Ixz,Iyz
Mass (kg)
Number of Nodes
Node ID, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z










11 Body ID number
11 Type (Rigid,Flexible,NASTRAN)
11 Number of modes
11 Modal calculation option (0, I or 2)
11 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
11 Model reduction method (N0,MS,NC,CC,OM,CV)
11NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
11 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
11 Damping matrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
II Constant damping ratio












































































11 Mode ID number, da_p£ng ratio
11 Conversion factorsz LengthFMass,Force
11 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1..mass cen) 1
II Moments of inertia (ks-m2) Ixx,Iyy,Izz
II Products of inertia (kq-m2) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
11 Mass (kq)
11 Number of Modes
11 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
11 Mode ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
11 Node ID, Hode coord. (meters) x,y,z








12 Body ID number
12 Type (Rigid,F1exible,NASTRAN)
12 Number of modes
12 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
12 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
12 Model reduction method (MO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
12 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
12 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
12 Da:qping matrix option (NS,CD,HL,SD)
12 constant dalping ratio
12 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
12 Mode ID number, damping ratio
12 Conversion factorst Length,Mass,Force
12 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; lmmass ten) 1
12 Moments of inertia (ks-m2) Zxx,I_,Izz
12 Products of inertia (ks-12) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
12 Mass (ks)
12 Number of Modes
12 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
12 Node ID, Node coord. (nmters) x,y,z
12 Mode ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z










13 Body ID number
13 Type (R/gid,Flexible,NASTRAN)
13 Number of modes
13 Modal calculation option (0, I or 2)
13 Foreshortening option (Y/M)
13 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
13 NASTRAH data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
13 Number of augmented nodes (0 if none)
13 Damping matrix option (MS,CD,HL,SD)
13 Constant dais)ins ratio
13 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
13 Mode ID nulber, daunping ratio
13 Conversion fnctorss Length,Mass,Force
13 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-mass ten) 1
13 Moments of inertia (ks-m2) Ixx,Iyy, Izz
13 Products of inertia (ks-12) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
13 )(ass (ks)
13 Number of Nodes
13 Mode ID, Mode coord. (meters) x,y,z
13 Node ID, Mode coord. (meters) x,y,z
13 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z










14 Body ID number
14 Type (RigideFlexible,NASTRAN)
14 Number of modes
14 Modal calculation option (0, I or 2)
14 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
14 Model reduction method (HO,MS,MC,CC,OM,CV)
14 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
14 Number of au_ented nodes (0 if none)
14 Damping matrix option (MS,CD,HL,SD)
14 Constant dalping ratio
14 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
14 Mode ID number, damping ratio
14 Conversion factorsz Length,Mass,Force
14 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-mass ten) 1
14 Moments of inertia (kS-m2) Ixx,Iyy,Izz















































































14 Number of Modes 3
14 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z 1,0.1956,0,0
14 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z 2,0,0,0
14 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z 3,0.3912,0,0
14 Node ID, Node etructual joint ID
15 Body ID number 15
15 Type (Rigid,Flexible,NASTRAN) R
15 Number of modes
15 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2)
15 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
15 Model reduction method (MO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
15 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
15 NUmber of augmented nodes (0 if none)
15 Damping matrix option (NS,CD,HL, SD)
15 Constant damping ratio
15 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
15 Mode ID number, damping ratio
15 Conversion factorsx Length,Mass,Force
15 Inertia reference node (0=Bdy Ref Frn; 1-nasa ten) I
15 Moments of inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,Iy3r, Izz 1E-4,1E-4,1E-4
15 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy, Ixz,Iyz 0,0,0
15 Mass (kg) 0.122
15 HUmber of Modes 3
15 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z 1,0.007,0.04,0
15 Mode ID, Node COoEd. (meters) x,y,z 2,0,0,0
15 Node ID, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z 3,0.000,0.025,0
15 Node ID, Node structual joint ID
16 Body ID number
16 Type (Rigid,Flexible,NASTRAN)
16 Number of modes
16 Modal calculation option (0, 1 or 2}
16 Foreehortening option (Y/N)
16 Model reduction lethod (NO,NS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
16 HASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
16 NUmber of augmented nodes (0 if none)
16 DaAping matrix option (MS,CD,RL,SD)
16 Constant damping ratio
16 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
16 Mode ID number, damping ratio
16 Conversion factors: Length,Mass,Force
16 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-mass ten) 1
16 Moments of inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,Iyy,Izz
16 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy, Ixz,Iyz
16 Mass (kg)
16 Number of Nodes
16 Node ID, Node COOEd. (maters) x,y,z
16 Node ID, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
16 Node ID, Mode ¢x)ord. (meters) x,y,z










17 ]Body ID number 17
17 Type (Rigid,Flexible,PJ_STRAW) R
17 Number of modes
17 Modal calculation option (0, I or 2)
17 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
17 Model reduction method (NO,MS,MC,CC,QM,CV)
17 BIASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
17 Number of au_ented nodes (0 if none)
17 Daunping matrix option (MS,CD,HL,SD)
17 Constant damping ratio
17 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
17 Mode ID number, damping ratio
17 Conversion factors: Lenqth,Mass,Force
17 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frm; 1-_ass ten) 1
17 Moments of inertia (kg-ml) Ixx,Iyy,Izz
17 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy, Ixz,Iyz
17 Mass (kg)
17 Number of Nodes
17 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
17 Node ID, Node CooEd. (meters) x,y,z
17 Node ID, Mode CooEd. (meters) x,y,z































18 Body ID number
18 Type (RIgid,FIoxible,NASTRAN)
18 Number of modes
18 Modal calculation option (0, I or 2)
18 Foreshortening option (Y/N)
18 Model reduction method (NO,MS,NC,CC,QM,CV)
18 NASTRAN data file FORTRAN unit number (40 - 60)
18 Humber of augmented nodes (0 if none)
18 Damping latrix option (NS,CD, HL, SD)
18 Constant damping ratio
18 Low frequency, High frequency ratios
18 Node ID number, damping ratio
18 Conversion factors, Length,Mass,Force
18 Inertia reference node (0-Bdy Ref Frl; l_nass cen) 1
18 Moments of inertia (kg-m2) Ixx,Iyy, Izz
I8 Products of inertia (kg-m2) Ixy,Ixz,Iyz
18 Mass (kg)
18 NUmber of Nodes
18 Node ID, Node COOEd. (meters) x,y,z
18 Node ID, Node coord. (meters) x,y,z
10 Rode In, Node COoEd. (meters) x,y,z



























































I Hinge ID number I
1 Inboard body ID, outboard body ID 0,1
I "p" node ID, "q" node ID 0,1
I Number of rotation DOFs, Rotation option (F or G) 3,F
ILI unit vector in inboard body contd, x,y,z 1,0,0
1 LI unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z 1,0,0
I L2 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
I L2 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
I L3 unit vector in inboard body ooord, x,y,z 0,0,1
1 L3 unit vector in outboard body contd, x,y,z 0,0,I
I Initial rotation angles (deg) 0,0,0
1 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec) 0 0 0
1 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/rad) 0 0 0
1 Rotation damping (newton-meters/rad/sec) 0 0 0
1 Null torque angles (deg) 0 0 0
1 Number of translation DOFs 3
I First translation unit vector gl 1 0 0
1 Second translation unit vector g2 0 1 0
1 Third translation unit vector 93 0 0 1
1 Initial translation (meters) 0,0,0
I Initial translation velocity (meters/sec) 0 0 0
I Translation stiffness (newtons/meters) 0 0 0
1 Translation damping (newtons/meter/sec) 0 0 0
I Null force translations 0 0 0
2 Hinge ID number 2
2 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID 1,2
2 "p" node ID, "q" node ID 11,1
2 No of rotation DOFn, Hinge 1 rotation option(F/G) 3
2 LI unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z I 0 0
2 LI unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z I 0 0
2 L2 unit vector in inboard body coord. X,y,Z
2 L2 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
2 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z 0 0 1
2 L3 unit vector in outboard body COOEd. x,y,z 0 0 1
2 Initial rotation angles (deg) 0,0,0
2 Initial rotation rates (deg/snc) 0 0 0
2 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/rad) 0 0 0
2 Rotation damping (newton-meters/rad/sec) 0 0 0
2 Null torque angles (deg) 0 0 0
2 Number of translation DOFs 3
2 First translation unit vector 91 I 0 0
Second translation unit vector g2 0 I 0
Third translation unit vector g3 0 0 1
Initial translation (meters) 0,0,0
Initial translation velocity (meters/sec) 0 0 0
Translation stiffness (newtons/meters) 0 0 0
Translation damping (newtons/meter/sec) 0 0 0










































































3 Hinge ID number
3 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
3 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
3 Number of rotation DOFs
3 L1 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
3 LI unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
3 L2 unit vector in inboard body CooEd. x,y,z
3 L2 unit vector in outboard body COOEd. x,y,z
3 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
3 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
3 Initial rotation angles (deg)
3 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
3 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/tad)
3 Rotation damping (newton-meters/ran/see)
3 Null torque angles (deg)
3 Number of translation DOFs
3 First translation unit vector gl
3 Second translation unit vector g2
3 Third translation unit vector 43
3 Initial translation (Reters)
3 Initial translation velocity (meters/sec)
3 Translation stiffness (newtons/meterm)
3 Translation damping (newtons/meter/met)
3 Null force translations
4 Hinge ID number
4 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
4 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
4 Number of rotation DOFs
4 LI unit vector in inboard body ooord, x,y,z
4 L1 unit vector in outboard body ooord, x,y,z
4 L2 unit vector in inboard body ooord, x,y,z
4 L2 unit vector in outboard body ooord, x,y,z
4 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
4 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,Z
4 Initial rotation angles (deg)
4 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
4 Rotation stiffness (nevton-meters/rad)
4 Rotation damping (newton-meters/End/see)
4 Null torque angles (deg)
4 Number of translation DOFs
4 First translation unit vector gl
4 Second translation unit vector 42
4 Third translation unit vector 43
4 Initial translation (meters)
4 Initial translation velocity (Meters/sec)
4 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
4 Translation damping (newtons/meter/Nee}
4 Null force translations
5 Hinge ID number
5 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
5 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
5 Number of rotation DOFs
5 LI unit vector in inboard body ccord, x,y,z
5 LI unit vector in outboard body COOEd. x,y,z
5 L2 unit vector in inboard body ooord, x,y,z
5 L2 unit vector in outboard body COoEd. x,y,z
5 L3 unit vector in inboard body ooord, x,y,z
5 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
5 Initial rotation angles (deg)
5 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
5 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/tad}
5 Rotation damping (newton-meters/rad/nec)
5 Null torque angles (deg)
5 Number of translation DOFs
5 First translation unit vector gl
5 Second translation unit vector 42
5 Third translation unit vector g3
5 Initial translation (meters)
5 Initial translation velocity (meters/sec)
5 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
5 Translation damping (newtons/meter/see)
























































































































6 Hinge ID number
6 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
6 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
6 Number of rotation DOFn
6 LI unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
6 LI unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
6 L2 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
6 L2 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
6 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
6 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
6 Initial rotation angles (deg)
6 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
6 Rotation stiffness (newton-meterm/rad)
6 Rotation damping (newton-meters tad set)
6 Null torque angles (deg)
6 Number of translation DOFs
6 First translation unit vector gl
6 Second translation unit vector g2
6 Third translation unit vector g3
6 Initial translation (Imters)
6 Initial translation velocity (meters/set)
6 Translation mtiffneas (nevtone/metern)
6 Tranmlation damping (newtons meter met)
6 Null force translations
7 Hinge ID number
7 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
7 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
7 Number of rotation DOFs
7 LI unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
7 LI unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
7 L2 unit vector in inboard body ooord, x,y,z
7 L2 unit vector in outboard body ¢oord. x,y,z
7 L3 unit vector in inboard body ooord, x,y,z
7 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
7 Initial rotation angles (deg)
7 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
7 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/tad)
7 Rotation damping (newton-meters/End/set)
7 Null torque angles (deg)
7 Number of translation DOFs
7 First translation unit vector gl
7 Second translation unit vector g2
7 Third translation unit vector g3
7 Initial translation (meters)
7 Initial translation velocity (metern/nec)
7 Translation stiffness (newtons/meterm)
7 Translation damping (newtons/meter/met}
7 Nu21 force translations
8 Hinge ID number
8 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
8 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
8 N_llber of rotation DOFs
8 L1 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
8 LI unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
8 L2 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
8 L2 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
8 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
8 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
8 Initial rotation angles (deg)
8 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
8 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/rad)
8 Rotation damping (newton-meters red set)
8 Null torque angles (deg}
8 Number of translation DOFs
8 First translation unit vector gl
8 Second translation unit vector g2
8 Third translation unit vector g3
8 Initial translation (meters)
8 Initial translation velocity (meters/set)
8 Translation stiffness (ne_conn/meters)
8 Translation damping (ne_rConn/meter/sec)
































































































































9 Hinge ID number
9 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
9 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
9 Number of rotation DOFs
9 LI unit vector in inboard body COoEd. X,y,Z
9 LI unit vector in outboard body COOEd. x,y,z
9 L2 unit vector in inboard body CooEd. x,y,z
9 L2 unit vector in outboard body cooed, x,y,z
9 L3 unit vector in inboard body COOEd. x,y,z
9 L3 unit vector in outboard body CooEd. x,y,z
9 Initial rotation angles (deg)
9 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
9 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/red)
9 Rotation damping (newton-meters/rad/sec)
9 Null torque angles (deg)
9 Number of translation DOFs
9 First translation unit vector gl
9 Second translation unit vector g2
9 Third translation unit vector g3
9 Initial translation (meters)
9 Initial translation velocity {meters/sec)
9 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
9 Translation damping (newtons/meter/leo)
9 Null force translations
10 Hinge ID number
10 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
I0 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
10 NUmber of rotation DOFs
10 LI unit vector in inboard body COOEd. x,y,z
10 L1 unit vector in outboard body COOEd. x,y,z
I0 L2 unit vector in inboard body cooed, x,y,z
10 L2 unit vector in outboard body COoEd. x,y,z
I0 L3 unit vector in inboard body COOEd. x,y,z
10 L3 unit vector in outboard body CooEd. x,y,z
10 Initial rotation angles (deg)
10 Initial rotation rates (deg/seo)
10 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/red)
10 Rotation damping (newton-meters/rad/sec)
10 Null torque angles (deg)
10 NUmber of translation DOFs
10 First translation unit vector gl
I0 Second translation unit vector g2
10 Third translation unit vector g3
10 Initial translation (meters)
10 Initial translation velocity (meters/sec)
10 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
10 Translation damping (newtons/meter/sec)
10 Null force translations
II Hinge ID nUmber
II Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
11 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
11 Number of rotation DOFs
II LI unit vector in inboard body COOEd. x,y,z
11LI unit vector An outboard body COOEd. x,y,z
II L2 unit vector in inboard body COOEd. x,y,z
Ii L2 unit vector in outboard body COOEd. x,y,z
II L3 unit vector in inboard body COOEd. x,y,z
II L3 unit vector in outboard body COOEd. x,y,z
11 Initial rotation angles (deg)
II Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
11 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/red)
11 Rotation damping (newton-meters/red/see)
II Null torque angles (deg)
II NUmber of translation DOFs
II First translation unit vector gl
11 Second translation unit vector g2
II Third translation unit vector g3
11 Initial translation (meters)
II Initial translation velocity (meters/sec)
11 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
11 Translation damping (newtons/meter/leo)
































































































































12 Hinge ID number
12 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
12 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
12 Number of rotation DOFs
12 L1 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
12 L1 unit vector in outboard body CooEd. x,y,z
12 L2 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
12 L2 unit vector in outboard body ooord, x,y,z
12 L3 unit vector in inboard body ¢oord. x,y,z
12 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
12 Initial rotation angle8 (deg)
12 Initial rotation rates (deglsec)
12 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/tad)
12 Rotation dampin 9 (newton-meters/rad/sec)
12 Null torque angles (de9)
12 Humber of translation DOFs
12 First translation unit vector 91
12 Second translation unit vector g2
12 Third translation unit vector 93
12 Initial translation (meters)
12 Initial translation velocity (meters/sec)
12 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters]
12 Translation damping (newtons/neter/sec)
12 Hull force translations
13 Hinge ID number
13 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
13 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
13 NUmber of rotation DOFs
13 L1 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
13 L1 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
13 L2 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
13 L2 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
13 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
13 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
13 Initial rotation angles (deg)
13 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
13 Rotation stiffness (nevton-msterm/rad)
13 Rotation damping (newton-meters/tad/sac)
13 Null torque angles (de9)
13 Humber of translation DOFs
13 First translation unit vector gl
13 Second translation unit vector 92
13 Third translation unit vector g3
13 Initial translation (meters)
13 Initial translation velocity (leters/sec)
13 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
13 Translation daunpin 9 (newtons/meter/sac)
13 Null force translations
14 Hinge ID number
14 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
14 "p= node ID, "q" node ID
14 Number of rotation DOFs
14 LI unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
14 L1 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
14 L2 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
14 L2 unit vector in outboard body ooord, x,y,z
14 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
14 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
14 Initial rotation angles (de9)
14 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
14 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/rad)
14 Rotation damping (newton-metsrs/rad/sec)
14 Null torque angles (de9)
14 Number of translation DOFs
14 First translation unit vector 91
14 Second translation unit vector 92
14 Third translation unit vector g3
14 Initial translation (meters)
14 Initial translation velocity (meters/sac)
14 Translation stiffness (ne_rtons/meters)
14 Translation damping (newtons/meter/sac)
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15 Hinge ID number
15 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
15 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
15 Number of rotation DOFs
15 L1 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
15 L1 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
15 L2 unit vector in inboard body ooord, x,y,z
15 L2 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
15 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
15 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
15 Initial rotation angles (deg)
15 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
15 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/tad)
15 Rotation damping (newton-meters End/set)
15 Hull torque angles (deg)
15 Number of translation DOFs
15 First translation unit vector 01
15 Second translation unit vector 02
15 Third translation unit vector 03
15 Initial translation (meters)
15 Initial translation velocity (meters/set)
15 TransLation stiffness (newtons/meters)
15 Translation damping (newtons/meter/set)
15 Hull force translations
16 Hinge ID number
16 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
16 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
16 NUmber of rotation DOFs
16 Ll unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
16 Ll unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
16 L2 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
16 L2 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
16 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
16 L3 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
16 Initial rotation angles (deg)
16 Initial rotation rates (deg/sec)
16 Rotation stiffness (newton-meters/rad)
16 Rotation dau_oing (newton-meters/rad/nec)
16 Null torque angles (deg)
16 Number of translation DOFs
16 First translation unit vector 01
16 Second translation unit vector 02
16 Third translation unit vector 03
16 Initial translation (meters)
16 Initial translation velocity (meters/set)
16 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
16 Translation damping (newtons/meter/set)
16 Null force translations
17 Hinge ID number
17 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
17 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
17 Number of rotation DOFs
17 Ll unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
17 L1 unit vector in outboard body coord, xey,z
17 L2 unit vector in inboard body c00rd. X,yez
17 L2 unit vector in outboard body cooed, x,y,z
17 L3 unit vector in inboard body coord, x,y,z
17 L3 unit vector in outboard body _Dord. x,y,z
17 Initial rotation angles (deg)
17 Initial rotation rates (deg/leo)
17 Rotation stiffness (newton-metern/rad)
17 Rotation damping (newton-meters/End/set)
17 Hull torque angles (deg)
17 Humber of translation DOFs
17 First translation unit vector gl
17 Second translation unit vector 02
17 Third translation unit vector 03
17 Initial translation (meters)
17 Initial translation velocity (leters/sec)
17 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
17 Translation damping (newtons/meter/set}
















































































18 Hinge ID number
18 Inboard body ID, Outboard body ID
18 "p" node ID, "q" node ID
18 Number of rotation DOFs
18 L1 unit vector in inboard body contd, x,y,z
18 LI unit vector in outboard body COOEd. x,y,z
18 L2 unit vector in inboard body contd, x,y,z
18 L2 unit vector in outboard body coord, x,y,z
18 L3 unit vector in inboard body contd, x,y,z
18 L3 unit vector in outboard body contd, x,y,z
18 Initial rotation angles (dog)
18 Initial rotation rates (deg/nec)
18 Rotation stiffness (netrton-leters/rad)
18 Rotation damping (newton-meters/rad/nec)
18 Null torque angles (deg)
18 Number of translation DOF8
18 Firmt translation unit vector 01
18 Second translation unit vector 02
18 Third translation unit vector 03
18 Initial translation (meters)
18 Initial translation velocity (meters/see)
18 Translation stiffness (newtons/meters)
18 Translation dmnplng (newtons/neter/eec)































































11 Sennor ID number
11 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR, CT)
11 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
11 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
11 Input axis unit vector (IA} x,y,z
11 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
11 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
II Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
11 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
11 nuler Angle Sequence (1-6}
11 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
12 Sensor ID number
12 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IN,P3,V3,CR,CT)
12 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
12 Second mounting point body ID, Second nods ID
12 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
12 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
12 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
12 Second focal plane unit vector (Fpi) x,y,z
12 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
12 Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
12 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
13 Sensor ID number
13 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
13 Mounting Point body ID, Mounting Point node ID
13 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
13 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
13 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
13 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
13 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
13 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
13 ruler Angle Sequence (I-6)
13 CMG ID number and Gimhal number
21 Sensor ID number
21 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
21 Mounting point body ID, Mounting Point node ID
21 Second Dounting point body ID, Second node ID
21 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
21 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
21 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
21 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
21 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z






















































































21 CMG ID number and Ginhal number
22 Sensor ID number
22 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
22 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
22 Second mounting point body In, Second node ID
22 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
22 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
22 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
22 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
22 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
22 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
22 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
23 Sensor ID number
23 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
23 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
23 Second mounting point body In, Second node ID
23 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
23 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
23 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
23 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
23 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) X,y,Z
23 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
23 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
31 Sensor ID number
31 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU, ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
31 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
31 Second _ounting point body ID, Second node ID
31 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
31 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
31 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
31 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
31 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
31 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
31 CMG ID number and GiRd)al number
32 Sensor ID number
32 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
32 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
32 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
32 Input axis unit vector (IA} x,y,z
32 Mounting point l_nge index, Axis index
32 First focal plane unit vector (FpI) x,y,z
32 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
32 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
32 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
32 CMG ID nuad)er and Gi_al number
33 Sensor ID number
33 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR, CT)
33 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
33 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
33 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
33 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
33 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
33 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
13 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
33 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
33 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
41 Sensor ID number
41 Type (G,R,AH,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR, CT)
41 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
41 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
41 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
41 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
41 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
41 Second focal plane unlt vector (Fp2) x,y,z
41 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
41 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
41CMG ID number and Gimbal number
































































































42 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
42 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
42 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
42 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
42 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
42 First tocal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
42 second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
42 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
42 ruler Angle Sequence (i-6)
42 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
43 Sensor ID number
43 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
43 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
43 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
43 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
43 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
43 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
43 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
43 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
43 Euler Angle Sequence (I-6)
43 CMG ID flul_ber and Gillbal number
51 Sensor ID number
51 Type (G,R,AH,V,P,_,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
51 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
51 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
51 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
51 Mounting point Binge index, Axis index
51 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
51 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
51 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
51 Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
51 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
52 Sensor ID number
52 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
52 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
52 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
52 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
52 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
52 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
52 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
52 Sun/Star unit vector (Us} x,y,z
52 Euler Angle Sequence 41-6)
52 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
53 Sensor ID number
53 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
53 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
53 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
53 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
53 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
53 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
53 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
53 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
53 Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
53 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
61 Sensor ID nuu_ber
61 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
61 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
61 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
61 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
61 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
61 First focal plane unit vector (1_p1) x,y,z
61 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
61 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
61Euler Angle Sequence 41-6)
61 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
62 Sensor ID number
62 Type (G,R,AH,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
62 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID




























1056 SE 62 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
1057 SE 62 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
1058 SE 62 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
1059 SE 62 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
1060 SE 62 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
1061SE 62 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)































































63 Sensor ID number
63 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM, P3,V3,CR, CT)
63 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
63 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
63 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
63 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
63 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
63 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
63 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
63 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
63 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
71 Sensor ID number
71 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
71 Mounting Point body ID, Mounting point node ID
71 Second mounting point body In, Second node ID
71 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
71 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
71 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
71 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
71 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
71 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
71 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
72 Sensor ID number
72 Type (G,R,AR,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM, P3,V3,CR,CT)
72 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
72 Second mounting Point body ID, Second node ID
72 Input axis unit vector (I A) x,y,z
72 Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
72 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
72 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
72 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
72 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
72 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
73 Sensor ID number
73 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
73 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
73 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
73 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
73 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
73 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
73 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
73 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
73 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
73 CMG ID number and Gimbal number
81 Sensor ID number
81 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
81 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
81 Second mounting point body In, Second node ID
81 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
81 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
81 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
81 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
81 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
81 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
81CMG ID number and Gimbal number
82 Sensor ID number
82 Type (G,R,AN, V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
82 Mounting point body In, Mounting point node ID
82 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
82 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
82 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
















































































































































Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
EuLer Angle Sequence (I-6)
CMG ID number and Gimbal number
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gimbal number
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AR,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gimbal numLber
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
Mounting Point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting Point Binge index, Axis index
First focal plane unit vector (Ppl) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gimbal number
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU, ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
Mountimg Point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting Point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting point Binge index, Axis index
First focal plane unit vector (1_)1) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gimbal number
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3eV3,CR,CT)
Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Moumting point Hinge index, AXis index
First focal plane unit vector (1_pl) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gimbal number
202 Sensor ID number
202 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,Z,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
202 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
202 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
202 Input axis unit vector (IA} x,y,z
202 Mounting point Hinge index, AXis index
202 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
202 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
202 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z






























































































CMG ID number and Gimbal number
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
First focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gimbal number
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gilbal number
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,PS,V3,CR,CT)
Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
First focal plane unit vector (Fpl} x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gimbal number
sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting Point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us} x,y,z
Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gillbal number
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU, ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axin index
First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
CMG ID number and Gillbal number
Sensor ID number
Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
Mounting Point body ID, Mounting Point node ID
Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)




























































SE 231 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST,IM,P3,V3,CR,CT)
SE 231 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
SE 231 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
SE 231 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
SE 231 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
SE 231 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
SE 231 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
SE 231 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
SE 231Euler Angle Sequence (1-6)
SE 231 CMG ID nuunber and Gimbal number
SE 232 Sensor ID number
SE 232 Type (G,R,AN,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM, P3,V3,CR,CT)
SE 232 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
SE 232 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
SE 232 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
SE 232 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
SE 232 First focal plane unit vector (Fpl} x,y,z
SE 232 Second focal plane unit vector (Fpl) x,y,z
SE 232 Sun/Star unit vector (Us) x,y,z
SE 232 ruler Angle Sequence (1-6)
SE 232 CMG ID nLL_ber and Ginbal number
SE 233 Sensor ID number
SE 233 Type (G,R,AH,V,P,AC,T,I,SU,ST, IM,P3,V3,CR,CT}
SE 233 Mounting point body ID, Mounting point node ID
SE 233 Second mounting point body ID, Second node ID
SE 233 Input axis unit vector (IA) x,y,z
SE 233 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
SE 233 First focal plane unit vector (Fp1) x,y,z
SE 233 Second focal plane unit vector (Fp2) x,y,z
SE 233 Sun/Star unit vector (Us} x,y,z
SE 233 ruler Angle Sequence (lo6)

















































AC Ii Actuator ID number
AC II T_q)e(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
AC 11 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
AC 11 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
AC 11 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
AC 11 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 11 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
AC 11 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 11 Initial rotor momentum, H
AC 11 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 11 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 11 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfc,GAH)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC I1 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,S,N)
AC II Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 11 In gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(TfI,M,D,Kf)/(R,M,S,k)
AC 11 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
AC 11 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Ks, Jm





















Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim-fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAH)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner qimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,S,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Ks, Jm

















































































13 Actuator ID number
13 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
13 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
13 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
13 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
13 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
13 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
13 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
13 Initial rotor momentum, H
13 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,frlction(D,S,B,N)
13 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
13 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
13 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
13 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
13 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,MeB,k)
13 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
13 Constants; K1 or wo, m or zeta, Kg, Jm
13 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
14 Actuator ID number
14 Typo(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT)
14 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
14 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
14 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
14 output axis unit vector x,y,z
14 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
14 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
14 Initial rotor momentum, N
14 Outer gimbal- angle(deq),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
14 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
14 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(a,M,B,k)
14 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, frictlon(D,S,B,M)
14 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
14 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,DeKf)/(B,MeN,k)
14 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
14 Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
14 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
15 Actuator ID number
15 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT)
15 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (M or H)
15 Mounting point body ID nUmber, node ID number
15 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
15 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
15 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
15 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
15 Initial rotor momentums, H
15 Outer qimbal- anqle(deg),inertia, frlction(D,S,B,M)
15 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
15 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,N,B,k}
15 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,N,N)
15 Inner qimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
15 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(TfieM,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
15 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
15 Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, 3m
15 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
16 Actuator ID number
16 Type(3,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
16 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or N)
16 Mounting point body ID number, node ID n_unber
16 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
16 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
16 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
16 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
16 Initial rotor momentum, H
16 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
16 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
16 Out qim fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/{TfI,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,9,k)
16 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
16 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
16 In gin fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/{Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(l,M,B,k)
16 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)

























































































21 Actuator ID number 21
21Type(O,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7) Me
21 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
21 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number 6,3
21 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
21 Output axis unit vector x,y,z 1,0,0
21 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
21 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
21 Initial rotor momentum, H
21 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
21 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
21 out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfc,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf}/(m,M,B,k)
21 Inner glmbal- anqle(deg),Inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
21 Inner gi_bal axis unit vector x,y,z
21 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
21 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
21 Constants; K1 cr we, n or zeta, Kq, JR
21 Mon-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
22 Actuator ID nulber 22
22 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7) Me
22 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or N)
22 Mountinq point body ID number, node ID number 6,3
22 Second Rounting point body ID, second node ID
22 Output axis unit vector x,y,z 0,1,0
22 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
22 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
22 Initial rotor momentum, H
22 Outer gimbal- aumgle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
22 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
22 Out gin frIc (TfI,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
22 Inner gimbal- anqle(deg),inertla, friction(D,S,B,N)
22 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
22 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(I,M,B,k)
22 Initial length and rate, y(to} and ydot(to)
22 Connta_ts; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
22 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
AC 23 Actuator ID number 23
AC 23 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,RU%,SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT) 140
AC 23 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
AC 23 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number 6,3
AC 23 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
AC 23 Output axis unit vector x,y,z 0,0,1
AC 23 Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
AC 23 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 23 Initial rotor momentum, H
AC 23 Outer gimbal- angle(deq),inertia, frictlon(D,S,B,N)
AC 23 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 23 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,OAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 23 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 23 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 23 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(I,M,B,k}
AC 23 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
AC 23 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
AC 23 Non-linearities; TLim, Tee, Dz
AC 24 Actuator ID number 24
AC 24 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,N,L,M1-MT) Me
AC 24 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
AC 24 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number 1,4
AC 24 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
AC 24 Output axis unit vector x,y,z 1,0,0
AC 24 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
AC 24 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 24 Initial rotor momentum, H
AC 24 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 24 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 24 Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 24 Inner gimbal- anqle(deq),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N}
AC 24 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 24 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,N,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 24 Initlal length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
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1472 AC 24 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
1473 AC 24 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
1474 AC 25 Actuator ID number
1475 AC 25 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
1476 AC 25 Actuator _ocation; Node or Hinge (N or H)
1477 AC 25 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
1470 AC 25 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
1479 AC 25 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
1480 AC 25 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
1481AC 25 Rotor span axis unit vector x,y,z
1482 AC 25 Initial rotor momentum, H
1483 AC 25 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
1484 AC 25 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
1485 AC 25 out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
1486 AC 25 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
1487 AC 25 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
1488 AC 25 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf}/(m,M,B,k)
1489 AC 25 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
1490 AC 25 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, J1























































































Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertla, friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unAt vector x,y,z
Out qim fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM}/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertla, friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner giabal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, JU
Hon-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentmn, H
Outer giabal- angle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner qimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,H,N}
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Non-linearities; TLiN, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,HA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (M or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, AXis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- ang[e(deg},inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z


















1543 AC 32 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
1544 AC 32 Constants; El or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm





































































33 Actuator ID number
33 Type(J,H,HO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-H7)
33 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
33 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
33 Second mounting point body In, second node ID
33 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
33 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
33 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
33 Initial rotor momentum, H
33 Outer gimbal- angle(deq),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
33 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
33 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,H,k)
33 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friotion(D,S,B,N)
33 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
33 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,N,D,Kf)/(m,M,S,k)
33 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
33 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
33 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
34 Actuator ID number
34 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-N7)
34 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
34 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
34 Second mounting point body In, 8cooed node ID
34 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
34 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
34 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
34 Initial rotor momenttum, H
34 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
34 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
34 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
34 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, frlotiom(D,S,B,N)
34 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
34 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/{Tfi,N,D,Kf)/(l,M,B,k}
34 Initial length and rate, y(to) and _ot(to)
34 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, J1
34 Hon-linearitiem; TLim, Too, Dz
35 Actuator ID number
35 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
35 Actuator location; Node or Binge (N or H)
35 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
35 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
35 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
35 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
35 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
35 Initial rotor momentum, H
35 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
35 outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
35 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
35 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
35 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
35 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
35 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
35 constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
35 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
36 Actuator ID number
36 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
36 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
36 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
36 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
36 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
36 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
36 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
36 Initial rotor momentum, H
36 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
36 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
36 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
36 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)






















AC 36 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 36 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
AC 36 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm




































































41 Actuator ID number
41Type(J,H,MO,T,B,HA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
41 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
41 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
41 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
41 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
41 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
41 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
41 Initial rotor momentum, H
41 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
41 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
41 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
41 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
41 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
41 In gJJa fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Rf)/(N,M,B,k)
41 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
41 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
41 Mon-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
42 Actuator ID number
42 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
42 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (H or H)
42 Mounting point body ID nuuaber, node ID number
42 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
42 output axis unit vector x,y,z
42 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
42 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
42 Initial rotor momentum, H
42 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
42 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
42 Out gim frlc (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,DeXf)/(R,M,Bek)
42 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, frlction(D,S,B,N)
42 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
42 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
42 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
42 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, J_
42 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
43 Actuator ID number
43 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
43 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
43 Mounting Point body ID number, node ID number
43 Second mounting Point body ID, second node ID
43 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
43 Moumting point Hinge index, Axis index
43 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
43 Initial rotor momentum, H
43 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
43 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
43 Out gJJn fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,D,k)
43 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, frictlon(D,S,B,N)
43 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
43 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
43 Initial length and rate, y(to) amd ydot(to)
43 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, 3_
43 Non-linearitiem; TLim, Tco, Dz
44 Actuator ID number
44 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
44 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H}
44 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
44 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
44 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
44 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
44 Rotor span axis unit vector x,y,z
44 Initial rotor momentum, H
44 Outer _imbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,S,N)
44 Outer 9imbal axis unit vector x,y,z
44 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)

























































































AC 44 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 44 In gim tric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
AC 44 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
AC 44 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
AC 44 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
AC 45 Actuator ID number
AC 45 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
AC 45 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
AC 45 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
AC 45 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
AC 45 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 45 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
AC 45 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 45 Initial rotor momentum, H
AC 45 Outer gimbal- angle(deq),inertia,friction(D,S,S,N)
AC 45 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 45 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
AC 45 Inner gimbal- anqle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
RE 45 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
RE 45 In gil fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 45 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
)_ 45 Conmtants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
AC 45 Non-lineaxitie8; TLim, Tco, Dz
AC 46 Actuator ID number
AC 46 TypO(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DGeN,L,NI-MT)
AC 46 Actuator location; Node or Binge (N or H)
RE 46 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
AC 46 Second mounting point body In, second node ID
AC 46 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 46 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
AC 46 Rotor span axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 46 Initial rotor momentum, H
RE 46 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 46 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 46 Out qim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf}/(m,M,B,k)
AC 46 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 46 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 46 In gila fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,N,B,k)
AC 46 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
AC 46 Constants; KI or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm

































Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mountinq point Binqe index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, frictlon(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Conmtants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, DZ
Actuator ID number
Type(3,H,MO,T,S,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-NT)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor mpin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z































































































52 Inner qimbal- angle(deg),inertia,frlctlon(D,S,B,N)
52 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
52 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
52 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
52 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Ks, Jm
52 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
53 Actuator ID number 53
53 Type(J,N,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT) MO
53 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
53 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number 12,3
53 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
53 Output axis unit vector x,y,z 0,0,1
53 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
53 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
53 Initial rotor momentum, N
53 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
53 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,yez
53 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,S#k}
53 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
53 Inner gimba2 axis unit vector x,y,z
53 In glm frlc {Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,.D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
53 Initial Zength and rate, y(to} and ydot(to)
53 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Ji
53 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
54 Actuator ID number 54
54 Type(J,H,MO,T,H,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7) Me
54 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
54 Mounting point body ID number, node ID nu_ber 1,7
54 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
54 Output axis unit vector x,y,z 1,0,0
54 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
54 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
54 Initial rotor momentum, H
54 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,H)
54 outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
54 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
54 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
54 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
54 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,N,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
54 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
54 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Ks, Jl
54 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
55 Actuator ID number 55
55 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-MT) M0
55 Actuator location; Bode or Hinge (N or H)
55 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number 1,7
55 Second mounting Point body ID, second node ID
55 Output axis unit vector x,y,z 0,1,0
55 Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
55 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
55 Initial rotor momentum, H
55 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
55 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
55 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/{Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
55 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
55 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
55 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(R,M,B,k)
55 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
55 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Ks, JR
55 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
56 Actuator ID number 56
56 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-MT) MO
56 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
56 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number 1,7
56 Second mounting Point body ID, second node ID
56 Output axis unit vector x,y,z 0,0,1
56 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
56 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
56 Initial rotor momentum, H
56 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertla,friction(D,S,B,N)
56 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
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1827 AC 56 Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,G_4)/(Tfi,N,O, Kf)/(m,N,B,k)
1828 AC 56 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
1829 AC 56 Inner gimbal axls unit vector x,y,z
1830 AC 56 In gim fric (TfI,Tgfo,GAM)/(TfI,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,S,k)
1831AC 56 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
1832 AC 56 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm

































































61 Actuator ID number
61 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,N,L,M1-M7)
61 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or N)
61 Mounting point body ID number, node ID numJDer
61 Second mounting point i>ody ID, second node ID
61 output axis unit vector x,y,z
61 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
61 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
61 Initial rotor momentum, H
61 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
61 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
61 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
61 Inner ginbal- angle(deg),inertla,frlctlon(D,S,B,M)
61 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
61 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
61 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
61 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
61 Non-linearlties; TLim, Tco, Dz
62 Actuator ID number
62 Tyl)e(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7 )
62 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (R or H)
62 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
62 Second mounting point body In, second node ID
62 output axis unit vector x,y,z
62 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
62 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
62 Initlal rotor momentum, H
62 Outer ginbal- angle(deg),inertia,frlctlon(D,S,B,N)
62 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
62 Out gim fri¢ (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(l,N,B,k}
62 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
62 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
62 In gil fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,H,D,Kf}/(m,M,B,k)
62 Initial 2ength and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
62 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
62 Non-linearities; TLil, Tco, Dz
63 Actuator IO number
63 Type(J,N,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
63 Actuator 1ocatlon; Node or Hinge (N or H)
63 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
63 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
63 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
63 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
63 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
63 Initial rotor momentum, H
63 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
63 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
63 out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
63 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,S,N)
63 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
63 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
63 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
63 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm













64 Actuator ID number 64
64 TypO(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,NI-H7) M0
64 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
64 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number 1,8
64 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
64 Output axis unit vector x,y,z 1,0,0
64 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
64 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
64 Initial rotor momentum, H
64 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,S,N)
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1898 AC 64 Outer gimbaL axis unit vector x,y,z
1899 AC 64 Out qim fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D, Kf)/(m,M,S,k)
1900 AC 64 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
1901AC 64 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
1902 AC 64 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
1903 AC 64 Initial length and rate, y(to} and ydot(to)
1904 AC 64 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jim
































































65 Actuator ID number
65 Type(J,H,MO,T,H,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT)
65 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
65 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
65 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
65 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
65 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
65 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
65 Initial rotor momentum, H
65 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,H,N)
65 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
65 Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(R,M,B,k)
65 Inner qimbal- angle(deg),inertla,frlction(D,S,B,H)
65 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
65 In gim fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/(Tfi,N,D,Kf}/(l,N,B,k)
65 Initial length and rate, y(to) and _ot(to)
65 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
65 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
66 Actuator ID ntunber
66 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT)
66 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (H or E)
66 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
66 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
66 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
66 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
66 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
66 Initial rotor momentum, H
66 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertla,friction(D,S,B,N)
66 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
66 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,S,k)
66 Inner gila1- angle(deg),inertia, fr_ction(D,S,B,N)
66 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
66 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
66 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
66 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
66 Non-linearities; TLil, Too, Dz
AC 71 Actuator ID number
AC 71 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
AC 71 ACtuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H}
AC 71 Mounting Point body ID number, node ID number
AC 71 Second mounting Point body In, second node ID
AC 71 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 71 Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
AC 71 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 71 Initial rotor momentum, H
AC 71 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,S,N)
AC 71 Outer gimbaL axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 71 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 71 Inner gimbal- angLe(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 71 Inner gimbaL axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 71 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
AC 71 Initial length and rate, y(to) and 1_iot(to)
AC 71 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Xg, Jm
AC 71 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
AC 72 Actuator ID number
AC 72 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
AC 72 Actuator Location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
AC 72 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
AC 72 Second mounting point body In, second node ID
AC 72 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 72 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
AC 72 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z


















1969 AC 72 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,frlction(D,S,B,N)
1970 AC 72 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y.z
1971AC 72 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi,H,D,Kf)/(m,H,B,k)
1972 AC 72 Inner gimbal- anqle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,B,M)
1973 AC 72 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
1974 AC 72 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo.GAM)/(Tfi,M,D.Kf)/(m,M.B.k)
1975 AC 72 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
1976 AC 72 Constants; K1 or wo. n or zeta, Kg, Jm
1977 AC 72 Mon-linearities; TLim, Tco, DZ
1978 AC 73 Actuator ID number
1979 AC 73 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L.MI-M7)
1980 AC 73 Actuator location; Mode or Hinge (H or H)
1981AC 73 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
1982 AC 73 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
1983 AC 73 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
1984 AC 73 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
1985 AC 73 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
1986 AC 73 Initial rotor momentum, H
1987 AC 73 Outer gilbal- angle(deg),inertia, frlction(D,S.B,H)
1988 AC 73 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
1989 AC 73 out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo.GAM)/(Tfi,M.D.Kf}/(m,M,E,k)
1990 AC 73 Inner giad)al- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,S,M)
1991AC 73 Inner glmbal axis unit vector x,y,z
1992 AC 73 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m.M,B,k)
1993 AC 73 Initial length and rate, y(to) ud 1.Jot(to)
1994 AC 73 Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm









































































Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body In, zecond node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,H)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi.M.D,Kf)/(m.M,H,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,H)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(R,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Mon-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID nunber
Type(J,H,MO,T,B.MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-N7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (M or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B.N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo.GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In qil fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GRJ4)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to}
Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Mon-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T.B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-HT)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y.z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index




























AC 76 Initial rotor momentum, H
AC 76 Outer gimbal- angle(deg},inertla,friction(D,S,B,H)
AC 76 Outer gimba_ axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 76 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 76 Inner gimhal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 76 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 76 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 76 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
AC 76 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm






























































81 Actuator ID number
81 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
81 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
81 Mounting point body ID number, node ID nuuober
81 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
81 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
81 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
81 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
81 Initial rotor momentum, H
81 Outer gilabal- angle(deg),inertia, frictlon(D,S,B,N)
81 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
81 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
81 Inner ginbal- angle(deg),Inertia,friG_ion(D,S,B,N)
81 Inner gi3sbal axis unit vector x,y,z
81 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAH)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(1,M,B,k)
81 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
81 Constants; KI or we, n or zeta, Kg, JR
81 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
82 Actuator ID number
82 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
82 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or B)
82 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
82 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
82 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
82 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
82 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
82 Initial rotor momentum, H
82 Outer gimbal- aDgle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
82 Outer gla_Dal axis unit vector x,y,z
82 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
82 Inner gi_al- angle(deg),inertia, friotion(D,S,B,N)
82 Inner global axis unit vector x,y,z
82 In gim frlc (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
82 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
82 Constants; K1 or "4o, n or zeta, Kg, Ji
82 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
83 Actuator ID number
83 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
83 Actuator 10cation; Node or Hinge (N or H)
83 Mounting point body ID number, node ID nulber
83 Second mounting point body In, second node ID
83 output axis unit vector x,y,z
83 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
83 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
83 Initial rotor momentum, H
83 Outer gimbal- angle(deg},inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
83 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
83 Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k}
83 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
03 Inner gimhal axis unit vector x,y,z
83 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
83 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
03 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, 3_
83 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
84 Actuator ID number
84 Type(3,H,MO,T,B,HA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT)
84 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
84 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
84 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
84 Output axis unit vector x,y,z

























































































AC 84 Rotor span axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 84 Inltial rotor momentum, H
AC 84 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 04 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 84 Out glm fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf}/(m,N,B,k)
AC 84 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 84 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 84 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
AC 84 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
AC 84 Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
AC 84 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
AC 85 Actuator ID number
AC 85 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SGeDG,W,L,M1-M7)
AC 85 Actuator location; mode or Hinge (N or H)
AC 85 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
AC 85 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
AC 85 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 85 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
AC 05 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 05 Initial rotor momentum, H
AC 85 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 85 Outer glmbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 85 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAN)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf}/(m,M,B,k)
AC 85 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia, fric_ion(D,S,H,N)
AC 85 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 85 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 05 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to}
AC 05 Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Ji
AC 85 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
AC 86 Actuator ID nuAber
AC 86 TIrpe(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7 )
AC 86 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
AC 86 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
AC 86 Second mounting Point body ID, second node ID
AC 86 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 86 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
AC 86 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 86 Initial rotor momentum, H
AC 86 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,D,N)
AC 86 Outer glmbal axis unit vector x,¥,z
AC 86 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 86 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
AC 86 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
AC 06 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
AC 86 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
AC 06 Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm



























Actuator location; Node or Hinge (H or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting Point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimhal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf}/(N,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, frlctlon(D,S,H,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In glm fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi,M,D,Xf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Hon-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
Actuator location; mode or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID





























102 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
102 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
102 Initial rotor momentum, H
102 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
102 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
102 Out glm frlc (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
102 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,trictlon(D,S,N,N)
102 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
102 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,N,B,k}
102 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
102 Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm






























































Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,frictlon(D,S,B,N)
Outer giubal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, J_
Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(R,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),£nertia, friction(D,S,B,N}
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Tyl)o(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge _ndex, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentLtm, H
outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,H,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, JR
Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number























































































































Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; KI or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jl
Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (M or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID nul_ber
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor _entu_, H
Outer gilbal- angle(deg),inertia, frlction(D,S,B,N)
outer gilbal axis unit vector X,yeZ
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(TfieM,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deq),inertla, friotion(D,S,B,R)
Inner ginbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Ji
Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
202 Actuator ID number
202 Type(J,B,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
202 Actuator location; Node or Binge (N or H)
202 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
202 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
202 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
202 Mounting point Binge index, Axis index
202 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
202 Initial rotor moRentum, H
202 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertla,friction(D,S,B,N)
202 Outer gilbal axis unit vector x,y,z
202 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
202 Inner qimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
202 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
202 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GJU4)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
202 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
202 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, J_
202 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
203 Actuator ID number
203 Type(J,H,MO#T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
203 Actuator location; Node or Binge (N or H}
203 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
203 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
203 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
203 Mounting point Binge index, Axis index
203 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
203 Initial rotor _mentum, H
203 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),Inertla,frlctlon(D,S,B,H)
203 Outer glmbal axis unit vector x,y,z
203 Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
203 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
203 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
203 In qim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(TfI,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
203 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
203 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, 3m
203 Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
301 Actuator ID number
301 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
301 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or N)
































301 Second mounting point body IDt second node ID
301 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
301 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
301 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
301 Initial rotor momentum, H
301 Outer gilabal- angle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
301 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
301 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
301 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
301 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
301 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
301 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
301 constants; KI or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
30I Hon-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
2338 AC 302 Actuator ID number
2339 AC 302 Type(J,H,NO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
2340 AC 302 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
2341AC 302 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
2342 AC 302 Second mounting point body ID, mecond node ID
2343 AC 302 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
2344 AC 302 Mounting point H/nqe index, Axis index
2345 AC 302 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
2346 AC 302 Initial rotor momentma, H
2347 AC 302 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
2348 AC 302 Outer giltbal axis unit vector x,y,z
2349 AC 302 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
2350 AC 302 Inner gi]abal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
2351 AC 302 Inner gilLbal axis unit vector x,y,z
2352 AC 302 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
2353 AC 302 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
2354 AC 302 Constants; KI or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
2355 AC 302 Non-linearitiez; TLila, Too, Dz
2356 AC 303 Actuator ID number
2357 AC 303 Type(J,H,NO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
2358 AC 303 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
2359 AC 303 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
2360 AC 303 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
2361 AC 303 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
2362 AC 303 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
2363 AC 303 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
2364 AC 303 Initial rotor _mentum, H
2365 AC 303 Outer gimbal- a_gle(deg),inertia,frictiou(D,S,B,N)
2366 AC 303 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
2367 AC 303 Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,MeD,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
2368 AC 303 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),iuertiaefriction(D,S,B,N)
2369 AC 303 Inner glmbal axis unit vector x,y,z
2370 AC 303 In gila fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(TfI,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
2371 AC 303 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
2372 AC 303 Constants; N1 or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Ji






















401 Actuator ID number
401 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
401 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
401 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
401 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
401 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
401 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
401 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
401 Initial rotor momentum, H
401 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
401 Outer qimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
401 Out gim frio (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(TfieM,DeKf)/(N,M,B,k)
401 Inner gimbal- anqle(deg),Inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
401 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
401 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
401 Initial length and rate, y(to} and ydot(to)
401 Constants; KX or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
401 Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
402 Actuator ID nunber
402 Type(J,H,MO,T,S,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
























































































Mounting point body ID number, node ZD number 2,18
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z 0,1,0
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor moment-m, H
outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,frlction(D,S,S,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D, Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbai- angle(deg),inertia,fric_ion(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kq, Jm
Non-linearitien; TLim, Too, Dz
Actuator ID number 403
T_e(J,H,NO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7) J
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID n,,mker 2,10
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z 0,0,1
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gila1- angle(deg),Inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k}
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertla, frlction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(R,M,B,k}
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
Actuator ID number 501
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,N1-M7) J
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number 11,1
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z 1,0,0
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer ginbal- angle(deg),inertia, friction(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gin fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/(TfI,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- anqle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner glmbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gil fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jn
Hon-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz
Actuator ID number 502
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-MT) 0
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number 2,19
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z 1,0,0
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, frictlon(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
out glm fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In Vim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Conntants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jn
Non-linearities; TLim, Too, Dz


























































































Actuator 1ocatlon; Node or Binge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,D,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,frlction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Non-linearities; TLim, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(3,H,MO,T,D,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mountlng point body In, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor aomentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),Inertia, frictlon(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, frictiou(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/{Tfi,MeD,Kf}/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(_o) and l_lot(to)
Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Non-linearitiee; TLim, Tco, Dz
602 A_tuator ID number
602 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-M7)
602 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
602 Mounting Point body ID number, node ID number
602 Second mounting Point body ID, meoond node ID
602 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
602 Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
602 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
602 Initial rotor momentum, H
602 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friotion(D,S,B,M}
602 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
602 Out gill fric (Tfi,Tgfo,G_%M}/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,D,k)
602 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia, friotion(D,S,B,N)
602 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
602 In giR fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf}/(m,M,B,k)
602 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
602 Constants; KI or we, n or zeta, Kg, Ji
602 Mon-linearities; TLi_, Tco, Dz
603 Actuator ID number
603 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
603 Actuator location; Node or Hinge (H or H}
603 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
603 Second mounting Point body ID, second node ID
603 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
603 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
603 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
603 Initial rotor momentum, H
603 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
603 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
603 out glm fric (TfI,Tgfo,GAM}/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,D,k)
603 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),Inertla,frlotion(D,S,B,N)
603 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
603 In qlm fric (Tfi,Tqfo,GAM)/(TfI,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
603 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
603 constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
603 Non-linearities; TLiN, Tco, Dz






























































































































































Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertla,friction(D,S,B,M)
Outer ginbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAH)/(Tfi,MeD,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,S,H)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; KI or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jm
Hon-linearities; TLiN, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,HA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (H or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer ginbal- angle(deg),inertia, frlction(D,S,B,H)
outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Inner gil_bal- angle(deg),inertla,friction(D,S,B,H)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In glm fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAH)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf}/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
ConBt&DtS; K1 or WOe n or zeta, Kg, 3m
Hon-linearities; TLin, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting Point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body In, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting Point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor molentua, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,H)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf]/(R,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAH)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initlal length and rate, y(to} and ydot(to)
constants; Kl or wo, n or zeta, Kg, Jl
Hon-linearitien; TLim, Tco, Dz
Actuator ID number
Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,MI-HT)
Actuator location; Node or Hinge (N or H)
Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
Output axis unit vector x,y,z
Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
Initial rotor momentum, H
Outer gimbal- angle(deq),Inertia, frictlon(D,S,B,N)
Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
Out gin fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(N,M,B,k)
Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
Constants; KI or wo, n or zeta, Kg, 3m





















































802 Actuator ID number
802 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA,SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
802 Actuator location; Bode or Hinge (N or H}
802 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
802 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
802 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
802 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
802 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
802 Initial rotor momentum, H
802 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
802 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
802 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
802 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,N)
802 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
802 In gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
802 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
802 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, KS, Jm
802 Non-linearities; TLiM, Too, Dz
803 Actuator ID number
803 Type(J,H,MO,T,B,MA, SG,DG,W,L,M1-M7)
803 Actuator locatlon; Bode or Hinge (N or H)
803 Mounting point body ID number, node ID number
803 Second mounting point body ID, second node ID
803 Output axis unit vector x,y,z
803 Mounting point Hinge index, Axis index
803 Rotor spin axis unit vector x,y,z
803 Initial rotor momentum, H
803 Outer gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,H)
803 Outer gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
803 Out gim fric (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(TfI,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
803 Inner gimbal- angle(deg),inertia,friction(D,S,B,H)
803 Inner gimbal axis unit vector x,y,z
803 In gim tr_o (Tfi,Tgfo,GAM)/(Tfi,M,D,Kf)/(m,M,B,k)
803 Initial length and rate, y(to) and ydot(to)
803 Constants; K1 or we, n or zeta, KS, 31



























CO 1 Controller ID number
CO 1 Controller type (CB,CM,DB,DM,UC,UD)
CO 1 Sample time (sec)
CO I Number of inputs, Number of outputs
CO 1 Number of states
CO 1 Output He., Input type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
CO 1 output No., Input type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
CO ] Output He., Input type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
CO 1 Output He., Input type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
CO 1 Output No., Input type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
CO 1 output Me., Input type (I,S,T), Input ID, Gain
CO 2 Controller ID number
CO 2 Controller type (CB,CM,DB,DM,UC,UD)
CO 2 Sample time (sec)
CO 2 Number of inputs, Number of outputs
CO 2 Number of states





































Summing junction ID number
Controller ID number
Number of inputs to sunm/ng junction
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Galn
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input number,Input type(I,S,T},Input ID no,Galn
Sumuning junction ID number
controller ID number
Number of inputs to summing junction
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain

























































































Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Galn
Summing junction ID number
Controller ID number
Number of inputs to numm/ng junction
Input nulLber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Galn
Suw_ing junction ID number
Controller ID number
Number of inputs to summ/ng Junction
Input number,Input type{I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input nmaber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input nmaber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Su_a/ng junction ID number
Controller ID number
Humber of inputs to summing junction
Input nuJber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Galn
Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
Input number,Input tlrpe(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
106 Summing junction ID number
106 Controller ID number
106 Nunber of inputs to nul-alng Junction
106 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Galn
106 Input nmnber,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
106 Input number,Input type(I,S,T),Input ID no,Gain
TRANSFER
11 Transfer function ID number
11 Controller ID number
11 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID nulber
11 Order of n,,merator
11 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
11 Order of denominator
11 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
11 Transfer function gain
12 Transfer function ID number
12 Controller ID number
12 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
12 Order of numerator
12 N_erator coefficients (4 per line max)
12 Order of denolinator
12 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
12 Transfer function gain
13 Trannfer function ID number
13 Controller ID number
13 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
13 Order of numerator
13 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
13 Order of denominator
13 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
13 Transfer function gain
14 Transfer function ID number
14 Controller ID number
14 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
14 Order of numerator
14 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
14 Order of denom/nator
14 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
14 Transfer function gain
15 Transfer function ID number
15 Controller ID number
15 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
15 Order of numerator
15 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)

































































2735 TR 15 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)

























Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per llne max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per llne max)
Transfer function gain
I01 Transfer function ID number
I01 Controller ID number
101 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
!01 Order of numerator
101 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
101 Order of denominator
101 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
101 Transfer function gain
102 Transfer function ID number
102 Controller ID number
102 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
102 Order of numerator
102 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
102 Order of denominator
102 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)









































Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per llne max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer funoEion ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per llne max)
Transfer function gain




























































































































































Transfer function ID number
controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID number
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Humerator coefficients (4 per line max)
order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
Transfer function ID n,,--her
Controller ID number
Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
Order of numerator
Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
Order of denominator
Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
Transfer function gain
601 Transfer function ID n"--her
601 Controller ID number
601 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
601 Order of numerator
601 Numerator coefficients (4 per line max)
601 Order of denoainator
601 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
601 Transfer function gain
602 Transfer function ID number
602 Controller ID number
602 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
602 Order of numerator
602 Hmnerator coefficients (4 per line m)
602 Order of denominator
602 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
602 Transfer function gain
603 Transfer function ID number
603 Controller ID number
603 Input type (I,S or T), Input ID number
603 Order of numerator
603 Numerator coefficients (4 per line L_x)
603 Order of denominator
603 Denominator coefficients (4 per line max)
603 Transfer function gain
FUNCTION GEN
II Function qenerator ID number
II Type (ST, RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
11 Amplitude
11 Slope
11 Start time (sec)
11 Stop time (sec)
11 Frequency (rad/eec)































































2867 FU II Variance
2868 FU II Pulse width (see)
2869 FU 11 Second pulse start time (sec)
2870 FU 12 Function generator ZD number
2871 FU 12 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
2872 FU 12 _unplitude
2873 FU 12 Slope
2874 FU 12 Start time (8ec)
2875 FU 12 Stop time (sec)
2876 FU 12 Frequency (rad/sec)
2877 FU 12 Phase shift (des)
2878 FU 12 Array location
2879 FU 12 Mean,Seed
2880 FU 12 Variance
2881FU 12 Pulse width (sec)
2882 FU 12 Second pulse start time (sec)
2883 FU 13 Function generator ID number
2884 FU 13 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
2885 FU 13 Amplitude
2886 _ 13 Slope
2887 FU 13 Start time (see)
2888 FU 13 Stop time (sec)
2889 FU 13 Frequency (rad/sec)
2890 FU 13 Phase shift (des)
2891 FU 13 Array 1ocatlon
2892 FU 13 Mean,Seed
2893 FU 13 Variance
2894 FU 13 Pulse width (see)
2895 FU 13 Second pulse start time (sec)
2896 FU 14 Function generator ID nu|ber
2897 FU 14 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
2898 FU 14 Amplitude
2899 FU 14 Slope
2900 FU 14 Start time (sec)
2901 FU 14 Stop time (sec)
2902 FU 14 Frequency (rad/sec)
2903 FU 14 Phase shift (dog)
2904 FU 14 Array location
2905 FU 14 Mean,Seed
2906 FU 14 Variance
2907 FU 14 Pulse width (sec)
2908 FU 14 Second pulse start time (see)
2909 FU 15 Function generator ID nunber
2910 FU 15 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
2911 FU 15 Amplitude
2912 FU 15 Slope
2913 FU 15 Start time (see}
2914 FU 15 Stop time (sec)
2915 FU 15 Frequency (rad/sec)
2916 FU 15 Phase shift (des)
2917 FU 15 Array location
2918 FU 15 Mean,Seed
2919 FU 15 Variance
2920 FU 15 Pulse width (see)
2921FU 15 Second pulse start time (sec)
2922 FU 16 Function generator ID number
2923 FU 16 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
2924 _ 16 Amplitude
2925 FU 16 Slope
2926 FU 16 Start time (8ec}
2927 FU 16 Stop time (see)
2928 FU 16 Frequency (rad/sec)
2929 FU 16 Phase shift (deS}
2930 FU 16 Array location
2931FU 16 Mean,Seed
2932 FU 16 Variance
2933 FU 16 Pulse width (see)





























FU 21 Function generator ID number
FU 21 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
FU 21 Amplitude
FU 21 Slope
FU 21 Start tame (sec)
FU 21 Stop time (sec)
FU 21 Frequency (rad/sec)
FU 21 Phase shaft (des)
FU 21 Array location
FU 21 Mean,Seed
FU 21 Variance
FU 21 Pulse width (see)






























































22 Start time (sec)
22 Stop time (see)
22 Frequency (rad/sec)




22 Pulse width (see)
22 Second pulse start time (sec)
23 Function generator ID number
23 Type (ST, RA, PU,SA, SI,US,_O,DO)
23 Amplitude
23 Slope
23 Start time (see)
23 Stop time (sec)
23 Frequency (rad/sec)




23 Pulse width (sec)
23 Second pulse start time (8ec)
24 Function generator ID number
24 Type (ST,RA, PU, SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
24 Alplitude
24 Slope
24 Start tile (see)
24 Stop time (see)
24 Frequency (radlsec)




24 Pulse width (leo)
24 Second pulse start time (sec}




25 Start time (sec)
25 Stop time (sec)
25 Frequency (rad/sec)




25 Pulse width (see)
25 Second pulse start time (sec)
26 Function generator ID number
26 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
26 Amplitude
26 Slope


















3005 FU 26 Stop time (sec)
3006 FU 26 Frequency (rad/sec)
3007 FU 26 Phase shift (deg)
3008 FU 26 Array location
3009 FU 26 Mean,Seed
3010 FU 26 Variance
3011FU 26 Pulse width (sec)
3012 FU 26 Second pulse start time (sec}
3013 FU 31 Function generator ID number
3014 FU 31 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3015 FU 31 Amplitude
3016 FU 31 Slope
3017 FU 31 Start time (see)
3018 FU 31 stop time (see)
3019 FU 31 Frequency (rad/sec)
3020 FU 31 Phase shift (deq)
3021 FU 31 Array location
3022 FU 31 Mean,Seed
3023 FU 31 Variance
3024 FU 31 Pulse width (see)
3025 FU 31 Second pulse start time (see)
3026 FU 32 Function generator ID number
3027 FU 32 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO}
3028 FU 32 AMplitude
3029 FU 32 Slope
3030 _ 32 Start time (sec)
3031 FU 32 Stop time (see)
3032 FU 32 Frequency (rad/sec)
3033 FU 32 Phase shift (deq)
3034 FU 32 Array location
3035 FU 32 Mean,Seed
3036 FU 32 Variance
3037 FU 32 Pulse width (sec)
3038 FIJ 32 Second puXse start time (sec)
3039 NIT 33 Function generator ID number
3040 FU 33 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3041 FU 33 A_plltude
3042 FU 33 Slope
3043 FU 33 Start time (see)
3044 FU 33 Stop time (see)
3045 FU 33 Frequency (rad/sec)
3046 FU 33 Phase shift (deg)
3047 FU 33 Array location
3048 FU 33 Mean,Seed
3049 FU 33 Variance
3050 FU 33 Pulse width (sec)
3051 FU 33 Second pulme start time (sec)
3052 FU 34 Function generator ID number
3053 FU 34 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3054 FU 34 Amplitude
3055 FU 34 Slope
3056 FU 34 Start time (see)
3057 FU 34 Stop time (sec)
3050 FU 34 Frequency (rad/sec)
3059 FU 34 Phase shift (de9)
3060 FU 34 Array location
3061FU 34 Mean,Seed
3062 FU 34 Variance
3063 FU 34 Pulse width (see)
3064 FU 34 Second pulse start time (sec)
3065 FU 35 Function generator ID number
3066 FU 35 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3067 FU 35 Amplitude
3068 FU 35 Slope
3069 FU 35 Start time (sec)
3070 FU 35 Stop time (sec)
3071FU 35 Frequency (rad/sec)
3072 FU 35 Phase shift (deg)
3073 FU 35 Array location


















3075 Fu 35 variance
3076 FU 35 Pulse width (sec)
3077 FU 35 Second pulse start time (sec)
3078 FU 36 Function generator ID number
3079 FU 36 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3080 FU 36 Amplitude
3001 FU 36 Slope
3082 FU 36 Start time (sec)
3083 FU 36 Stop tile (8ec)
3084 FU 36 Frequency (rad/sec)
3085 FU 36 Phase shift (deg)
3086 FU 36 Array location
3087 FU 36 Mean,Seed
3088 FU 36 Variance
3089 FU 36 Pulse width (see)
3090 FU 36 Second pulse start time (sec)
3091 FU 41 Function generator ID number
3092 FU 41 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3093 FU 41 Rduplltude
3094 FU 41 Slope
3095 FU 41 Start time (sec)
3096 FU 41 Stop time (see)
3097 FU 41 Frequency (rad/sec)
3098 _J 41 Phase shift (dog)
3099 FU 41 Array location
3100 FU 41 Mean,Seed
3101 FU 41 Variance
3102 FU 41 Pulse width (nee)
3103 FU 41 Second pulse start time (see)
3104 FU 42 Function generator ID number
3105 FU 42 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3106 FU 42 Amplitude
3107 FU 42 Slope
3108 FU 42 Start time (sec)
3109 FU 42 Stop time (eec)
3110 FU 42 Frequency (tad/see)
3111 FU 42 Phase shift (deg)
3112 FU 42 Array location
3113 FU 42 Mean,Seed
3114 FU 42 Variance
3115 FU 42 Pulse width (sec)
3116 FU 42 Second pulse start time (sec)
3117 FU 43 Function generator ID number
3118 FU 43 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3119 FU 43 Amplitude
3120 FU 43 Slope
3121 FU 43 Start time (sec)
3122 FU 43 Stop time (moo)
3123 FU 43 Frequency (rad/sec)
3124 FU 43 Phase shift (deg)
3125 FU 43 Array location
3126 FU 43 Mean,Seed
3127 FU 43 Variance
3128 FU 43 Pulse width (sec)
3129 FU 43 Second pulse start time (see)
3130 FU 44 Function generator ID number
3131FU 44 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3132 FU 44 AMplitude
3133 FU 44 Slope
3134 FU 44 Start time (sec)
3135 FU 44 stop time (sec)
3136 FU 44 Frequency (rad/sec)
3137 FU 44 Phase shift (deg)
3138 FU 44 Array location
3139 FU 44 Mean,Seed
3140 FU 44 Variance
3141 FU 44 Pulse width (sec)
3142 FU 44 Second pulse start time (sec)


































































































































45 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
45 Amplitude
45 Slope
45 Start time (see)
45 Stop time (sec}
45 Frequency (rad/sec)




45 Pulse width (see)
45 Second pulse start time (see)
46 Function generator ID number
46 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
46 Amplitude
46 Slope
46 Start time (leo)
46 Stop tile (see)
46 Frequency (rad/sec)




46 Pulse width (see)
46 Second pulse start time (sec)
51 Function generator ID number
51 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO}
51 Amplitude
51 Slope
51 Start time (see)
51 Stop time (see)
51 Frequency (radlsec)




51 Pulse width (see)
51 Second pulse start time (see)
52 Function generator ID number
52 Type (ST,RA,PUeSA, SIeUS,NO,DO)
52 Amplitude
52 Slope
52 Start time (see)
52 Stop tins (see)
52 Frequency (rad/sec)




52 Pulse width (see)
52 Second pulse start time (ssc)
53 Function generator ID number
53 Type (ST, RA,PU, SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
53 Amplitude
53 Slope
53 Start time (eec)
53 Stop time (8ec)
53 Frequency (rad/sec)




53 Pulse width (moo)
53 Second pulse start time (see)
54 Function generator ID number
54 Type (ST,RA, PU, SA,SI,US,N0,DO)
54 Amplitude
54 Slope
54 Start time (8ec)


















3214 PU 54 Frequency (rad/sec)
3215 FU 54 Phase shift (deq)
3216 FU 54 Array 1ocatlon
3217 FU 54 Mean,Seed
3218 FU 54 Variance
3219 FU 54 Pulse wldEh (sec)
3220 FU 54 Second pulse start time (sec)
3221FU 55 Function generator ID number
3222 FU 55 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3223 FU 55 Amplitude
3224 FU 55 Slope
3225 FU 55 Start time (sec)
3226 FU 55 Stop time (eec)
3227 FU 55 Frequency (rad/eec)
3228 FU 55 Phase shift (deg)
3229 FU 55 Array location
3230 FU 55 Mean,Seed
3231 FU 55 Variance
3232 FU 55 Pulse width (nee)
3233 FU 55 Second pulse start tlme (see)
3234 FU 56 Fun_ion generator ID nulber
3235 FU 56 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3236 FU 56 AIplitude
3237 FU 56 Slope
3238 FU 56 Start time (leo)
3239 FU 56 Stop time (see)
3240 FU 56 Frequency (red/leo}
3241FU 56 Phase shift (deg)
3242 FU 56 Array location
3243 FU 56 Mean,Seed
3244 FU 56 Variance
3245 FU 56 Pulse width (8ec)
3246 FU 56 Second pulse start tile (sec)
3247 FU 61 Funotion generator ID number
3248 FU 61 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3249 FU 61 Amplitude
3250 FU 61 Slope
3251 FU 61 Start time (see)
3252 FU 61 Stop time (nec)
3253 FU 61 Frequency (red/see)
3254 FU 61 Phase shift (deg)
3255 FU 61 Array location
3256 FU 61 Mean,Seed
3257 FU 61 Variance
3258 FU 61 PuLSe width (eec)
3259 FU 61 Second pulse start time (sec)
3260 FU 62 Function generator ID number
3261 FU 62 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3262 FU 62 Amplltude
3263 FU 62 Slope
3264 FU 62 Start time (sec)
3265 FU 62 Stop time (see)
3266 FU 62 Frequency (red/see)
3267 FU 62 Phase shift (deg)
3268 FU 62 Array location
3269 FU 62 Mean,Seed
3270 FU 62 Variance
3271FU 62 Pulse width (see)
3272 FU 62 Second pulse start time (sec)
3273 FU 63 Functlon generator ID number
3274 FU 63 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3275 FU 63 Amplltude
3276 FU 63 Slope
3277 FU 63 Start time (see}
3278 FU 63 Stop time (see)
3279 FU 63 Frequency (rad/eec)
3280 FU 63 Phase shift (deq)
3281FU 63 Array location
3282 FU 63 Mean,Seed


















3284 FU 63 Pulse width (sec)
3285 FU 63 Second pulse start time (ssc)
3286 FU 64 Function generator ID number
3287 FU 64 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3288 FU 64 Amplitude
3289 FU 64 Slope
3290 FU 64 Start time (sec)
3291 FU 64 Stop time (sec)
3292 FU 64 Frequency (rad/sec)
3293 FU 64 Phase shift (deg)
3294 FU 64 Array location
3295 FU 64 Mean,Seed
3296 FU 64 Variance
3297 FU 64 Pulse width (see)
3290 FU 64 Second pulse start time (see)
3299 FU 65 Function generator ID number
3300 FU 65 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3301 FU 65 Amplitude
3302 FU 65 Slope
3303 FU 65 Start time (see)
3304 _ 65 Stop time (see)
3305 FU 65 Frequency (rad/sec)
3306 FU 65 Phase shift (deq)
3307 FU 65 Array location
3308 FU 65 Mean,Seed
330% FU 65 Variance
3310 FU 65 l_ulse width (met}
3311 FU 65 Second pulse mtart time (sec)
3312 FU 66 Function generator ID number
3313 FU 66 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3314 FU 66 Amplitude
3315 FU 66 Slope
3316 FU 66 Start time (leo)
3317 FU 66 Stop time (sec)
3318 FU 66 Frequency (rad/sec)
3319 FU 66 Phame shift (deg)
3320 FU 66 Array location
3321FU 66 Mean,seed
3322 FU 66 Variance
3323 FU 66 Pulse width (eec)
3324 FU 66 Second pulse start time (sec)
3325 FU 71 Function generator ID number
3326 FU 71 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3327 FU 71 Amplitude
3328 FU 71 Slope
3329 FU 71 Start time (see)
3330 1_ 71 Stop time (sec)
3331 1_ 71 Frequency (rad/mec)
3332 FU 71 Phase mhlft (deg)
3333 FU 71 Array location
3334 FU 71 Mean,Seed
3335 FU 71 Variance
3336 FU 71 Pulse width (see)
3337 FU 71 Second pulse start time (sec)
3338 FU 72 Function generator ID number
3339 FU 72 Type (ST, RA, PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3340 FU 72 Amplitude
3341FU 72 Slope
3342 FU 72 Start time (sec)
3343 FU 72 Stop time (sec)
3344 FU 72 Frequency (rad/sec)
3345 FU 72 Phase shift (deq)
3346 FU 72 Array location
3347 FU 72 Mean,Seed
3348 FU 72 Variance
3349 FU 72 Pulse width (sec)
3350 FU 72 Second pulse start time (sec)
3351FU 73 Function generator ID number



















3353 FU 73 Amplitude
3354 FU 73 Slope
3355 FU 73 Start time (8ec)
3356 FU 73 Stop time (sec)
3357 FU 73 Frequency (End/see)
3358 FU 73 Phase shift (des)
3359 FU 73 Array location
3360 FU 73 Mean,Seed
3361FU 73 Variance
3362 FU 73 Pulse width (see)
3363 FU 73 Second pulse start time (see)
3364 FU 74 Function generator ID nunber
3365 FU 74 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3366 FU 74 Amplitude
3367 FU 74 Slope
3368 FU 74 Start time (see)
3369 FU 74 Stop time (nec)
3370 FU 74 Frequency (rad/sec)
3371 FU 74 Phase shift (des)
3372 FU 74 Array location
3373 FU 74 Mean,Seed
3374 FU 74 Variance
3375 FU 74 Pulse width (sec)
3376 FU 74 Second pulse start time (see)
3377 FU 75 Function generator ID number
3378 FU 75 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3379 FU 75 Amplitude
3380 FU 75 Slope
3381 FU 75 Start time (sec)
3382 FU 75 Stop time (see)
3383 FU 75 Frequency (rad/sec)
3384 FU 75 Phase shift (dog)
3385 F17 75 Array location
3386 FU 75 Mean,Seed
3387 1_ 75 Variance
3388 l_J 75 Pulse width (sec)
3389 FU 75 Second pulse start time (see)
3390 FU 76 Function generator ID number
3391 FU 76 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3392 FU 76 Amplitude
3393 FU 76 Slope
3394 FU 76 Start time (see)
3395 FU 76 Stop time (see)
3396 FU 76 Frequency (rad/sec)
3397 FU 76 Phase shift (des)
3398 1_7 76 Array location
3399 FU 76 Mean,Seed
3400 FU 76 Variance
3401 FU 76 P_lse width (see)
3402 FU 76 Second pulse start time (see)
3403 FU 81 Function generator ID number
3404 FU 81 Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,HO,DO)
3405 FU 81 Amplitude
3406 FU 81 Slope
3407 FU 81 Start tame (sec)
3408 FU 81 Stop tame (moo)
3409 FU 81 Frequency (rad/sec)
3410 FU 81 Phase shift (des)
3411 FU 81 Array 1ocatlon
3412 FU 81 Mean,Seed
3413 FU 81 Variance
3414 FU 81 Pulse width (sec)
3415 FU 81 Second pulse start time (sec)
3416 FU 82 Function qenerator ID number
3417 FU 82 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3418 FU 02 Amplitude
3419 FU 82 Slope
3420 FU 82 Start time (sec)
3421 FU 82 Stop time (sec)

















3423 FU 82 Phase shift (dog)
3424 FU 02 Array location
3425 FU 82 Mean,Seed
3426 FU 82 Variance
3427 FU 82 Pulse width (8ec)
3428 FU 82 Second pulse start time (sec)
3429 FU 83 Function generator ID number
3430 FU 83 Type (ST,RA,PU, SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3431FU 83 Amplitude
3432 FU 83 Slope
3433 FU 83 Start time (see)
3434 FU 83 Stop time (see)
3435 FU 83 Frequency (rad/sec)
3436 FU 83 Phase shift (deg)
3437 FU 83 Array location
3438 FU 83 Mean,Seed
3439 FU 83 Variance
3440 FU 83 Pulse width (see)
3441 FU 83 Second pulse start time (see)
3442 FU 84 Function generator ID number
3443 FU 84 Type (ST,RA, PU, SA, SI,US,NO,DO)
3444 FU 84 Amplitude
3445 FU 84 Slope
3446 FU 84 Start time (SeC)
3447 FU 84 Stop time (sec)
3448 FU 84 Frequency (rad/eec)
3449 FU 84 Phase shift (deg)
3450 FU 84 Array location
3451FU 84 Mean,Seed
3452 FU 84 Variance
3453 FU 84 Pulse width (nee)
3454 FU 84 Second pulse start time (see)
3455 FU 85 Function generator ID number
3456 FU 85 Type (ST, RA, PU,SA,SI,US,MO, DO)
3457 FU 85 Amplitude
3458 FU 85 S10pe
3459 FU 85 Start time (nee)
3460 FU 85 Stop time (sec)
3461FU 85 Frequency (rad/sec)
3462 FU 85 Phase shift (deg)
3463 FU 85 Array location
3464 FU 85 Mean,Seed
3465 FU 85 Variance
3466 FU 85 Pulse width (sec)
3467 FU 85 Second pulee start time (sec)
3468 FU 86 Function generator ID number
3469 FU 86 Type (ST,RA,PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO)
3470 FU 86 Amplitude
3471FU 86 Slope
3472 FU 86 Start time (see)
3473 FU 86 Stop time (see)
3474 FU 86 Frequency (tad/nee)
3475 FU 86 Phase shift (deg)
3476 FU 86 Array location
3477 FU 86 Mean,Seed
3478 FU 86 Variance
3479 FU 86 Pulse width (nec)
3480 FU 86 Second pulse start time (see)
3481 FU iii Function generator ID nueber
3482 FU III Type (ST,RA, PU,SA,SI,US,NO,DO}
3483 FU III Amplitude
3484 FU III slope
3485 FU III Start time (see}
3486 FU Iii Stop time (sec)
3487 FU III Frequency (rad/sec)
3488 FU III Phase shift (deg)
3489 FU 111 Array location
3490 FU 111 Mean,Seed
3491PU 111 Variance






















3493 FU III Second pulse start time (sec)
INTERCONNECT
3494 IN 11 Interconnect ID number
3495 IN II Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3496 IN 11 Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row #
3497 IN 11 Gain
3498 IN 12 Interconnect ID number
3499 IN 12 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source rcw#
3500 IN 12 Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
3503 IN 12 Gain
3502 IN 13 Interconnect ID number
3503 IN 13 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
3504 IN 13 Destiaation type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #






























































Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
Destination t_pe(A or C),Delt ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source typo(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
Destination t_pe(A or C),Dest ID,Deet row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination t_pe(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID nunber
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
26 Interconnect ID number
26 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
26 Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row #
26 Gain
31 Interconnect ID number
31 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Souroe row #
31 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
31 Gain
32 Interconnect ID number
32 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #



























































3550 IN 33 Interconnect ID number
3551 IN 33 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
3552 IN 33 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3553 IN 33 Gain
3554 IN 34 Interconnect ID number
3555 IN 34 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3556 IN 34 Demtination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
3557 IN 34 Gain
3558 IN 35 Interconnect ID number
3559 IN 35 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3560 IN 35 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3561 IN 35 Gain
3562 IN 36 Interconnect ID number
3563 IN 36 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
3564 IN 36 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3565 IN 36 Gain
3566 IN 41 Interconnect ID number
3567 IN 41 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3568 IN 41 Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
3569 IN 41 Gain
3570 IN 42 Interconnect ID number
3571 IN 42 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
3572 IN 42 Destination type(A or C),Demt ID, Demt row #
3573 IN 42 Gain
3574 IN 43 Interconnect ID number
3575 IN 43 Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
3576 IN 43 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3577 IN 43 Gain
3578 IN 44 Interconnect ID nuaber
3579 IN 44 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3580 IN 44 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3581 IN 44 Gain
3582 IN 45 Interconnect ID number
3583 IN 45 Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
3584 IN 45 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3585 IN 45 Gain
3586 IN 46 Interconnect ID number
3587 IN 46 Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,source row #
3588 IN 46 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3589 IN 46 Gain
3590 IN 51 Interconnect ID number
3591 IN 51 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
3592 IN 51 Destination tlq_e(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3593 IN 51 Gain
3594 IN 52 Interconnect ID number
3595 IN 52 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3596 IN 52 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3597 IN 52 Gain
3598 IN 53 Interconnect ID number
3599 IN 53 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3600 IN 53 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3601 IN 53 Gain
3602 IN 54 Interconnect ID number
3603 IN 54 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3604 IN 54 Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
3605 IN 54 Gain
3606 IN 55 Interconnect ID number
3607 IN 55 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3608 IN 55 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #






























































3610 IN 56 Interconnect ID number
3611 IN 56 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3612 IN 56 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
3613 IN 56 Gain
3614 IN 61 Interconnect ID number
3615 IN 61 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3616 IN 61 Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
3617 IN 61 Gain
3618 IN 62 Interconnect ID number
3619 IN 62 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3620 IN 62 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •






























































































Source t_pe(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row •
Demtination type(A or C),Demt ID, Dest row •
Gain
InterconneCt ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,SOurco row •
Destination typo(A or C),DeJt ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Sourco row •
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F) ,source ID, Source row#
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F) Source ID,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(s,c, or F),source ID,source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,_urce row #
Destination type(A or C),Demt ID,Demt r_ •
Gain
Interconnect ID nmaber
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row •






























































3670 IN 83 Interconnect ID number
3671 IN 83 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3672 IN 83 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3673 IN 83 Gain
3674 IN 84 Interconnect ID number
3675 IN 84 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3676 IN 84 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #






































































































Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Deet row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID nanber
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID, Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Deet ID,Deet row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F},Source ID,source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Deet row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row#
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row •
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row •
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
























































































































































































Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
Gain
Inter_nnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source IO,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Demt row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Souroe row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Demt row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row#
Destination t_pe(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row#
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID#Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,souroe row #
Destination type(A or C),Demt ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dent row #
Gain
InterConnect ID nuaber
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,source row #
Destination type(A or C),Demt ID,Dest row #
Gain
InterConnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
Destination t3rpe(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID, Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #































































3790 IN 209 Interconnect ID number
3791 IN 209 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3792 IN 209 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3793 IN 209 Gain
3794 IN 210 Interconnect ID number
3795 IN 210 Source type(S,C, or F),Sourcs ID,Sourcs row #
3796 IN 210 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3797 IN 210 Gain
3798 IN 211 Interconnect ID number
3799 IN 211 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3800 IN 211 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3801 IN 211 Gain
3802 IN 212 Interconnect ID number
3803 IN 212 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3804 IN 212 Destination type(A or C},Dest ID,Dest row #
3805 IN 212 Gain
3806 IN 213 Interconnect ID number
3807 IN 213 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
3808 IN 213 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Demt row #
3809 IN 213 Gain
3810 IN 214 Interconnect ID number
3811 IN 214 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Souroe row #
3812 IN 214 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
3813 IN 214 Gain
3814 IN 215 Interconnect ID number
3815 IN 215 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row#
3816 IN 215 Destination ty_e(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3817 IN 215 Gain
3818 IN 216 Interconnect ID number
3819 IN 216 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3820 IN 216 Destination typo(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3821 IN 216 Gain
3822 IN 217 Interconnect ID number
3823 IN 217 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3824 IN 217 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Deat row #
3825 IN 217 Gain
3826 IN 218 Interconnect ID number
3827 IN 218 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
3828 IN 218 Destination type{A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
3829 IN 218 Gain
3830 IN 219 Interconnect ID number
3231 IN 219 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3832 IN 219 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3833 IR 219 Gain
3834 IN 220 Interconnect ID number
3835 IN 220 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3836 IN 220 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3837 IN 220 Gain
3838 IN 221 Interconnect ID number
3839 IN 221 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, source row #
3840 IN 221 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3841 IN 221 Gain
3842 IN 222 Interconnect ID number
3843 IN 222 Source typo(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
3844 IN 222 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
3845 IN 222 Gain
3846 IN 223 Interconnect ID number
3847 IN 223 Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
3848 IN 223 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID#Dest row #






















































































































































































Source type(S,C, or F),Source In,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID, Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dant ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or c),Dent ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination t_pe(A or C),Dent In,D ell row #
Gain
InteroonneoE ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination t_pe(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Souroe ID,Souroe row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID, Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),souroe ID,source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source t_pe(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination t_e(A or C},Dest ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source t_pe(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest In,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source In,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dent ID,Dent row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),source ID,source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest In,Dent row #
Gain
interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
Gain
Interconnect ID number
Source type(S,C, or r),Source ID, Source row #











































































991 Interconnect ID number
991 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
991 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
991 Gain
992 Interconnect ID number
992 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #
992 Destination type(A or C),Dest ID,Dest row #
992 Gain
993 Interconnect ID number
993 Source type(S,C, or F),Source ID,Source row #





















































































I Device ID number
I Device Type (LI,QU,SD,CO,UH,LH)
1 Device location (Node or Hinge)
1 Hinge ID no., Hinge axis no.(1-6)
1 Node 1 Body ID no., Node 1 Node ID no.
1 Node 2 Body ID no., Node 2 Node ID no.
1 Hardmtop Location, Initial force
1 Stiffness Coefficient (Kqe)
1 Damping Coefficient (Bqe)
1 Unstreched spring/cable length
2 Device ID number
2 Device Type (LI,QUeSD,CO,UH,LH)
2 Device location (Node or Hinge)
B/nge ID no., Hinge axis no.(1-6)
Node 1 Body ID no., Node 1 Node ID no.
Node 2 Body ID no., Node 2 Node ID no.






Device location (Node or Hinge)
Hinge ID no., Hinge axis no.(1-6)
Node 1 Body ID no., Node 1 Node ID no.
Node 2 Body ID no., Node 2 Node ID no.


















































Node I body ID, Node 1 node ID
Node 2 body ID, Node 2 node ID
Constraint Unit Vector (x, y, z)




Node I body ID, Node I node ID
Node 2 body ID, Node 2 node ID
Constraint Unit Vector (x, y, z)




Node I body ID, Node 1 node ID
Node 2 body ID, Node 2 node ID














3971CD 4 Hinge/Cut Joint ZD, Axis
3972 CD 4 Function Generator ZD
3973 CD 5 ID Number
3974 CD 5 Type (CL,VT,VD,RT,RD,PL,HI,CJ)
3975 CD 5 Node 1 body ID, Node 1 node ID
3976 CD 5 Node 2 body In, Node 2 node ID
3977 CD 5 Constraint Unit Vector (x, y, z)
3978 CD 5 Hinge/Cut Joint ID, Axis
3979 CD 5 Function Generator ID
3980 CD 6 ID Number
3981CD 6 Type (CL,VT,VD,RT,RD, PL#HI,CJ)
3982 CD 6 Node 1 body ID, Node 1 node ID
3983 CD 6 Node 2 body ID, Node 2 node ID
3984 CD 6 Constraint Unit Vector (x, y, z)
3985 CD 6 Hinge/Cut Joint ID, Axls
3986 CD 6 Funotlon Generator ID
3987 CD 7 ID mhu_er
3988 CD 7 Type (CL,VT,VD,RT,RD,PL,BI,CJ)
3989 CD 7 Node 1 body ID, Node 1 node ID
3990 CD 7 Node 2 body ID, Node 2 node ID
3991CD 7 Constraint Unit Vector (x, y, z)
3992 CD 7 RiDge/Cut Joint ID, Axis
3993 CD 7 PUuotlon Generator ID
3994 CD 8 ID Nulber
3995 CD 8 Type (CL,VT,VD,RT, RD,PL,HI,CJ)
3996 CD 8 lode 1 body In, Node 1 node ID
3997 CD 8 Node 2 body ID, Node 2 node ID
3998 CD 8 Constraint Unit Vector (x, y, z)
3999 CD 8 Ringe/Cut Joint ID, Axis


















4001 CN 1 CRTDTA : ID Humber
4002 CN 1 CRTDTA : Number of data values (max - 150)
4003 CN 1 CNTDTA s Array value
4004 CN I CHTDTA s Array value
4005 CN 1 CNTDTA 8 Array value
4006 CN 1 CRTDTA t Array value
4007 CN 1 CNTDTA s Array value
4008 CH 1CHTDTA s Array value
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